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ABSTRACT
This report documents the research results of the seventh and eighth years of a
contract for Cultural Resource Management field investigations, data collection,
archival studies, and other related activities undertaken on the Island of O`ahu
for the U.S. Army Garrison, Hawai`i.
The goal of the Cultural Resources Section of the U.S. Army Garrison’s
Ecosystem Management Program, of which we are a part, is to provide the
research, support, and data needed to conserve, protect, and enhance the
cultural resources of Hawai`i and especially those located on Army properties. In
practice, this means balancing compliance with the applicable federal and state
laws and regulations while at the same time improving the Army’s ability to
conduct training and maintain military readiness.
For the purpose of this contract, the primary Army lands considered for these
research activities are the eight major Training Areas and Ranges on O`ahu.
These are: Mākua Military Reservation (MMR), Kahuku Training Area (KTA),
Dillingham Military Reservation (DMR), Kawailoa Training Area (KLO), and
Schofield Barracks Military Reservation (SBA). Schofield Barracks is further
functionally subdivided into the Cantonment Area (SBC) and the various attached
Training Areas: East Range (SBE), West Range (SBW, which includes the
Impact Area), South Range (SBS) and now the South Range Acquisition Area
(SRA) (refer to Map 1 on p. 2). In addition, the Cultural Resources Section is
responsible for all historic and cultural properties on the other 15 SubInstallations on O`ahu and has occasionally provided assistance with support for
activities at Army properties on the Island of Hawai`i.
The projects, research, and data recovery activities called for in the Ecosystem
Management Program Scope of Work (SOW) and presented in this report consist
of a variety of actions and deliverables, listed as follows:
 Field inventory surveys and reports
 Site identification and documentation
 Site relocation (with sub-meter GPS)
 Site monitoring
 Development and preparation of field data, field records, and other
forms
 Development and management of an archaeological site database
 Establishment and management of a curation storage facility
 Various other duties performed outside the SOW
The Cultural Resources Section crew has grown since early 2004 from two to six,
with the addition of Carly Anton, Alton Exzabe, Laura Gilda, Moana Lee,
Christophe Descantes, and David Cox. These Pacific Cooperative Studies Unit
(PCSU) contract employees are supervised by Dr. Laurie Lucking, the Garrison’s
Cultural Resource Manager, as Primary investigator (PI).
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INTRODUCTION
This report documents the results of field, research, and support activities of the
seventh and eighth years of an ongoing year- to-year contract. The contract has
been formed as an agreement to provide the Conservation and Restoration
Branch of the Environmental Division of the Directorate of Public Works (DPW) of
the U. S. Army Garrison-Hawai`i (USAG-HI), with the research personnel and
support of the Pacific Cooperative Studies Unit (PCSU) under the auspices of the
Research Corporation of the University of Hawai`i (RCUH). The provisions and
details of that contract are specified in the Scope of Work for the ECOSYSTEMS
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM at Various Training Areas, Island of O`ahu (as
revised 8 June 1998) (SOW). The Ecosystems Management Program SOW
calls for a wide variety of Natural and Cultural Resources Management actions to
be undertaken on behalf of the U. S. Army on lands owned and/or controlled by
the Army, in the State of Hawai`i, on the islands of O`ahu and Hawai`i.
The Cultural Resource Section’s normal “contract year” starts on the 1 June and
ends on 31 May. The present document is a two-year combined report covering
those activities undertaken during the period from June 2005 to the end of May
2007. Projects that were initiated during this period, but which continued into the
following reporting period, will be discussed in introduction only.
The present report specifically addresses those project elements and activities as
they are outlined in Section 5. Part c, sub-parts (1) and (2) of the SOW, entitled
Cultural Resources Management. On the basis of that contract modification, a
Cultural Resources (CR) Section was made possible in the summer of 1998, to
be under the direction of the Garrison’s Cultural Resources Manager. The thennew Cultural Resources Section was established as part of the DPW
Environmental Division’s Conservation and Restoration Branch in June 1999,
with the hiring of two Cultural Resource Specialists on O`ahu. The new CR
Section was set up as a smaller version of the previously established and much
larger Natural Resources Section, and initially shared office space and facilities
with that group. In February 2004, three more Specialists were added to the CR
Team after a move to the Environmental Division’s main offices at Building 105,
Wheeler Army Airfield. Also during this period, the Conservation and Restoration
Branch added a full-time federal Government Service (GS) position as the O`ahu
Archaeologist, to directly assist the Garrison Cultural Resources Manager.
The goal of the Cultural Resources Section, sub-parts (1) and (2), of the U. S.
Army’s Ecosystem Management Program is to provide those research,
documentation, and support activities that are needed to conserve, protect, and
enhance the cultural and historical resources of Hawai`i in general, and
specifically those found on Army lands. In practice, this means balancing the
requirements of compliance with federal and state historic preservation laws and
regulations, while at the same time maintaining and improving the Army’s ability
1

to conduct training and maintain military readiness. To that end, the primary
focus of our investigations, identification, documentation, preservation, and
protection of the cultural resources and historical properties is directed to the
eight large major training areas and ranges on O`ahu (refer to Map 1).

Map 1:

The Eight Major Training Areas (plus SBC and WAA) on O`ahu.

In general, these active training areas and live fire ranges are the properties that
are most likely to be impacted by the result of regular and recurring military field
and range training activities. It has also been shown by numerous past field
investigations that, of all the Army-controlled properties on O`ahu, these large
tracts of land are still mostly comprised of undeveloped and relatively
undisturbed areas. As a consequence, these training areas have proven to be
the most likely to have surviving cultural, archaeological, and other historical
properties that require our identification, documentation, and protection.
The Cultural Resources Management Program (CR) is also responsible for the
historical and cultural properties on the remaining 16 Army sub-installations on
O`ahu, as well as the six on the island of Hawai`i. The latter are under the care
2

of the DPW Environmental Division’s Cultural Resources Section team based at
Pohakuloa Training Area (refer to Table 1, below).
There has been an addition of one property on O`ahu since the last reporting
period, with the Army’s 2005 purchase of a section of Honouliuli District. This
new, large parcel of 1402 acres is being called the South Range Land Acquisition
(SRLA, now SRA). It was almost entirely used for commercial pineapple fields
for nearly a hundred years, until 2005. SRA is situated immediately south of
Schofield Barracks Cantonment (SBC), west of Kunia Road and adjacent to the
east edge of the existing Schofield Barracks South Range (SBS). Planning for a
variety of projects and uses at SRA is presently underway, with one construction
project getting started very shortly after the purchase: the new live-fire
Qualification Target Range 2 (QTR-2).
TABLE 1:

U.S. Army Garrison, Hawai`i Sub-Installations

ISLAND OF O`AHU (23)

Abrv.

Est. Acquired

TRAINING AREAS (8)
Dillingham Military Reservation

DMR

1942

KTA
KLO
MMR
SBE
SBW
SBS
SRA

1942
1955
1941
1909
1909
1909
2005

CANTONMENT AREAS (6)
Aliamanu Military Reservation
Helemano Military Reservation
Schofield Barracks / Cantonment
Fort Shafter Military Reservation
Tripler Army Medical Center
Wheeler Army Airfield

AMR
HMR
SBC
FSM
TMC
WAA

1915
1943
1909
1899
1944
1927

1915
1943
1909
1899
1944
1927

538
290
1,605
592
367
1,370

RECREATION AREAS (3)
Fort DeRussy Military Reservation
Mokulē`ia Army Beach
Wai`anae-Kai Military Reservation

FDR
MAB
PAR

1902
1942
1918

1902
1974
1918

73
17
14

OTHER USE AREAS (6)
Kipapa Ammunition Storage Site
Kunia Field Station

KAS
KFS

1944
1943

1944
1948

402
95

Kahuku Training Area
Kawailoa Training Area
Mākua Military Reservation
Schofield Barracks / East Range
Schofield Barracks / West Range
Schofield Barracks / South Range
Schofield South Range Acquisition

3

1974

Acreage
664

2004
9,480
(leased) 23,310
1943 4,190 (fee&leased)
1909
5,154
1909
4,993
1909
4,144
2005
1,402

Mauna Kapu Communication Station
Paalaa Pupukea Military Road
O`ahu Signal Trunking System
Waikakalaua Ammo Storage Site

MKS
DRD
OTC
WAS

1961
1935
1937
1944

1965
1935
1937
1946

16
109
10
312

1938
2006

1955
2006

108,045
24,013

CANTONMENT AREAS (2)
Kawaihae Military Reservation
KMR
SFC Kuneida Army Reserve Center RCH

1956
1960s

1956
1960s

11
4

RECREATION AREAS
Kilauea Military Camp

KMC

1916

1921

72

OTHER USE AREAS
Kawaihae Tank Trail

KTT

1956

HAWAI`I ISLAND (6) [not covered in this report]
TRAINING AREAS (2)
Pohakuloa Training Area
Ke`āmuku Maneuver Area

PTA
KMA

(easement)

24+ mi.

[Note: All dates provided by the DPW Real Estate Division.]
As stated above, the Cultural Resources Management Program, as outlined in
the SOW, consists of a series of interrelated research projects and activities that
form the basis for the undertakings of the CR Team. These duties and projects
call for the implementation of the actions necessary for compliance with various
laws and regulations governing the possible effects the Army’s actions might
have on historic properties or cultural resources found on Army lands.
As presented in this report, the majority of the activities performed by the CR
Team in meeting the program goals include:
 Reconnaissance field inspections
 Site identification, documentation and assessment
 Field inventory surveys (level 1)
 Area of potential effect (APE) determinations
 Preparing and staffing Section 106 and consultation documents
 Relocation and documentation of previously identified sites (using
sub-meter GPS)
 Site monitoring (either for construction impacts or periodic revisits to
specific selected sites)
 Literature searches (tracking down historical records and documents)
 Review of proposed Army actions:
o planning documents and construction proposals (RECs)
o planning all excavation activities
 The review and monitoring of troops (individual units):
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o field training plans
o construction activities (not covered by RECs)
o maneuvers and field exercises in sensitive areas
Assisting and supporting:
o the Range Division and ITAM maintenance and improvement
activities
o the Natural Resources Program activities
o other contract archaeologists working on large Army
construction projects
o consulting parties and general researchers
Establishing and managing various in-house research databases,
reference materials, archival, artifact, and other collections.

One of the CR Team’s primary functions is to assist in maintaining compliance
with the requirements of the National Historic Preservation Act (NHPA). If a
cultural resource site (including buildings and other structures) status is Listed on
the National Register (NR), is a National Historic Landmark (NHL), is Eligible, or
Needs Determination of Eligibility (DOE), a cultural resources consultation
(Section 106 Consultation) must be conducted before an undertaking can take
place. An ‘undertaking’ is defined as “a project, activity, or program funded in
whole or in part under the direct or indirect jurisdiction of a federal agency,
including those carried out by, or on behalf of, a federal agency; those carried out
with federal financial assistance; those requiring a federal permit, license or
approval; and those subject to state or local regulation administered pursuant to
a delegation or approval by a federal agency.”
Status terminology is identified as:
 NR Listed – listed on the National Register of Historic Places
 NHL – listed as a National Historic Landmark
 Eligible – evaluated as eligible for the National Register (will be treated as
NR Listed)
 Not Eligible – evaluated as not eligible for the National Register
 Needs DOE – needs to be evaluated for National Register significance
 Bldgs < 45 Yrs - no consultation necessary
 Demo – building has been demolished
Cultural Resources Crew and Product Evolve
As the size of Cultural Resources Section crew has grown since early 2004 from
two to six, with the addition of Carly Antone , Alton Exzabe, Laura Gilda, Moana
Lee and Christophe Descantes, it has become apparent that past annual reports
are being utilized more and more as in-house references for our own research
and further field work planning, consultations, support of outside contractors, and
additional data collection.
5

These annual reports have grown to be working documents that are more than
just “deliverables” at this point. They are now the most readily accessible
collection of documentation on our previous activities.
The earlier format of all previous annual reports had been based directly on the
sub-parts of the original SOW, so the Annual Reports took the form of a series of
chapters based primarily on function—that is, as a discussion of the activities that
had been undertaken to meet the requirements as specifically outlined in the
SOW—rather than being based primarily on location, project, area, or installation.
The chapters, therefore, were organized by kind or type of action and were
collections of each similar research activity undertaken anywhere on Garrison
lands or areas used by the Army, including those off Army lands. Early on, when
there were initially only two crew members, this format was found to be adequate
as a deliverable. The two generally worked together as a field team (a
requirement of the safety SOP) and knew the details of the majority of the data
collected, or co-wrote the field reports and findings and, therefore, jointly knew
the whole “record.” Once the size of the crew grew larger, to the point that
individuals were assigned to specific projects, areas, or sub-installations, it
became much more difficult for any one person to stay abreast of the details of
the current (let alone past) activities of the rest of the larger crew. It is apparent
that when a crew member needed data or information about something outside
their own area, older reports were still a useful source for an item of specific or
detailed data; however, those reports proved to be more difficult to use if one
required a general overview of past activities and findings about a specific subinstallation. At present, in such matters, the preferred protocol is to enquire
directly with the “lead person” assigned to that area or project.
Commencing with this report, the general layout is being redesigned for
subsequent annual reports. In an attempt to make the presented data and
information more readily accessible, as well as simplifying the reporting process,
the main chapters will now be organized geographically by sub-installations, as
grouped in Table 1 above. The individual author of an item or section will be
indicated by initials in brackets at the end of the section. David Cox wrote those
sections where brackets are found.
Most of our attention and field research activity has been directed at the major
training areas as discussed above, so a full chapter will be devoted to each
training area. Chapter subsections will consist of a short introduction of the subinstallation and its relationship to the general area. Where appropriate, there will
be a discussion of:
A) Pedestrian (reconnaissance) or other archaeological Inventory Surveys;
These are often done in response to a Request for Environmental
Consideration (REC) for smaller construction type proposals from within
the Garrison;
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B) Ongoing Periodic Monitoring of selected sites or Construction Monitoring
during construction projects—often larger, Military Construction Contract
(MilCon) projects;
C) Summary of the Archaeological Site Database & Geographic Information
System (GIS) maintained by the CR Section (refer to Table 2);
D) Prioritization of remaining unsurveyed areas;
E) Data, information, and assistance provided to and shared with U.S. Army
units, groups and others; and
F) Other activities.
The 15 remaining O`ahu sub-installations are covered in a chapter with individual
subsections as categorized in Table 1. This is followed by additional chapters as
needed for the discussion of other activities and undertakings.
Within all of these chapters, there will still be documentation of those functional
research activities called for in the SOW, (as listed in A-F above) and undertaken
during the period in question. An outline of those major research components
(taken from the previous CR Annual Report, November 2005:2-5) is presented
here. The specific project elements, performed under the provisions of Section
5.c of the SOW for the Cultural Resources Management Program, are briefly
summarized below by sub-section and are expanded upon in the body of the
report:
 Section 5.c (1)(a&b) of the contract specifies that pedestrian
(reconnaissance) archaeological Inventory Surveys will be
performed in training ranges and other sub-installations on O`ahu.
 Section 5.c (1)(c&g) calls for an ongoing Periodic Monitoring
Program, to collect and assess information regarding the effects
of various impacts to cultural resources at selected archaeological
sites.
 Section 5.c (1)(d) provides a summary of the Archaeological Site
Database created and maintained in Microsoft Access. This
section also explains the Geographic Information System (GIS)
data set.
 Section 5.c (1)(f) contains the assessment and prioritization of
remaining un-surveyed areas within U.S. Army training ranges
and sub-installations.
 Section 5.c (2) summarizes the data and information provided to
and shared with U.S. Army units and groups.
All the cultural resource management projects undertaken are designed,
planned, and executed in compliance with the requirements of the following
regulations, laws, and statutes:


Sections 101, 106, and 110 of the National Historic Preservation
Act (NHPA) (36 CFR 800) & (16USC 470-470w)
7





The Archaeological Resources Protection Act (ARPA) (32 CFR
229) & (16 USC 470aa-470ll)
The Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act
(NAGPRA) (46 CFR 10) & (25 USC 3001-1013)
Army Regulation AR-200-4, Cultural Resources Management

8

Table 2: Archaeological Sites Identified on ARMY Lands (to date, May 2007)
DPW-007
DPW-008
DPW-009
DPW-010
DPW-011
DPW-012
DPW-013
DPW-014

08 - 6872
na
na
na
na

DPW-015

WAA
WAA
WAA
WAA
WAA
SRA
KTA
KLO
SBW

DPW-016

not elig.

SBW

DPW-017
DPW-018
DPW-019
DPW-020
DPW-021
DPW-022
DPW-023
DPW-024
DPW-025
DPW-026
DPW-027
DPW-028
DPW-029
DPW-030
DPW-031
DPW-032
DPW-033

not elig.

SBW
SBW
SBW
SBW
SBW
SBW
SBW
SBW
SBW
SBW
SBW
SBW
SBW
SBW
SBW
MMR
MMR

na
na
na
na
na
na
na
na
na
na
na
na

OR&L S-curve segment of old railway (Fe1) / rail segment
Boulder pile
Bermed depression
Berms & rock piles
Foxholes - military
Basalt cobble cistern & concrete foundation pad - Castner village or Hasebe gate
Plantation site - 3 features
Retaining walls, terraces, enclosure & hibachi
McCarthy Flats Fuelbreak Rd: MF#1 - scattered cobbles with poss alignments but so
disturbed there is no integrity left
McCarthy Flats Fuelbreak Rd: MF#2 - natural basalt outcrop w/ viewshed of Hale`au`au
gulch/heiau : A`ua
McCarthy Flats Fuelbreak Rd: MF#3 - single coarse alignment; likely roadbed
McCarthy Flats Fuelbreak Rd: MF#4 - two rock alignments
McCarthy Flats Fuelbreak Rd: MF#5 - mound with hole
CMS(T6) - Lo`i complex in gulch along S. firebreak: Avoid
CMS(T7) - Lo`i complex in gulch along S. firebreak: Avoid
CMS(T8) - boulder w/ cobbles around it/remnant terrace (originally Fe1): Avoid/fence
CMS(T9) - complex-terraces & alignments: Avoid
CMS(T10) - terrace or enclosure, KR3 vicinity: Avoid
CMS(T11) - petroglyph/boulder w/ possible `Iwa birds
CMS(T12) - circular alignment / possible site/rock concentration: Avoid/fence
CMS(T13) - Discarded
CMS(T14) - petroglyph/boulder w/ incised trident: Relocated-where?
CMS(T15) - petroglyph/boulder w/ incised "X": Relocated-where?
CMS(T16) - petroglyph/boulder w/ incised grooves: Relocated-where?
CMS(T17) - petroglyph/boulder w/ incised anthropormorphics: Relocated-where?
Carlys terrace
Burial mound
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T&T '94
T&T '94
2.5x1.2
T&T '94
2m dia
T&T '94
10x30
T&T '94
10/17/2005
(Needs Recording)
(Needs Recording)

2

13-Jul-06
28-Jul-06
28-Jul-06
8/5/2006
8/5/2006
7/29/2006
7/30/2006
7/30/2006
8/5/2006
8/14/2006
8/14/2006
8/14/2006
8/14/2006
7/24/2006
8/1/2005
8/1/2005

re-visit
re-visit
re-visit
re-visit
re-visit

2

6-Jul-06
6-Jul-06

needs
needs
needs
needs
needs

y
1

y

1
1
1

1
1
1
1
2
1

y
?

DILLINGHAM MILITARY RESERVATION (DMR)
Introduction
Although the Army technically owns all of the 664 acres of Dillingham Military
Reservation (DMR), the main airstrip and most of the old WWII Cantonment and
airfield operations area at the west end of the runway are presently shared with
the State of Hawai`i Department of Transportation for private light aircraft
operations and storage.
For Army training purposes, DMR is divided into three Training Areas (Map 2).
DMR is designated a No-Live-Fire area, meaning only small-caliber blanks can
be used here. Training Areas P-1 and portions of P-2 and P-3 are used fairly
often by small ground units and regularly for helicopter and air assault practice
and training activities. There are occasionally larger unit maneuvers and bivouac
use as well. Field training exercises involving as many as two battalions have
trained here for periods of up to three weeks in the past.

Map 2:

Archaeological Sites and Training Areas at DMR

The many remaining WWII-era structures and earthworks at DMR are now
potentially historic properties. As well, the inland slopes are spotted with
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numerous traditional Hawaiian pre-contact and contact period sites that have
been identified in past surveys.
Dillingham Military Reservation, with the airfield and its three designated Training
Areas, occupies the lowland portions of three traditional land divisions or
ahupua`a in the moku (or District) of Waialua. These ahupua`a are Ka`ena (a
small area at the west of DMR), Keālia, and Kawaihapai (at the east).
The Tax Map Key (TMK) designations for the three Training Areas and the
shared sections of DMR are shown in the table below.
Table 3:

Tax Map Key designations for the Training Areas at DMR
Training Areas

TMK

P–1

1- 6 - 8 – 002: 018

P–2

1- 6 - 8 – 002: 018

P–3

1- 6 - 8 – 002: 018, and
inland part of 6 - 8 – 014: 001

Cantonment and Airfield

1 - 6 - 8 – 014: 001

Pedestrian (reconnaissance) archaeological and other inventory surveys
Laura Gilda accompanied Lawrence Conyers and Samuel Connell while they
were on O`ahu (December 2006) during their field tests of ground-penetrating
radar (GPR) in a variety of soil types and conditions here and on the island of
Hawai`i. Her short note and the graphic (Fig. 1) she forwarded will serve as an
introduction to the following excerpted section of Conyers and Connell’s report on
findings on garrison installations. Additional sub-sections of their report are
included in the appropriate sub-installation chapters below.
“Here are some pretty pictures of the ground penetrating radar at DMR.
The cm designation at the top of the “slice” are the cm below surface, so
you are looking at layers. There is an odd blank spot in the DMR sample.
Conyers has no explanation other than it is void of any anomalies. It
looks like some construction disturbance possibly, but strange that the
fill soils had no irregularities. There seem to be more possible burials
than what Thomas has records for. (Refer to Figure 1, below.)
They will do more thorough analysis with this soon.”
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Laura Gilda , 26 Jan ‘06”

Figure 1: Preliminary Results of Ground Penetrating Radar Scans at DMR. (A set
of scans at four depths, over a single large rectangular plot, shown in plan)

Figure 1 is one of a set of the returns from ground-penetrating radar (GPR)
investigations at a reported family burial plot at DMR. This field test confirmed
the presence of burial remains at this location. It was one of the more successful
field tests in Conyers and Connell’s field study of 10 locations on O`ahu. They
were here to get a general assessment of the potential for GPR as a noninvasive research tool. The following are selected sections from An Analysis of
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Ground-Penetrating Radar’s Ability to Discover and Map Buried
Archaeological Sites in Hawai`i (Conyers and Connell, December 2006).
Abstract (p. 1)
“Ground-penetrating radar (GPR) tests were performed at a number of
archaeological and cemetery sites on O`ahu and the island of Hawai`i in
order to test the method’s ability to produce images of buried features.
These tests were performed in a variety of soil, sediment and rock types
including clay soils, consolidated limestone, coral sand, basalt cinders and
un-weathered basalt lava flows. The depth of investigation was found to
be generally controlled by the types of clay in the soils, which is a function
of the degree the soils have been weathered. Windward clay soils, which
have seen relatively intense weathering due to greater rainfall had the
greatest depth of energy penetration and therefore subsurface resolution,
while leeward soils had the least. The greatest depth of investigation was
found in coral sand and un-weathered basalt, with resolution of important
features to a depth of between 3 and 6 meters. The shallowest depth of
penetration was found to be in unconsolidated basalt cinders. GPR data
collected near salt water, or in brackish groundwater areas showed
significant radar energy attenuation at the water table level, which was
about a meter depth where tested. A variety of GPR data processing
techniques were used to produce two and three-dimensional images of
buried features ranging from burials in both maintained and abandoned
cemeteries, house floors and walls and prehistoric middens.”
GPR testing methods in Hawai`i (pp. 6-7)
“Our goals were to test the GPR method’s effectiveness in mapping buried
archaeological sites and to prospect for modern and ancient human
burials at a number of test areas on O`ahu and Hawai`i. These tests were
carried out in December 2005 during a period of very dry ground
conditions, which are generally assumed to be best for GPR energy
penetration in the ground. In all these tests buried cultural materials and
human remains were either known or suspected to exist, which could be
used as targets. The acquired GPR reflection profiles were then
processed into profiles and sometimes amplitude maps after the data
were filtered and reflections were enhanced using standard GPR data
processing techniques (Conyers 2004: 119). An analysis of the depth of
penetration and feature resolution was then made and related to specific
soil and other environmental conditions at each test site. While our
selection of test areas was statistically biased, as sites were chosen
mostly by ease of accessibility and informants with local knowledge and
connections that allowed us access to the sites, a variety of ground
conditions were encountered. At each site we evaluated the relative
success qualitatively, based on what was known about the soils,
sediments and bedrock characteristics. As most archaeological surveys
must be performed without having prior detailed knowledge of ground
conditions, we chose to limit our research to data collection and analysis,
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and then determine after the fact what chemical or physical conditions of
the ground might have been affecting the results by comparing them to
published reports concerning soil and rock types in Hawai`i. Laboratory
analysis and detailed stratigraphic testing was beyond the scope of this
study, but is a method that would lend itself in the future to a much greater
understanding of the complex factors related to GPR analysis in Hawai`i.”
Hawaiian tests (pp. 11-12)
“In all tests the Geophysical Survey Systems, Inc. (GSSI) Subsurface
Interface Radar System model 3000 (SIR-3000) was used to collect the
GPR data, mounted on a cart system, with a survey wheel used to place
reflections in space along survey transects (Figure 2). Both the 270 and
400 MHz antennas were used depending on the depth of the known
buried features (with the 400 MHz most widely used, as the critical depth
of burial at most test sites was in the upper 2 meters). Reflection data
were transferred to a laptop computer and processed using software that
is publicly available (Conyers 2005). This software allowed reflection
profiles to be viewed and analyzed for effective depth penetration, and at
some sites grids of many closely spaced profiles were used to produce
amplitude maps of buried features of interest.

Figure 2: The GSSI SIR-3000 System.
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With survey wheel, 400 MHz antenna and control unit with flash memory chips for data
storage and playback.

A total of 10 locations were studied, sometimes with numerous tests and
grids of data at each (Map 3). Each test location will be discussed below,
categorized by the types of soils, sediments or rock types encountered.”

Kaneohe

Map 3: Base map of the O`ahu GPR tests.
1: Queen Emma’s house and Battery Hasbrouck: Hickam Air Force Base; 2. Waikīkī;
3. Bellows Air Force Base; 4. Kāne`ohe Klipper Golf Course, Marine Corps Base
Hawai`i;
5. Dillingham Air Field; 6. Lā`ie; 7.Punchbowl Cemetery; 8. Schofield Barracks cemetery;
9. `Opae`ula Fire Base; 10. Cinder Cone at Marine Corps Base Hawai`i, Kāne`ohe.

Hawaiian tests, cont. (pp. 22-23)
“Ancient Hawaiian burials were often placed in sand dunes both along the
coast and in dune deposits farther inland. Just south of the runway at
Dillingham Air Field (DMR) on O`ahu’s northwest coast (Map 3), one such
burial ground was tested in carbonate sand where both historic and
ancient burials were known to be present. Some of this area had been
disturbed by earth moving equipment in the past, and it was unknown if or
where intact burials might still be present. Using the 400 MHz antennas
good reflections were recorded to between 2 and 2.5 meters (30
nanoseconds) and a number of possible burials discovered (Figure 10).
The reflection features in this area were probably not produced by human
remains, as they do not appreciably contrast physically or chemically with
15

the surrounding coral sand. Similar GPR tests performed to test for
burials (Doolittle 1993) suggest that it may be possible to see flexed
burials if the antennas are passed directly over the human remains. But
even those studies suggest that GPR reflections would be much more
likely to identify associated grave goods. Our tests also showed that the
reflections in this area were more likely generated from funerary goods
associated with the burials. Although the possible burials in this test area
were not confirmed by intrusive testing methods, they are very similar to
those seen elsewhere (Conyers 2006b) and those described by Doolittle
(1993) on O`ahu and Kaua`i. They are also located in an area where
Thomas Shirai, an ancestor of the Hawaiian family that once lived here,
remembers his grandfather pointing out their ancestors’ graves, which
date from at least the 1860s, and possibly much earlier. Also
recognizable at this site is the disturbance by earth moving equipment,
visible as areas of little or no radar reflection, where sand was removed,
homogenized, and then later used as backfill, creating a zone in the GPR
profiles where there is no significant radar reflection (Figure 3).”

Figure 3: GPR Reflection Profile from Dillingham Air Field. Showing possible burials
and disturbed area in carbonate sand dunes. (This is a narrow vertical slice from same
series shown in Figure 1 on page 11).

Hawaiian tests, cont. (pp. 25-26)
“In general the carbonate dune areas of Hawai`i provide an excellent
medium for GPR analysis. As long as the sand is well above the brackish
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water table, good radar reflections can be collected to at least 2-2.5
meters in most settings. As this type of ground contains a variety of
archaeological sites, GPR can be used as a very fast and accurate way to
test fairly large areas as a way to delineate features that can be tested
with excavations, if necessary. Compacted carbonate beach rock or other
carbonate material overlain by thin soils have more limited energy
penetration than do dunes. This is probably because they have
undergone weathering that has transformed some of the carbonate
minerals into clay, which appears to somewhat attenuate radar energy.
Even in these cases good reflections were still recorded to about 1-2
meters when the ground water was fresh. Where brackish ground water
was encountered, radar energy attenuation occurred at a much shallower
depth, results that have been documented elsewhere in Hawai`i (Doolittle
1990, 1993; Williams and Patolo 1998).”
Ongoing Periodic Monitoring of selected Sites
No individual sites at Dillingham have been selected for periodic monitoring as
yet. The only site that has been visited on an occasional basis at DMR is
McAllister’s Site 191 (Sterling and Summers 1978:99). What remains of this
small heiau, named Kawailoa, is located in Training Area 1, just inland of the
power line and next to an intermittent stream (still the source of one of the major
impacts to the site, as mentioned by McAllister (1933), from Thurm’s earlier visit).
It is recommended that this site be investigated and properly documented in the
future.
The other site that might be considered for periodic monitoring is State Site
Number 5488, the remains of the Cold War-era Nike Missile Launch Site OA-84
located in the northern section of Training Area P-1. This Cold War-era
compound was part of the Army’s air defense system of missiles, built in 1960-61
to protect O`ahu from hostile long-range bombers. For more information on the
Nike sites, refer to the discussion in the following chapter about the Kahuku
Training Area. Although this is an area of DMR that has seen major earthmoving and modifications since the closure of the four Nike sites on O`ahu in
1970, it may be interesting to periodically compare the condition, impacts and
changes over time at this site with that at KTA.
Prioritization of remaining un-surveyed areas
A contract for a complete surface inventory survey of all three Training Areas at
DMR has been under taken by SCS. When their final report is received, this will
be the first garrison installation to be surveyed completely. The contract also
calls for the submission of sub-zero-meter accuracy GIS data for all sites at
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DMR, both those newly identified and those previously known. This data will be
added to our Arch Sites & GIS database.
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Requests for Information and Assistance to Others
A request was received in February 2006 from Mountain Edge Environmental,
Inc., for any information we might have on a property that was formerly part of
Dillingham Army Air Field during and just after WWII. They provided the
following excerpt and map (Map 4, below) from an environmental assessment
they had prepared for their client and the prospective new owners of Dillingham
Ranch, Mokulē`ia Land Co. Property of Spokane, Washington.
“ Former U.S. Military Reservation . . . In the early 1940s, the U.S. Military secured an undeveloped portion of
the property in the foothills, approximately 40 acres (TMK: (10) 6-803:parcel 21), for storage of ammunition (bombs). A 1944 aerial
photograph [not provided] shows a perimeter roadway and several interior
roadways on this parcel (U.S. Army, 1944). The bombs were apparently
stored in crescent-shaped earth revetments, relics of which are still
present on the property. Gun emplacements were also apparently built in
this area as defensive constructions (ERCE, 1992). The 1954 topographic
map shows one small structure on the east central portion of the parcel
(USGS, 1954). Sometime prior to 1962, a road was constructed from this
parcel up the mountain to a Nike Missile Tracking Facility located off the
subject property (UH, 1962). On the 1962 aerial photograph the military
site roadways are difficult to see because of vegetation, but a cleared area
in the southeast portion of the parcel is evident which is reportedly a
military landfill. By 1964, the small structure is no longer present (USGS,
1964). The military transferred this parcel of land to the State of Hawai`i
on February 14, 1966, Deed No. LOD S-24474. In a 1977 aerial
photograph, the interior and west perimeter roads of the former military
reservation are very overgrown, but large clearing is present where the
landfill is located. The landfill was reportedly used by the ranch until 1978.
In December 1989 the State traded this former military parcel with the
current property owner, Sankyo Tsusho Company, Ltd. (MLC), for an
access road on the east property boundary leading up to the State Forest
Reserve and Peacock Flats recreational area (Deed No. LOD S-27896).
[references not provided].”
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Map 4: Section of 1954 USGS Quad Map, with a parcel labeled “Military Reservation”
inland of Crowbar Ranch

The Cultural Resources Office was aware that this parcel had once been part of
the WWII facilities attached to DMR. We pointed out, however, that the parcel
having been turned over to the State of Hawai`i in 1966, we no longer have any
direct interest in the property. Further, it is not contiguous to DMR, and as such,
had not been investigated or surveyed for or by our staff. We did point out that
the access road to the old Nike Control Facility at Pahole is actually farther west.
We offered to review our records and archived material to see if any documents,
plans, drawings, or other data remained, all to no avail. When contacted about
the negative results, they understood and offered their thanks for the effort.
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KAHUKU TRAINING AREA (KTA)
Introduction
The U.S. Army and Marines have used various portions of the uplands of the
Kahuku area for a variety of field training, exercises, and other activities since the
late 1930s. During WWII, a number of large Army units were both stationed and
trained here, under the authority of the War Powers Act and Presidential
Executive Order, “for the duration.” This was also the case for many other areas
on O`ahu, including most of the coastal areas at the nearby Kahuku Point and
the Army Airfield constructed there.
The upland areas of the foothills at the north end of the Ko`olau mountain range,
in the areas beyond the cultivated sugar fields, continued to be used under lease
for Army field training and bivouac exercises into the Cold War era.
In the late 1950s, this part of Kahuku was being considered for the location of
one of the four active Nike anti-aircraft defensive missile launch sites that were to
be built by the Army Corps of Engineers on O`ahu. Construction of the Kahuku
Nike Site complex (and the other three that ringed the island) started in 1960.
At Kahuku, the three separate clusters of structures that made up Nike Site OA17 were spread out over three square kilometers near the center of the larger
Kahuku Training Area. For a detailed report of these facilities, refer to K.
Slocumb (July 2004: HAER Report Number HI-69). The Nike Missile Site at
Kahuku went active in January 1961. It was manned 24 hours a day by the
Hawai`i National Guard and was armed with the nuclear-capable Nike Hercules
surface-to-air-missiles (SAMs) as a defense against potential attack by longrange bombers. See Figure 4, below.
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Figure 4: An Early View of the Nike Launcher Section, KTA.
This photo was taken not long after the system went operational. The perimeter fences,
(with signs) are up, but the two tall watch towers have not yet been built. The two long
buildings at the Admin Area are in the middle distance, with a white flagpole in front of
the building to the right. Compare this with the more recent and tree-covered views in
Figures 36 and 37 below (pp. 50 and 51, respectively).

The facility was continuously operated until the closure of all four Nike sites on
O`ahu in March 1970, when the entire Nike Program was closed down as part of
the Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty (SALT) with the Soviet Union.
Field training activities by other Army and Marine units continued during the
1960s and afterwards in areas of KTA outside the three sections of the Nike Site
Complex.
During the mid 1960s, the nearby Kahuku Plantation began cutting back its
sugar-planting operations in their more marginal fields, and this and other upland
areas were abandoned (Figure 5). Kahuku Plantation Company closed down
completely in 1971 (Dorrance and Moore 2000: 47).
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Figure 5: A Vertical Aerial Photo of the Central Section of KTA (ca. 1960-65). Large
portions of the lower third of the area were still in sugar production at this time. The Nike
Launch Area is in the middle of the upper left quarter. The Nike Control Facility is on the
ridge in the upper right, just into the tree line.

Finally, in 2004, the Department of Defense purchased 9,480 upland acres
outright from the Campbell Estate. In its present configuration, Kahuku Training
Area (KTA) is comprised of upland portions of the ahupua`a of Kaunala (to the
west), Waiale`e, Pahipahiālua, `Ōpana, Kawela, Hanaka`oe, `Ō`io, Kahuku,
Keana, Mālaekahana, Lā`iewai, and La`iemalo`o to the east (refer to Map 8,
page 54). KTA has been subdivided by the Army into nine separate Training
Areas for range management and training scheduling purposes. The entire
installation is designated a No-Live-Fire area, meaning only blank rounds can be
used here (see Map 5, below).
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Map 5: Training Areas at KTA, with Sites Recorded to 1998. Area in yellow shows
extent of sugar cultivation in 1924, per Davis 1991.

The Tax Map Key (TMK) designations for the nine Training Areas are shown in
Table 4, below:
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Table 4:

Tax Map Key Designations for the Nine Training Areas at KTA

Training Areas

TMK

A–1

1- 5 - 8 - 02 - 2, & 6

A–2

1 – 5 – 8 – 02 – 2, 6 & 8,
part of 1 – 5 – 8 – 02 – 1

A–3

1 – 5 – 9 – 05,
part of 1 – 5 – 9 – 06

B–1

1 – 5 – 8 - 02 – 6
and 1 – 5 – 7 - 02 – 1

B–2

1 – 5 – 7 - 02 – 1

C–1

part of 1 – 5 – 7 – 04 – 1,
part of 1 – 5 – 6 – 08 – 1, 2, 3 & 4

C–2

part of 1 – 5 – 7 – 02 – 1,
part of 1 – 5 – 7 – 04 – 1,
part of 1 – 5 – 6 – 05 – 8

D–1

part of 1 – 5 – 6 – 08 – 1 & 2,

D–2

part of 1 – 5 – 6 – 08 – 1 & 2

Pedestrian (reconnaissance) archaeological and other inventory surveys
GPS recording and a cultural reconnaissance survey for potential archaeological
sites along the planned Mitigation Unit ungulate exclusion fence lines were
performed at Kahuku Training Area (KTA) on 2 June and 21 June 2005. Two
fenced areas are being proposed for protection of federally listed endangered
plant species in support of the Mākua Implementation Plan (MIP). See the
Mākua chapter, pp. 68-71, for a discussion of the Environmental Assessment
(EA) for the MIP.
Laura Gilda and Christophe Descantes accompanied Natural Resources Section
personnel (Kapua Kawelo, Susan Ching, and Jane Beachy) to survey for any
cultural resources that might potentially be impacted along the proposed fence
lines. The fences are to protect two species of endangered trees unique to KTA:
Eugenia koolauensis, called Nioi in Hawaiian (Figure 6), and Bobea timonioides,
or `Ahakea in Hawaiian (Figure 7). The individual plants had been flagged with
blue flagging tape.
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Figure 6: Eugenia ko`olauensis, in O`io Gulch. A young or immature Nioi.
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Figure 7: A Mature Bobea timonioides or `Ahakea. In upper Pahipahialua Gulch.

CR personnel walked behind a Natural Resources person along the line of the
proposed fence route previously demarcated with pink flagging tape. GPS points
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were collected where possible along the perimeter of the two proposed
exclosures. Natural Resources personnel also took the opportunity to poison
and remove invasive weeds in the area.
Both of these species usually prefer a narrow band of elevation from 600 to 800
feet. The first location investigated was in Pahipahialua Gulch, in Training Area
A-2, at an elevation of approximately 480 feet. GPS positions along the
proposed fence line were collected by Gilda and Beachy. This area was also
inspected by Natural Resources staff for a potential invasive tree removal cost
proposal. Cultural Resources staff also inspected the interior of this Mitigation
Maintenance Unit (MU) for resources. No cultural resources were noted.
The second MU to be established was in upper O`io Gulch, in Training Area C-2.
Laura Gilda experienced battery problems with the Trimble GPS unit. Jane
Beachy, on the other hand, was able to collect GPS points. Other plants in this
location included nono plants, ti, and ironwood trees (Causarina sp.) In addition,
erratic basalt boulders were also found within the region and will be enclosed by
fencing. None of the boulders appeared to be culturally modified. The Natural
Resources crew also cleared an area for a future helicopter water drop at this
location. Invasive tree removal will occur here at a later date. The interior of this
MU was partially surveyed with no finding of cultural resources.
On 21 June 2005, Laura Gilda and Christophe Descantes met Jane Beachy
(from Natural Resources) in order to visit another part of the KTA where a third
MU exclusion fence will be built to protect another cluster of Eugenia
ko`olauensis plants in Kaunala Gulch, Training Area A-2. As in the other
locations, the endangered plants are growing on steep gulch slopes. After a
thirty-minute hike on steep terrain to get to the location of the proposed fence
area, we did not see any evidence of previous human activity of a cultural nature
(similar to the other two fence sites) and no evidence of any cultural resources;
however, there was what appeared to be motocross or motorbike trails in the
region. Gilda and Beachy attempted to get GPS positions along the perimeter of
the fence area that will protect the plants. GPS points were collected where
possible along the fence line. Digital photographs of the fence line were also
taken (Figure 8).
In conclusion, no cultural resources were found in the proposed locations for the
three MU fence constructions.
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Figure 8: A Section of the Proposed Fence Line for the MU for Eugenia sp.
(route along ridge temporarily flagged with pink tape, three flags shown)

GPS data-recording at the Combined Arms Collective Training Facility
(CACTF) project area
Two GPS data-recording trips were taken by Christophe Descantes to the
Combined Arms Collective Training Facility (CACTF) project area of Kahuku
Training Area (KTA). A copy of the layout for the proposed CACTF, overlaid on a
vertical aerial photo (ortho photo) illustrating the locations of some of the
temporary sites, is shown as Map 6, page 44.
On 6 and 14 September 2005 he was joined by Mike Desilets of GANDA and
Keona Mark, a traditional practitioner, and cultural monitor. Twenty-five
temporary sites (only T-numbers have been assigned) had been identified by
cultural monitors during the earlier Zapata Inc. Unexploded Ordnance (UXO)
clearance project. Desilets and Mark accompanied Descantes to familiarize him
with the area and the features of interest to the cultural monitors, and to assist
Desilets in collecting GPS points of the temporary sites. The purpose of
collecting exact locations of these features is to determine which might be
impacted by the proposed construction projects planned for the area and to
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investigate possible mitigation options without impacting what might be
surrounding possible archaeological sites. Keona Mark, who served as a cultural
monitor during the Zapata Inc. UXO clearance, led us to the temporary sites.
Both visits began at approximately 0900 and ended at 1545.
On both days, Keona Mark as a Cultural Monitor and traditional practitioner
arrived at KTA early. It is clear that she was keen on revisiting these sites and
staying near the temporary sites as long as possible. In addition to guiding us to
the temporary sites, she also took the opportunity to clean around the site areas
by picking up trash, bullet casings, and clearing dead ironwood needles
surrounding the large boulders on the sited area. She also placed an offering
wrapped in a banana leaf at Temporary Site 25 (Figure 9).

Figure 9: Offering Left at T-25. KTA, September 2005.

T-5, the first site visited, was closest to Charlie 2 Gate. The site runs along both
sides of the road (approx. 30 meters) and consists of boulder alignments and
concentrations. According to Keona Mark, T-5 has already been recorded by
Laura Gilda. Some of the features at T-5 appear to be stacked stone piles of
vesicular basalt. Army trash was in evidence, such as a plastic ammunition box.
The site is not in the project area and was not cleared by the Zapata crew.
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We visited T-20 and T-21, previously not numbered. Both temporary sites lie
outside the footprints of any of the proposed project elements. T-20 appears to
be a raised soil berm with basalt boulders on top. The area looked to be heavily
landscaped with the odd cement block. T-21 is situated across the road from T20 and is an irregular, low cobble structure approx. 70 meters from the road
(Figure 10).

Figure 10: Raised Soil Berm with Boulders, T-20.

T-6 lies on the west side of the road (not in the project area). It comprises a
concentration (mound) of basalt boulders and cobbles with abundant rubble
(Figure 11). A tape was pulled in from the road for an offset from a GPS shot to
the site because it is in a dense overhead cover of the invasive Christmasberry
(Schinus terebinthefolis). The mound has a maximum height of 2 meters.
Military trash (e.g., MRE plastic packages), landscaping (i.e., linear soil berms),
and small built-up rock concentrations lie in the vicinity. This may be the remains
of field clearing from the sugar plantation era.
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Figure 11: Temporary Site 6.

Site T-1 is the first site in the footprint of the project area. The site has been
visited and described by the Cultural Resources Section - Environmental Division
on several occasions. It comprises large, eroding or deflated basalt boulders in a
heavily ironwood-forested area (Figure 12). Several of the boulders have
markings that may be petroglyphs and do not appear to have been moved into
place.
T-4, which extends on both sides of the road, is also in the footprint of the
proposed projects. It is unclear if the large boulders of this area are part of an
archaeological feature. The construction in 1960 of the Nike Site facilities, and,
specifically, the Nike Access road, probably bisected (or even created) this
temporary site.
T-10 may be in the proposed footprint of the project plans (the nearby plantation
house site to the east is not in the footprint). T-10 comprises several features,
which include sub-rounded basalt boulder concentrations of unclear function or
type (Figure 13); a large historical, rusting iron feature of possible industrial
(plantation) function (Figure 14); and a large concentration of scattered basalt
boulders and cobbles on a ground surface that slopes from south (the highest
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point) to north (Figure 15). Abundant military trash, such as MRE packages and
cement blocks, are found near these features.

Figure 12: Eroding Boulder at T-1.

Figure 13: T-10.
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Figure 14: Large Iron Object at T-10.

Figure 15: Scattered Boulders and Cobbles at T-10.
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Site T-11 consists of two naturally formed small rock mounds (area of 3m2) on
the top of a hill overlooking T-10. Narrow-gauge railroad track remains were
found on the way up this hill. It is not clear if this site lies in the project area. The
track remains would be potentially eligible as Historic features, however, as
Kahuku Plantation shut down rail operations in its fields in the 1950s.
T-2 is a site that has been interpreted (by cultural monitors) as a possible
women’s heiau (Figure 16). Several other rock concentrations (and possible
features) extend along the west side of the road all the way up to the Nike
Administrative building fence. Young sandalwood trees (Santalum
freycinetianum) are found in the area. This temporary site likely lies in the
proposed project area. Many of the boulders here show heavy bulldozer
scarring.

Figure 16: T-2, Possible Women’s Heiau.

T-13 is on the other side of the road from T2 and across the pavement from the
northernmost Nike Administration building. The road may have cut off this
feature from T2, which contains the kohe (vagina) stone (Figure 17). T-13
consists of a two-tiered stone-terraced area, which may have been formed from
bulldozing activity (Figure 18). T-13 has a stone the cultural monitors have
described as a phallic stone, a possible counterpart to the kohe stone at T2
(Figure 19). It is not clear if this site lies in the proposed project area.
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Figure 17: The Kohe (Vagina) Stone at T-2, With Offerings.

Figure 18: T-13, a Two-tiered Stone-terraced Area.
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Figure 19: A Possible Phallic Stone, at T-13.

Additional features were visited on 14 September 2005.
T-22 comprises a large area of stone boulder and cobble concentrations
approximately 300 meters from the road, well outside the project area. One
feature (Figure 20) has a linear shape and, according to Mike Desilets, is a
common type of construction formed during military training exercises: a hasty
firing point. Keona Mark believes the feature could be a grave or heiau. Military
refuse is in the vicinity.
T-12 is another low basalt boulder and cobble feature of unclear function or type
(Figure 21). The site is not in the project area.
T-3 is a large area that comprises five features that are not in the project area.
The first feature (Figure 22) at the highest elevation is approximately 9 meters
long by 5 meters wide and is composed of basalt rocks that may form a triangular
shape. The feature at the second highest elevation is an area that has several
partially fractured basalt boulders and is likely of natural origin (Figure 23). Mike
Desilets identified one large boulder that had at least five very large percussion
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scars (likely caused by heavy machinery) and interpreted this area as a
historically modified stone outcrop.
The fourth feature is on a sloping ground surface and appears to be a natural
concentration of basalt boulders. Three iron razor-wire fence posts were in the
area.

Figure 20: T-22, a Possible Hasty Firing Point.
(possibly a Grave or Small Heiau).
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Figure 21: T-12, Boulders and Cobbles at Side of Road. With M. Desilets.

Figure 22: Feature 1, T-3.
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Figure 23: Feature 2, T-3.

The last feature (Figure 24) of this site is the largest and most impressive. It
consists of large basalt boulders and cobbles running downslope toward the road
in a long, linear alignment. The feature has a maximum height of four stones in
some places, and ends approximately 15 meters from the road. This feature
could be an earth-retaining wall.
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Figure 24: Feature 4, T-3.
T-7 consists of three features that are in the project area. The first feature is a
large natural cluster of basalt boulders (10 m x 15 m) that overlooks the edge of
the road. Military trash is ubiquitous as are several rectangular foxhole pits that
appear to have been recently dug and are no doubt products of military training
exercises. The second feature of T-7 (Figure 25) is a 2.5 m-long retaining wall
with a maximum height of three courses, constructed of fractured cobbles and
boulders (to 30 cm high). The arrangement of the boulders, which does not
appear to be natural, is likely from military use. The third feature (Figure 26)
appears to be a natural arrangement of basalt boulders roughly 15 meters long
and 2 meters wide.
T-8 lies very close to the project area footprint between the Nike missile site road
and Drum Road (Figure 27). As in several other temporary sites, ti plants are in
the area. The single feature at this site consists of basalt boulders and cobbles
piled in what appears to be a modified arrangement on sloping ground next to a
road cut and which is possibly the result of bulldozing. The feature is roughly 30
meters long. Huge flakes have been sheared off some of the boulders. Not
unlike other sites in this area, upon closer examination of the boulders, the
landscape is clearly modified. A dark orange-brownish color on a boulder
denotes a portion of the rock that was once buried and which has since shifted
position. Grayer, fresher-looking surfaces show where the dense basalt rocks
have exfoliated or been recently struck.
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Figure 25: Feature 2, T-7.

Figure 26: Feature 3, T-7.
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Figure 27: T-8, Concentration of Boulders and Rubble Along Road.

T-24 is a large area that comprises several features likely of natural origin, and
which appears to be outside the project area. Vegetation in part of this section
has been recently cleared by heavy machinery.
T-9 is a small site consisting of two features. The first large, amorphous feature
of boulders and cobbles appears to be cut by the nearby road. Mike Desilets
identified a feature within this first area as a common Army feature, a small low
rock wall (approx. 50 cm high) between two living trees approximately 2 meters
apart (Figure 28).
T-23 is a large area of possibly terraced basalt cobble and small boulder features
that almost joins T-8. T-23 has clearly been modified by some modern
landforming. The stones do not appear to be stacked. Ti plants are in the
vicinity. This site is close to the project area; however, Mike Desilets had
difficulty collecting accurate GPS points in this area (Figure 29).
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Figure 28: A Common Military Feature Type, a Low Rock Wall.

Figure 29: T-23.
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T-25 consists of basalt boulders on sloping ground. This was the last site area
visited, and it is not in the project area. Large boulders are eroding in place and
are of natural origin (Figure 30). Several boulders exhibit cracks that appear to
be from natural spalling. Keona Mark spent the longest time at this site. She
cleared the ironwood needles around many of the boulders and left an offering.

Figure 30: Erosion Exposed (Deflating) Boulders on Small High Spot.

Two of the boulders appear to represent faces. Keona referred to one of these
boulders as Kama-pua‘a, a pig-man demigod.
This trip was successful in recovering more GPS points for the several new
potential temporary sites that have been identified by the cultural monitors during
the UXO clearance of the area.
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Map 6: Map of the Temporary Features and Sites in the CACTF.
The proposed Area of Potential Effect for CACTF is indicated in white, the Sites in blue.
The NIKE Site Launch Area is to the right of T9 and above the tag for T24.
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Aerial Reconnaissance Survey
An Aerial Reconnaissance Survey of portions of the Kahuku Training Area and
parts of Drum Road, further to the south (See p. 53 in the chapter on Kawailoa /
KLO), was flown out of the Dragon X Landing Zone (LZ) at Area X, West Range
(SBW), Schofield Barracks, on the morning of 8 June 2005. This aerial survey
was performed from a Hughs No. 500 (with doors removed), piloted by Joe Allen
of Pacific Helicopters, with passengers George MacDonnell, Laura Gilda and
David Cox of the Cultural Resources Section taking the record photos. The
survey was a follow-up of an earlier archaeological reconnaissance surface
survey that was done by our staff in June and September of 2004 by four-wheeldrive vehicle along the same route for the planned improvements to the Drum
Road Corridor.
With the Army’s purchase of the 9,480-acre Kahuku Training Area (KTA) from
Campbell Estate in 2004, the planning for general improvements, training
facilities, and access has intensified. The level of troop field training activities at
KTA has increased since 2004 as well. The volume of training here will further
increase once transformation to the new Stryker Brigade Combat Team (SBCT)
format is completed. When that transformation occurs, there will be over 300
Strykers allocated to the 2nd Brigade of Schofield’s 25th Inf. Division (Light). The
new Strykers will replace the smaller unarmored HMMWVs that are presently
used as primary vehicles by the 2nd Brigade. Strykers are a series of 19-ton
eight-wheeled multi-purpose light armored fighting vehicles (AFV) designed to be
air-transportable. The Stryker is lighter, smaller, and more readily deployable
than other Army armored combat vehicles, such as the Bradley Infantry Fighting
Vehicle or the Abrams M1-series main battle tank. There are a variety of Stryker
configurations available, all of which can travel at speeds of up to 62 mph on
roads with a range of just over 300 miles (Figure 31).
KTA is expected to be one of the main field training and exercise locations for
these AFV-equipped units on O`ahu. To reduce what would be a significant
inconvenience to the public, the Army is attempting to keep the Strykers off
public highways and roads when and where possible. As a result, the Stryker’s
primary access route between Helemano (HMR) and the Kahuku Training Area
(KTA) will be the Army’s gated and restricted-use Drum Road (DRD). This rough
road was built in the mid-1930s for military access to the general North Shore
area. At present, a new restricted-access route between Schofield Barracks
(SBC) and HMR (and the southern connection to DRD) is being planned and will
be constructed for the Strykers.
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Figure 31: The GM/GDLS Stryker Family of Vehicles

From Helemano Gate No.1 at Helemano Military Reservation, the Drum Road
passes south to north through, and roughly along, the west edge of the Kawailoa
Training Area (KLO). It enters KTA at McCormick Gate, not far from the
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Pūpūkea Boy Scout Camp approx. one kilometer to the west. The route then
heads east along a ridgetop, up to and over the north end of the ridge at approx.
425 m (1400 feet) in elevation. Once over the ridgecrest, it descends to the
northeast, ending at Charlie Gate 2 at Kahuku. This internal range gate is just
short of the northern boundary of KTA and the Kahuku Range Office, only 700
meters farther to the northeast. The overland route totals a distance of approx.
43.5 kilometers, or nearly 27 miles, to cover a straight-line distance of only 15.5
kilometers, or 9-2/3 miles. At present, Drum Road is rough, with a number of
washouts and seriously eroded areas. The roadway is rather narrow, averaging
only five meters in width in most sections. The Strykers, however, will require a
total minimum passing width of 10 meters. The extensively revised
improvements to this road now call for replacing the bridges (built in the 1930s)
at the numerous stream crossings and expanding the right-of-way to a two-lane
all-weather (paved) roadway in all areas where possible.
Pacific Legacy, Inc. performed an initial archaeological inventory survey along
the Drum Road corridor between May and September 2002. Their field crew, led
by James McIntosh, located 23 sites in their pedestrian sweeps (out to 15
meters) on either side of the existing single-lane unpaved roadway. Five of those
23 sites were traditional Hawaiian or prehistoric, while the remainder were of the
historic period. The 15-meter survey offset was originally considered adequate
for the single-lane improvement that was initially being considered. With the
updated requirement of a two-lane all-weather roadway, it was realized that an
additional field survey of portions of the road corridor was needed. This was
specified for those sections where additional extensive hillside cuts will now be
called for. The Cultural Resources Section crew was asked to perform the short
notice follow-up pedestrian field survey. Our task for this recon was to do
inventory sweeps out to a distance of at least 30 meters from the edge of the
present easement in all those areas where the additional roadside bank cuts will
be needed. This field survey was done on 2, 8, and 16 June, with final visits for
the additional GPS positions on 2 September 2004 (reported in the 5th Annual
Report). The combined findings of all these surveys were provided to and
included in the Army Corp of Engineers project plans later produced by M&E
Pacific (Feb 2005).
Once the Drum Road Upgrade - Phases I and II projects were sent out to bid by
the Corps of Engineers, the Cultural Resources Section arranged to collect a
visual record of the pre-construction condition of KTA and the rest of the Drum
Road route viewed from above. To that end, the aerial survey was performed on
the morning of 8 June 2005, with three of the Cultural Resources Section crew
members aboard taking a variety of record photos. Streaming video was taken
by George MacDonnell from the right front seat, Laura Gilda took digital stills
from the right rear, and David Cox shot 35mm photos from the left rear.
A sample selection of the latter are included here :
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Figure 32: Drum Road, KTA, The Area of Planned Construction Staging Area – 8.
(CSA-8), about a 1.5 km north of Fox Gate. Viewed to the North.

Figure 33:

Central KTA, Pu`u Kawela, with Radio Towers. The Opana Communication
Station Domes in distance. Viewed to North.
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Figure 34:

KTA, with Landing Zone Kanes (Canes) in Center.
O`io Gulch is to the Right.

Figure 35: KTA, with Kahuku Range Control Office at Center. The Operating
Engineers Union’s new Equipment Training Facility (under construction, area of red soil)
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further to the north, and outside KTA. (Charlie 2 Gate is located just north of the
inverted Y, with Drum Road extending up the slope to the right).

Map 7: 1960s Aerial Photo of Central KTA.
Arrows indicating location of Kahuku Range Office, Charlie 2 Gate, Drum Road, and the
three Nike Site Facilities. (North at bottom of image.)
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Figure 36: KTA, the Old Nike Site Admin Buildings. Viewed to the north.
The paved Nike era access road is at right and the graveled Drum Road is in trees to
the left side. Many of the Temporary Cultural Sites discussed above were found in the
cover along the Nike Road.
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Figure 37:

KTA, the Nike Site, Launch Area. Viewed to Southeast.

Figure 38: WWII-Era Battery Ranch.
Four “Panama” Ring Mounts for 155 mm Guns and a Fire Control Station Built in April
1941. Located on Kalaeokahipa Bluff, just southeast of the KTA Access Road, with
Kamehameha Highway in Upper Right Corner. Viewed to the Northwest.
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KAWAILOA TRAINING AREA (KLO)
Introduction
This large training area (23,310 acres) is used by the Army under lease
agreements from a number of land owners. This section of O`ahu encompasses
the northern half of the area between the Ko`olau Summit ridge and the easternmost edges of the uneroded central plain or plateau. The latter are the mauka
(inland) flats to the north and south of Wahiawa formerly used for commercial
agriculture. Almost all of the Kawailoa Training Area is a rugged, undeveloped,
forested upland, with the majority of the area designated as Forest Reserve. The
whole area is characterized by deeply cut, narrow, winding stream gulches
alternating with razor-top ridges. The gulches generally flow to the west and
drain the large dissected area in the immediate lee of the main Ko`olau Ridge
line. There is very little flat land anywhere, except in a few portions along the
western edges (again refer to Training Area KLO, on the “Hill Shade” Map 1, p.
2).
The Army has utilized a few small sections of these uplands for troop maneuvers
in the past, but recently the only regular activity performed there has been
helicopter flight training, including “nape of the earth” flying, a specialized kind of
low-level flight training. The other major military use of the area at present is as
an access corridor for Army vehicles between Schofield Barracks and the large
Kahuku Training Area. This is via the Army’s restricted access Drum Road
(DRD), which is accessed at its south end at the Helemano Gate 1 of Helemano
Military Reservation (HMR). This route is discussed in greater detail in other
sections of this and earlier reports (See pp. 43-45 for the segment in KTA,
above).
All of the KLO Training Area is designated a No-Live-Fire area, meaning only
blank rounds can be used in training here. In addition, the whole upland area is
strictly a No-Open-Fires zone.
In its present configuration, Kawailoa Training Area (KLO) is comprised of the
upland portions of the seven ahupua`a in the eastern half of the moku (district)
of Waialua and Waimea, the western-most ahupua`a in the moku of Ko`olauloa
(Map 8). From the north, along the southern edge of Kahuku Training Area, the
ahupua`a are Waimea, Kāpaeloa, Punanue, Kuikuiloloa, Lauhulu, Kawailoa,
Pa`ala`a and Kamananui. Some of these ahupua`a have been combined since
the 1920 redistricting, and the names may not be commonly used any longer.
The eastern third of Kamananui is now part of the redrawn Wahiawa District.
Waimea stayed the same but is now in Waialua District and Kawailoa
encompasses all the rest.
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Map 8: The Ahupua`a of the Northern Half of O`ahu.

The Tax Map Key (TMK) designations for Kawailoa Training Area are shown in
the following Table, listed by the present sub-districts from south to north.
Table 5:

Tax Map Key (TMK) Designations for the Training Areas at KLO

Sub-district

Land Owner

Pa`ala`a – `Uka

Dole Food

Kawailoa

Kamehameha
Schools

Waimea

OHA, et al.

TMK
1 - 6 - 4 – 02 : 01
1 - 6 - 2 - 11 : 01,
1 - 6 - 3 - 01 : 04,
1 - 6 - 1 - 07 : 01,
1 - 6 - 1 – 02 :02

Pedestrian or Other (Reconnaissance) Archaeological Inventory Surveys
An Aerial Reconnaissance Survey of portions of the Kawailoa Training Area,
specifically parts of Drum Road (DRD) (and in KTA further to the north, reported
on pp. 45-52), was flown out of the Dragon X Landing Zone (LZ) at Area X, West
Range (SBW), Schofield Barracks on the morning of 8 June 2005. This aerial
survey was performed from a Hughes 500 (with doors removed), piloted by Joe
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Allen of Pacific Helicopters, with passengers George MacDonnell, Laura Gilda
and David Cox of the Cultural Resources Section taking the record photos. The
survey was a follow-up of an earlier archaeological reconnaissance surface
survey that was done by our staff in June and September the previous year
(2004) by four-wheel-drive vehicle along the same route for the planned
improvements to the complete DRD Corridor.
Ground-Penetrating Radar Investigations
Conyers and Connell ‘s field investigations included test sampling in KLO. In
their co-authored work, An Analysis of Ground-Penetrating Radar’s Ability to
Discover and Map Buried Archaeological Sites in Hawai`i, they report on tests at
the flats just west of Kawailoa Training Area (KLO) and along DRD. A more
detailed discussion of their project and goals are covered above in the chapter on
DMR (pp. 10-15) and the introduction to the sections of Conyers and Connell’s
report on findings on garrison installations. They state:
Within the old sugar cane fields just above Haleiwa, on land owned by the
Bishop Estate (on Drum Road - DRD, and just west of Kawailoa Training
Area - KLO), a grid of radar data was recorded at the Opaeula Fire Base
(Map 3, page 14, above) where concrete bunkers were constructed just
after the Pearl Harbor bombings of 1941 (Bennett 1994). In this area there
are deeply weathered dark reddish-brown soils similar to those
encountered at Schofield Barracks. Both the 400 and 270 MHz antennas
were used in this area, and good reflections were recorded to about 40
nanoseconds, which is about 2 meters in the ground. Below that depth
energy from both antennas was attenuated. In this area the features of
interest were located more than 2 meters below the ground surface, and
the GPR method was not capable of penetrating to that depth. Both
frequency antennas transmitted energy that penetrated to about the same
depth, indicating that 2 meters is about the limit of GPR mapping in these
types of soils (December 2006:32).
Field Reconnaissance of Area Being Cleared of Brush
Kamehameha Schools (KS) (previously called Bishop Estate) requested that the
Army assist them in maintaining the firebreaks near and along KS lands in KLO.
Their primary concern was the section of old sugar fields on either side of the
upper section of Kawailoa Road. As a precaution the Cultural Resources Section
was asked to accompany Daina Auger of the Compliance Branch on her
preliminary inspection of the area from the intersection of Drum Road (DRD) and
the upper end of Kawailoa Road, down to Kawailoa Gate 2. The upper half of
this section of fallow fields is the general area burned in the last big brush fire the
previous year (2004), immediately following Army training in the area. This is the
same section that had been used during “Warrior Strike II” in September 2002
(with no ill effects). That tactical field exercise was a three-week-long brigade57

scale event that was reported (with photos) in the Cultural Resources
Management Annual Report of November 2005 (pp. 20-33).
The field reconnaissance by Daina Auger and David Cox took place on 10
January 2006 when we met Robert Paa, the DPW machine operator at Kawailoa
Gate No. 2. He proceeded to clear growth along the sides of the central roadway
with his large Komatsu. We took our four-wheel-drive pickup up to the
intersection with DRD. We then traced out the semi-maintained firebreaks off
either side of Kawailoa Road, working down from the top.
The winding field perimeter tracks follow the outer edges of the fields along the
top of the gulches. They are the remnants of the old unimproved dirt cane
harvest haul roads and are still passable in most cases as erosion is not yet well
advanced. There are sections that are well-compacted and remain bare of any
vegetation. In contrast, the interior of each old field section is choked with tall
Guinea Grass in most places. In some of the upper fields, there is spotted
volunteer growth of woody species, including eucalyptus, albezia, schefflera, and
a few small koa. The latter are still too small to determine if they are the endemic
Acacia koa or the introduced Acacia confusa. Some koa had been planted in the
upper areas in the past.
Anahulu Gulch is located to the immediate south of the old Kawailoa sugar field
system. The stream bottom of the gulch has numerous archaeological sites.
These are all along the stream side flats, over 135 meters (440 feet) down the
very steep slope. None will be impacted at all, nor will they by future periodic
fuelbreak maintenance activities. As had been expected, no historical properties
were identified during this field session.
Ongoing Periodic and Construction Monitoring of Selected Sites
No sites have been selected for periodic monitoring at Kawailoa Training Area
(KLO) to date. The only identified sites that are anticipated to experience any
impact are the structures at stream crossings along Drum Road (DRD). These
are the bridges and fords built in the mid- to late-1930s by the Civil Conservation
Corps under the direction of the Corps of Engineers (Descantes 2006). The
bridges that will be retained during the DRD improvement projects will continue
to be monitored in the future. Those bridges slated to be removed have been
documented and recorded and their disposition has been consulted upon.
Construction Monitoring
Monitoring of selected previously identified sites was (and will be continue to be)
done during the various construction phases of the major improvements to DRD.
This multi-phase, multi-year series of projects will extend into the next few
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reporting periods and will, therefore, be addressed in more detail in a subsequent
Annual Report.
Map 9, one of five M&E Pacific index maps for preliminary construction plans for
the southernmost section, is shown below. This is the portion of the road to be
worked on first.
Our initial field visit for this series of projects was on 18 and 19 April 2006, when
George McDonell, Christophe Descantes and David Cox flagged previously
identified sites along the corridor of the initial phase. The actual construction
work began Phase One in the summer of 2006, with Dick Pacific Construction
setting up their base yard and offices at Warfighter Park, Helemano Military
Reservation, immediately outside Helemano Gate No.1.
Once work on the reconstruction project got underway, field visits and site
monitoring was performed by Cultural Resources staff on the following dates:
2 Aug 06
15 Aug 06
16 Aug 06
6 Sep 06
20 Sep 06

Drum Rd constr monitoring
mudded out
Drum Rd constr monitoring
constr monitoring
constr monitoring

[staff initials]
DWC, w/ CD
DWC
DWC
DWC, w/Brandt S
DWC

30 Oct 06
16 Nov 06
4 Dec 06
20 Dec 06
6 Feb 07

constr monitoring
constr monitoring
constr monitoring
constr monitoring
Drum Rd constr monitoring

DWC
DWC
DWC
DWC
DWC

11 Mar 07
27 Mar 07
2 May 07
23 May 07

constr monitoring
constr monitoring
constr monitoring
constr monitoring

DWC
DWC
DWC
DWC

As mentioned above, the rebuilding of Drum Road continues, with additional
phases being planned and contracted for in the sections to the north and into
Kahuku / KTA, beyond Charlie 2 Gate. A more comprehensive discussion of the
whole project, including our monitoring activities, will be provided upon the
completion of the multi-phase project.
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Map 9: Drum Road Map Improvements, Sheet 1 (of 5) - M&E Pacific
With field notes indicating stream crossings, CSAs, COFs, and gates
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Data, Information, and Assistance provided to U.S. Army units, groups, and
others
A short section of the Mākua Implementation Plan EA concerned the Natural
Resources Section activities for the eventual establishment of Management Units
in KLO. This is the section our office provided for that EA.
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT FOR
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MAKUA MILITARY RESERVATON
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
3.

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

a. Kawailoa Training Area (KLO). The proposed managed area covers
approximately 17 acres in the south-central portion of the training area.
iv. Historic and Archaeological Resources. At present the
Kawailoa Training Area (KLO) has 79 known or recorded archaeological sites
and/or cultural resources that have been identified in those few sections of the
23,000 acres that have been surveyed.
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MAKUA MILITARY RESERVATION (MMR)

Introduction
Mākua Military Reservation (MMR) is a 4,190-acre training area in the Wai`anae
District. It is owned partially in fee (175 acres only), with the remainder under
lease from the State of Hawai`i. At one time during WWII, MMR included all
three valleys at the western tip of O`ahu, Keawa`ula, Mākua and ``Ōhikilolo.
Keawa`ula Valley to the northwest is no longer part of MMR, having been
returned to the State for use as a beach park, as was the area at Mākua on the
ocean side (makai) of the highway. ``Ōhikilolo, where Camp Mākua was located,
was returned to its private owners after the war.
Today, MMR can be partly characterized by two large adjoining amphitheater
valleys, each approx. one kilometer wide at their joined mouths. This leads some
to assume that they are viewing a single valley; however, Mākua Valley is the
portion to the south, while Kahanahāiki Valley is to the north. They are
separated only at the back half by a short central ridge. A third section of MMR
is also just over a kilometer wide and is comprised of the steep oceanfront cliff
face (pali) to the northwest, where the highway skirts above the rocky shoreline,
extending to Kaluakauila Stream, at the edge of Keawa`ula, or ‘Yokohama
Beach.’ The ridgeline seen at the back of both valleys at MMR is part of the main
Wai`anae Summit Ridge. In the two main valleys there are three intermittent
streams that separate the central sloping flat areas. The streams generally flow
(only after sufficient rain) to the west and drain directly into the sea at Keawa`ula.
Table 6:

Tax Map Key (TMK) Designations for MMR

Sub-Unit
Mākua Valley
Kahanahāiki Valley
and
Kahanahāiki Pali

TMK
1 - 8 - 2 - 01, &
2 - 02
1 - 8 - 1 - 01

The two valleys and the pali are large traditional land subdivisions (or ahupua`a).
The south valley (or right half, when viewed facing inland) was the ahupua`a of
Mākua. The section to the north of the central stream (or left half of the
‘combined valley’ as well as the large block of mountains farther to the northwest,
extending to the next major beach area) make up what was the ahupua`a of
Kahanahāiki.
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The number of known archaeological sites documented to date at MMR stands at
119. These identified cultural resources include many multi-featured sites
ranging from examples of at least six heiau, a system of dryland (kula)
agricultural terraces and shrines, habitation complexes, house platforms,
enclosures, wells and springs (puna), trails, historic walls, ranch features, and
military features from the era between the two World Wars (Antone and Exzabe
2006; Cox and Zulick 2002). The majority of these cultural resources are
located in the valley floors and stream-bottom areas rather than on the upper
slopes or ridges (Map 10).

Map 10: Archaeological Site Areas in MMR.

Phase I Cultural Resource Surveys at MMR have been undertaken for only about
30% of the total area, but these surveys are ongoing (Map 11).
The Army has utilized these valleys for live-fire troop maneuvers in the recent
past. During WWII (and on occasion into the 1980s) they were also used as a
bombing range, and a variety of unexploded ordnance (UXO) are still being
unearthed here. A number of areas have been identified as high-hazard areas
and are designated off-limits for safety reasons (Map 12).
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Map 11: Areas Surveyed for Cultural Resources at MMR, to date.

Map 12: High-Hazard Areas and Archaeological Sites at MMR.
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Pedestrian (reconnaissance) Archaeological and other Inventory Surveys
A quickly spreading brushfire broke out in the center of the South Firebreak Area
at MMR on Wednesday afternoon, 3 August 2005. The fire started around noon
as the grass-cutting crew fueled up one of their new Shindaiwa brushcutters at
the edge of Objective DEER (all seven brushcutters were lost in the ensuing fire).
The fire swept down ‘Objective Gulch’ to the west (Figure 39), then rapidly
spread out of the gulch to both the north and south before advancing westward.
The fire was finally contained when it reached Farrington Highway in the area
between Kaneana Cave and the main gate to the Range. ‘Objective Gulch’ is the
main maneuver route for the primary company-sized unit training activity at
MMR. The Company Combined Assault Course (CCAC) is where units of up to
150 soldiers are annually required to qualify for the Combined Arms Live Fire
Exercise (CALFEX) certification.
A field meeting to assess the situation was called the next day by Dr. Lucking
and Sammy Houseburg, the Director of the garrison’s Installation Fire and Safety
Office. George MacDonell and David Cox drove out Thursday to MMR, where
they joined Dr. Lucking, Carly Anton, Alton Exzabe, Sammy Houseburg and
members of his staff, and Gayland Enreques of the Range Office (Figure 40).

Figure 39: The ‘Objective Gulch’ Burn.
Viewed from above on Center Road, to south.
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Figure 40: Viewing the Burned Area at the Petroglyph Slab.

There were still numerous ‘smokers’ (flaring hotspots) and burning tree stumps
smoldering throughout Thursday, with the Navy’s Federal Firefighter (‘Fed Fire’)
crews attending to the hotspots as they flared up. Because the ‘smokers’ were
on a live-fire range, Mr. Houseburg required that we stay on the roadways and
offered to drive us around on a tour of the area. The burn had obviously opened
up areas that we had never been able to access before, particularly in the inner
sections of Mākua Valley. Upon returning to the Wheeler office, and after
additional discussion, G. MacDonell developed an Action Plan, presented here:
Mākua Post-Fire Action Plan and Timeline
The August 2005 wildfire at Mākua Military Reservation (MMR) created an
opportunity for DPW Cultural Resources staff to conduct fieldwork required under
the Mākua Settlement Agreement. The wildfire cleared thick to very thick
vegetation from approximately 300 acres within the Mākua central impact area.
With the almost unrestricted surface visibility, it was possible for Cultural
Resources staff and UXO Support personnel to see the ground and conduct
surface archaeological inventory in a safe manner in areas that were previously
off-limits. Past experience suggests that there would be a small window of
approximately two to perhaps four weeks to conduct a survey before the
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vegetation regrows and again prevents clear observation of the ground surface,
rendering those areas again off-limits.
The following action plan was proposed in order to best manage cultural
resources in the area while at the same time meeting some of the requirements
of the Mākua Settlement Agreement.
Priorities
There are three main priorities for cultural resource management in the burned
areas at Mākua:
1. Survey all burned areas for presence or absence of cultural resources.
Inventory work will proceed in the following order:
a. Previously unsurveyed areas in gulches
b. Mauka plateaus
c. Makai plateaus and areas of the burn
d. Remap known sites and features still inadequately recorded
2. Mark areas being proposed for civilian access trails to overlook cultural sites.
These areas need to be four feet wide at minimum and must be surfacecleared of all UXO and subsurface-cleared to one foot. These access trails
will be permanently marked.
3. Support UXO clearance activities in other areas by ensuring that activities will
have no impact on cultural resources.
Plan of Action over the next two weeks
1. Obtain safety approval for fieldwork (signed Risk Assessments).
2. Coordinate UXO support, PPE, equipment, etc.
3. Create GIS maps to determine prior fieldwork, site locations, and burned
areas.
4. Layout, survey, and mark areas for civilian access paths. Surface-clear paths
to four feet in width. Subsurface (UXO ) clearance to one foot. Mark
pathways.
5. Pedestrian survey of gulches working mauka to makai
6. Pedestrian survey of previously unsurveyed mauka plateaus
7. Pedestrian survey of remaining makai areas
8. GPS, sketch map, and record new sites and features.
Activities possible after first 2 weeks (or as long as ground remains
clear of vegetation)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Support UXO clearance activities (as needed).
Properly map and record features inadequately recorded in previous work.
Revisit previously recorded sites and look for additional features.
Determine, GPS, and mark likely areas for future subsurface testing.
Ground-truth areas shown on historical maps to look for potential
archaeological features (LCA survey monuments, etc.).
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Between 9-15 August, the whole crew – Anton, Exzabe, MacDonell, and Cox, in
addition to Laura Gilda and Christophe Descantes, performed coordinated
sweeps for surface surveys of most of the burned area, concentrating on areas
not previously investigated. A request for permission to camp at MMR was
submitted to the chain of command, but was not acted upon (Figure 41).
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
HEADQUARTERS, UNITED STATES ARMY GARRISON, HAWAII
SCHOFIELD BARRACKS, HAWAII 96857-5000
REPLY TO
ATTENTION OF

APVG-GWV-N

MEMORANDUM FOR
DIRECTOR OF PLANS TRAINING AND MOBILITY, RANGE DIVISION - HAWAII
SUBJECT: Request Permission to Camp at Makua Military Reservation.
1. Staff from DPW Environmental - Cultural Resources request permission to camp
overnight at Makua Military Reservation while conducting archaeological inventory and
site recordation at Makua.
2. The recent fire at Makua has provided an excellent opportunity to survey for cultural
resources in the burned areas. Past experience has shown that vegetation will remain
clear in the burned area only for a short period of time. In order to best take advantage of
the situation and to cut down on commute time, cultural resources personnel would like
permission to camp overnight in the vicinity of the Range Control building on evenings
to be determined between 15 and 21 August 2005. Total number of personnel to camp
would be no more than 6.
3. The point of contact for this project is George MacDonell, Oahu Archaeologist, at
telephone number 656-2878 ext. 1026.

FOR THE DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS:

JOEL GODFREY
Chief
Environmental Division

Figure 41: Memo - Request for Camping at MMR.

The findings and results of these activities and other field work at MMR are
reported in detail in the separate MMR Annual Report for 2004-2005 (June
2006).
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Phase II - Sub-Surface Investigations and Data Collection
Mākua Subsurface Testing in Area 2 - Action Plan and Timeline
In order to meet the obligations of the Mākua Settlement Agreement, the DPW
Cultural Resources staff is required to conduct subsurface testing fieldwork at
Mākua Military Reservation (MMR) within the area of the Company Combined
Assault Course (CCAC), circumscribed by the South Fuel Break and 105mm
artillery Surface Danger Zone (SDZ).
The first phase of this subsurface survey was completed in November 2005 with
150 shovel test probes being placed throughout the objective and grass-cut
areas within the CCAC (identified here as Areas 1 and 3). The original plan was
to conduct the second phase of subsurface testing within the areas of the CCAC
where vegetation usually prevents ground surface visibility (Area 2). In
accordance with approved Risk Assessments and Safety Plans, this would have
required a vegetation burn prior to any testing activities. Unfortunately, a
controlled burn was not possible due to weather and other constraints.
An alternative means of testing within this area of the CCAC has therefore been
developed. A limited number of roads, trails, and cleared areas are located
within the area of the CCAC where grass is not normally cleared, and where
surface visibility from roads and trails is required. We will place as many of the
additional 200 test pits along the edges of these corridors as possible. Any
remaining test pits would be placed in areas of the CCAC that normally have
vegetation control (Areas 1 and 3). The following action plan is proposed to meet
the requirements of the Mākua Settlement Agreement:
Priorities
There are three priorities for subsurface testing within the CCAC at Mākua:
1. Safely conduct the testing:
a. Operate only within areas with ground surface visibility.
b. Follow safety mitigation procedures identified in our Risk Assessments
for operating within UXO areas.
c. Utilize UXO escort to tone areas before and during subsurface testing.
d. Safely operate tools and equipment.
e. Review safety daily, utilize observation checklists, conduct AARs.
2. Place up to 200 subsurface test holes in Area 2 on roads, trails, and areas
with ground surface visibility.
3. Place additional subsurface test holes (not to exceed 200 total among all
three areas) in Areas 1 and 3 (objectives and other grass-cut areas).
Priorities over the next three weeks
1. Review safety approval for fieldwork (signed Risk Assessments).
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2. Coordinate UXO support, PPE, equipment, etc.
3. Create GIS map prior to fieldwork in order to identify testing locations;
Determine potential number of test units in each area.
4. Identify other areas in objective and grass-cut areas that could benefit from
additional subsurface testing.
5. Conduct subsurface testing on roads and trails in Area 2.
6. Conduct additional subsurface testing in Areas 1 and 3 as needed to reach a
total of 200 test units among all three areas.
7. GPS, map, and record any newly recorded subsurface cultural materials.
8. Complete End of Fieldwork memorandum/report.
Proposed start date of this project is 19 April 2006. Fieldwork is expected to be
completed no later than 4 May 2006.
The findings and results of these activities are reported in detail in the separate
MMR Annual Report for 2004-2005 (June 2006)
Requests for Information and Assistance to Others
In response to numerous inquiries for information on the availability of the
unpublished 1977 report by Marion Kelly and Sidney M. Quintal, a special
printing was run. This resulted in June 2006 in distribution of both Parts I and II
of Cultural History Report of Mākua Military Reservation and Vicinity, Mākua
Valley, O`ahu, Hawai`i to a total of 35 interested parties.
Natural Resources Section Request
The Natural Resources Section of the Environmental Division requested that our
office provide a discussion of the existing understanding of the historical and
archaeological resources for each of the areas that will be covered in an
Environmental Assessment (EA) for the proposed Biological Implementation Plan
for Mākua Valley. The EA is an explanation of the baseline conditions and the
outline and format for implementing the agreement negotiated between the Army
and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
The introductory section and the relevant historical and archaeological section for
Mākua that were provided for that EA are excerpted below. The relevant subsections for the other sub-installations required to be covered in the EA are noted
(in outline) in the appropriate sections of this report, while all the sections that
were provided for the MMR I P are located in Appendix B.
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ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT
FOR
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MAKUA MILITARY RESERVATON
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
1. PURPOSE AND NEED FOR THE PROPOSED ACTION
The U.S. Army (USARHAW) is proposing to conduct natural resource protection
measures for 28 listed plant taxa and one listed snail taxon as identified in the
Mākua Military Reservation Implementation Plan, 2003 (MMR I P). The
management actions would take place in the State of Hawai`i Natural Area
Reserves, Board of Water Supply lands, Campbell Estate lands being protected
by the Nature Conservancy, Army owned and leased lands in the Wai`anae and
Ko`olau Mountains, and privately owned lands. The purpose of the natural
resource management actions is to control the threats to several listed species
and help these species achieve stabilization. The stabilization measures are the
result of a non-jeopardy Biological Opinion issued to the Army for Routine
Training at Mākua Military Reservation in 1999 and include fencing, alien species
control, outplanting, and genetic material collections. To stabilize target taxa,
each taxon must be maintained with sufficient numbers of populations to ensure
their long-term viability. Additionally, threats to the managed and reproducing
individuals in each population must be controlled, and each taxon must be
adequately represented in an ex situ (out of the wild) collection. Stabilization is
the first step to recovering these listed species.
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION
a. Proposed Action – Implementing the Plan
The proposed action would be to conduct natural resource management actions
for 28 listed plant taxa and one listed snail species. The ultimate goal of the plan
is to stabilize the species. Stabilization requires that a certain population size be
met (differs by type of organism and life history traits), that three populations
reach this criteria, all threats are controlled for each population, and each species
is adequately represented in an ex situ (out of the wild) collection. To achieve
stabilization, the Army and a team of scientific experts identified the best
population units (PU) for management efforts and the best locations to undertake
ecosystem size actions, or management units (MU). Each MU contains at least
on PU that requires stabilization.
Fencing and Ungulate Control
Using fences to create areas targeted for ungulate eradication is a wellestablished practice in other managed Hawaiian natural areas (Cory 2000).
Perimeter fences for the MUs typically either follow MU boundaries or fall outside
MU boundaries when topography forces the fenceline to follow ridgetops or
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contours to avoid cliffs or other natural obstacles. Perimeter fences are typically
not inside of the MU boundaries unless topographical or other features keep
ungulates out of unfenced sections of the MU. In addition to perimeter fences,
several fences are proposed to divide large MUs into smaller sub-units, or
provide a strategic protective function, such as preventing movement of feral
ungulates along ridges (strategic fences). The fences are designed primarily to
prevent further invasion of ungulates, such as feral pigs, goats, and cattle. In
very rare cases, perimeter fences are not recommended; for example, when MUs
include areas that are considered self-protected (typically by vertical cliffs). In
these situations, short, strategic fences might be the only fences proposed. In
cases where a fence crosses a trail on public lands, a crossover will be
constructed to maintain easy public access. Placement and size of all MU
fences will be refined based on landowner input. All proposed fencelines are
approximations only and subject to a thorough fenceline scoping to determine
detailed on-the-ground placement that minimizes damage to habitat and rare
taxa, and optimizes protection.
3.

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT
b. Mākua Military Reservation

There are four proposed management units, all or partially within the Mākua
Military Reservation (MMR) boundary. The areas proposed for management
include portions of the north, northeast and south ridgelines and valley walls, as
well as portions of the south side of the valley, below the cliffs.
vii.

Historical and Archaeological Resources

The present configuration of this military reservation actually encompasses two
large traditional land divisions (or ahupua`a). The south or right half of the main
valley (when viewed to the inland) is the ahupua`a of Mākua. The section to the
left of the central stream, or the north half of the main valley and the large block
of mountains further to the northwest, on to the next big beach, make up the
ahupua`a of Kahanahāiki. The number of known archaeological sites at MMR
presently stands at 119. These identified sites include many multi-featured sites
ranging from examples of at least six heiau, dry land (kula) agricultural terraces,
shrines, habitation complexes, house platforms, enclosures, wells and springs
(puna), trails, to historic walls, ranch features and military features from the era
between the World Wars (Antone and Exzabe, 2005 and Cox and Zulick, 2002).
The majority of these cultural resources are located in the valley floor and stream
bottom areas rather than on the upper slopes or ridges. Cultural Resource
Surveys at MMR have been undertaken for only about 30% of the total area to
date, but are ongoing. As more detailed planning for the layout of the four
management area fences is undertaken the fence corridor and general
surroundings of each will be investigated and inspected for the presence or
absence of cultural resources during an Inventory Survey for Cultural and
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Archaeological Resources. These field assessments will be coordinated with
activities of the Army’s Natural Resources Section of DPW’s Environmental
Division sometime in the near future.
ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND
ALTERNATIVES
Historical and Archaeological Resources
i.

Implementation of Management Plan

Construction of a fence and outplanting species could affect unknown cultural
sites. Written records and historical maps relevant to the project area have been
researched and reviewed. Inquiries regarding known archaeological sites with
the State Historic Preservation Division were conducted. In addition, surveys will
be conducted by DOD archaeologists along proposed fence routes and in
outplanting areas to ensure no resources are impacted.
ii.

No Action.

No impacts are anticipated, as the existing conditions would remain.
Other activities, including Cultural Accesses
In March 2006 the following guidelines for continued public access to areas at
MMR were drawn up for approval:
Guidelines for Cultural Access at MMR
Plan & Purpose
Guidelines for cultural access at MMR are to designate safe trails and overlooks
to archaeological sites for civilian access and allow safe access to both civilians
(i.e., Malama Mākua, lineal descendants, community organizations, etc.) and
soldiers while promoting the Army’s stewardship of cultural resources within
MMR
Requirements
Off-road accesses must be clear of unexploded ordnance (UXO) to a depth of
one foot, and trails must be at least four feet wide with boundaries that are
permanent and clearly marked. This is required by garrison Installation Fire and
Safety Officer / IFSO. Access trails and overlooks must take into account UXO,
grass maintenance, and continued preservation of the site (see Map 13).
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Map 13: Access Trails and Overlooks at MMR

Process Actions & Recommendations
The unexploded ordnance support contract will be modified to allow for contract
personnel to do clearance, and for Army EOD (simple avoidance of suspect UXO
is the only recourse under the current contract). This greatly limits where access
trails can be established at present as Army EOD personnel are not available.
The proposed trails and overlooks are recommended based on the current grass
maintenance contract (grass-cutting other areas would require additional UXO
clearance), safe accessibility (UXO, terrain), and the stipulations of the
Archaeological Resources Protection Act (ARPA) and NHPA. ARPA prohibits
the unauthorized disturbance of archaeological resources of federal land. NHPA
(Sec.106) requires consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office
(SHPO), Office of Hawaiian Affairs (OHA), and other interested parties in
consideration of all impacts to sites related to the undertaking.
Following successful UXO clearance, certification must be submitted and
recorded by the IFSO. The trails and overlooks will then be open to civilian
access. Each visit still requires the Cultural Resources crew to expend
considerable time and effort to complete the Army’s coordination and paperwork
process. One of the required items is a Risk Assessment (RA). A copy of the
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RA for the Nānākuli High and Intermediate School visit can be found in Appendix
B – 1.1(See p. 206).
Cultural Accesses and Outreach Activities
The successful completion of the clearance and the establishment of authorized
trails has allowed greater public access and increased outreach opportunities at
MMR. The Cultural Resources Specialists facilitated educational accesses into
the Mākua Military Reservation. The accesses primarily hosted students and
community members. The Army’s Public Affairs Office initiated the access in an
effort to increase levels of community outreach.

Figure 42: Student Outreach at Mākua

Students from Nānākuli High and Intermediate School visited Mākua Military
Reservation to learn about the value of cultural education. The students saw
how traditional environmental knowledge is applicable and necessary in attaining
environmental sustainability.
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Figure 43: Wai`anae Community Members Listen to Carly Anton
Explain the Army’s Cultural Resources Program

Figure 44: Students from Nānākuli High and Intermediate School
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The visits gave the Cultural Resources staff an opportunity to showcase its
management program as well as inform the public of upcoming projects, such as
the proposed Environmental Center at the Mākua Military Reservation.
Members of the Wai`anae community had the opportunity to hear about the
Cultural Resources Management program. They also had a chance to ask
questions and give comments on environmental issues. Students from the
Wai`anae High School JROTC learned about some of the cultural resources that
exist within the reservation and what the Army is doing to protect them. The
students personally viewed a cultural site, hearing about how archaeology can
provide the time depth to the current discussions about indigenous
ethnographical and cultural information concerning the environment.
Other Visits
Mākua Valley has a perhaps unique connection to the community along the
Wai`anae coast. Almost no other area on O`ahu (with virtually no resident
population) elicits as much interest and emotion over such a wide range of issues
from such a broad audience. Interest in this specific landscape spans many
groups and there are regular requests for visits in addition to the twice-per-month
Court Ordered Malama Mākua accesses. These latter regular accesses are
covered in more detail in the Mākua Annual Reports.
A typical specially arranged onetime event is discussed here:
On Saturday 6 October 2007, an access for the Enos family was held. The
Enos `ohana (traditional family grouping) are descendants of ranch hands who
lived in the valley during the ranching era (pre-1941). Sixteen people attended.
Cultural Resources staff members Carly Antone, Alton Exzabe, and Range
representative Tom Piskel accompanied the access. Ron Smith from Donaldson
Enterprises Incorporated provided the group with the required unexploded
ordnance safety support.
The access began at 0800 with a safety brief. Cultural Resources staff members
then gave a talk on what is known of the history of the valley and the Army’s
Cultural Resources program. Tom Piskel briefed the group on military training.
The group was then invited into Range Control’s conference room to look at
Cultural and Natural Resource posters as well as the many historical photos
displayed there.
The group was then shuttled by four-wheel-drive vehicles to the Petroglyph Slab
site. Cultural Resources staff answered questions about the site, and the group
took photographs (see Figure 45, below).
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Figure 45::

Visitors Get the Opportunity to Closely Observe
the Petroglyphs at Site 5926.

Next, the group was shuttled up the centerline road to the base of Objective
Deeds, where more discussion took place. Afterward, the group was shuttled
around the North firebreak road, with stops to take in the spectacular view from
that location. The final stop was at the historic spring. The access ended at
noon.
Developing Outreach Material
The Cultural Resource staff has been tasked with developing brochures and
posters for use at MMR and other venues where we represent the Environmental
Division activities. Alton Exzabe and Carly Anton produced a set of quad-fold
pamphlet handouts that featured the cultural resources at Mākua (see Figure 46,
below).
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Figure 46: The Front of New Quad-Fold Pamphlet
Featuring the Cultural Resources at Mākua.

Mākua Annual Reports
A separate Annual Report for cultural resource activities at Mākua is called for as
a part of the requirements of the Mākua Military Reservation Programmatic
Agreement.
The following are excerpted verbatim directly from the Abstract, Table of
Contents and Introduction (including ‘Table 1 – MMR C R Management
Activities’), of the 2005-2006 Mākua Annual Report (still in Draft):
“Cultural Resources Specialists from the Pacific Cooperative
Studies Unit (PCSU) are contracted to work under the U.S. Army
Garrison, Hawai`i’s (USAG-HI) Cultural Resources Management Program.
The program employs multiple methods for managing cultural resources,
including developing and implementing protective works, monitoring a
variety of projects, managing a database for integrating GIS technology
into project plans for the protection of resources, facilitating public
accesses onto Army-controlled lands, conducting outreach with the
community, ensuring that requirements are completed for federal
compliance, fulfilling requirements of Programmatic and any other
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agreements the USAG-HI may have, and performing archaeological
survey and testing on occasion.
The Cultural Resources Specialists carry out tasks set forth by the
program in an effort to provide the resources protection and stewardship
while helping the Garrison achieve its mission of a well-trained Army and
good quality of life for troops and their families.
This document accounts for the management activities completed by
PCSU Cultural Resources Specialists from February 2005 through the end
of January 2006 at Mākua Military Reservation and Ukanipō Heiau. This
report is being submitted to satisfy both PCSU cooperative agreement
requirements and the requirements of the Mākua Military Reservation
Programmatic Agreement for this time period to its expiration in 2005.
The following pages explain the type of program actions completed, and
summarizes the processes and outcomes resulting from each.
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INTRODUCTION
This annual report contains the Cultural Resources Management
requirements completed by contract staff from the Pacific Cooperative
Studies Unit at Mākua Military Reservation (MMR), including the Ukanipo
Heiau complex from February 2005 through January 2006. During this
period, regular military activities like training and events such as public
access were stymied for different reasons. Training was slowed due to a
large number of deployments and also because of a rising tide of
formalities being associated with training at MMR. The lack of training
trickled down to other tasks being scaled back. Therefore, quarterly site
monitoring for training was not required because no training took place.
Other regularly occurring activities were altered during the year; public
access was the most visible.
The U.S. Army Technical Center for Explosives Safety (USATCES)
raised concerns about conducting access at MMR, a place that was once
entirely an impact area. To comply with USATCES standards, the USAGHI’s Installation Fire and Safety Office was required to place heavy
restrictions on allowing access to occur until such time that regulatory
standards for public visits were met. This required a tedious process from
unexploded ordnance records research to developing permanent trails
and securing funds. Needless to say, public access areas were examined
and limited, causing legal conflicts and negotiations. Yet, even with a
change in some activities, Cultural Resources Management actions
remained eventful.
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The requirements for management actions at MMR have been
conceived with the notion that each is a strategy for providing the
resources protection and stewardship while helping the Garrison achieve
its mission for a well-trained Army and good quality of life for troops and
their families.
Even if woven into other proponent’s projects, the basis of the
Cultural Resources action is a strategy to accomplish the above
statement. This report is sectioned into seven types of management
requirements:
MMR CULTURAL RESOURCES MANAGEMENT ACTIVITES
1.0 CONSULTATION
2.0 MONITORING
3.0 SURVEY
4.0 PROTECTIVE WORKS
5.0 ACCESS
6.0 OUTREACH
7.0 DATABASE MANAGEMENT
Table 1. MMR Cultural Resources Management Activities
Each section captures related actions by project. The project
actions are summarized, and current status described. Records are
included where permitted.
(End of excerpt.)
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SCHOFIELD BARRACKS / East Range (SBE)
Introduction
This large training area (5,154 acres) is the eastern part of the original 1909
Schofield acquisition. It is in the present District of Wahiawa. Traditionally, this
was the easternmost portion of the moku of Wai`anae, called Wai`anae `Uka.
For the population of the leeward coast, this inland area provided access to the
resources that are unique in upland environments,.
SBE is located just to the southeast of the town of Wahiawa in the central plain,
between the two main mountain ranges on O`ahu. It is a strip of land 12.5 km
long by 1-2.5 km wide, extending between the Ko`olau Summit ridge to the east
and Kamehameha Highway at its west edge, directly across from Wheeler Army
Airfield. The southern boundary line of this installation is the east-west ridge
between Kaukonahua Stream to the north (filling Lake Wilson, which drains to
the north) and Waikakalaua Stream, which flows south to Pearl Harbor (refer to
Map 14, below).
The sections of SBE that are closest to Schofield and Wheeler are relatively uneroded. These flats to the south of Kaukonahua Gulch were used for commercial
agriculture prior to 1909 and were used to plant pineapple. The largest of these
pineapple field systems near Wheeler was used for aircraft parking,
maintenance, and repair during WWII (refer to Figure 47, below). Much of this
area is now the site of the large warehouses and maintenance shops along East
Range Road and the Army’s Leilehua Golf Course.
To the north and east of the gulch is another large, relatively flat section, in the
area to the north of the upper end of Lake Wilson and to the south of Wahiawa
Town. The present ‘Center Line Road’ running through Training Areas ER-3 and
ER-5 is all that is left of what was once the site of an extensive area of simple
single-story barracks and ‘tent cities’ during WWII (see Figure 48). The open,
grassy main parachute Drop Zone in ER-5, and Helicopter Landing Zone 36 in
ER-3, are located there now.
A major project to dam one of the tributaries of Kaukonahua Stream was
undertaken in the 1920s. When completed, the Ku Tree Dam and Reservoir
system did not provide the expected adequate and reliable source of water
needed to supply all of Schofield Barrack’s needs. Deep well sources were
finally developed. The sections of SBE further to the east are progressively more
dissected by deep stream gulches in the rugged, undeveloped forested uplands,
with the majority of the area designated as Forest Reserve. There is one rough
loop road in this section that climbs to 540 meters along the north installation
boundary line. This peak is at a point almost three kilometers into the forested
section, and is the trailhead for the Schofield-Waikane Trail.
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This entire middle section, continuing eastward to the Ko`olau Summit ridge, is
characterized by deeply cut, narrow, looping, winding stream gulches alternating
with razor-top ridges. The over-200-meter-deep gulches eventually flow to the
west and drain the highly dissected area in the immediate lee of the main
Ko`olau Ridgeline. There is almost no flat land anywhere in this eastern section,
even in the stream bottoms.

Map 14: 1942 Map of Training Areas in West Half of East Range.
Dispersal aircraft revetments can be seen in area where H-2 and the Lelehua Golf
Course is now, in Training Area W. The OR&L Wahiawa Branch Line, with the ‘Dole
Siding’ yard, scale track, water and fuel tanks, Section Houses, the ‘Pine Junction’ and
its turning wye to the north, are shown between Wheeler and East Range (also compare
this later section to Figure 47, below; Golf Course Road runs along this southern
boundary line). The ‘Camp Site’ in Training Area X, to the south of Manley Gate (at the
northern boundary) is shown in Figure 48, below. The Civil Conservation Corps (CCC)
Main Base Camp is shown to the east of the rail line into Wahiawa.
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Figure 47: View of (Old) Wheeler Field, August 1930. Viewed to the west.
Leilehua Golf Course, in East Range is just off the lower right corner of this view (in
Training Area W of Figure 46, above). The OR&L railway line to Wahiawa (until 194748) comes up through Waikakalaua Gulch, from Waipahu, at the bottom left corner. This
is the last of the Dole pineapple fields left in this section. The ‘new’ (1930) rail line that
eventually replaced the connection to Schofield Barracks is being built, to south (left)
around the original grass landing field. The Old Wilikina Road, lined by the double row
of trees, and the paralleling original rail line to Schofield just beyond the trees, would be
completely removed by the end of 1930. Soon afterward, the Six Hangers would also
start being replaced, with construction of the new landing field, flight line, aircraft parking
ramps, and (presently) ‘Hanger Row,” all of which are further to the north. Only
Kamehameha Highway (with line of telephone poles) remains today. The present Army
National Guard Armory is located at the intersection of the rail lines, Kamehameha
Highway, and Golf Course Road in this photo. The north edge of Kunia Village is in the
distance, at the extreme left.

The Army and the Marines have utilized a few small sections of these uplands
and the Schofield-Waikane Trail for troop maneuvers in the past, but more
recently, the only regular activity in the eastern two-thirds of SBE has been the
same helicopter flight training as is done in KLO, including ‘nape of the earth’
flying, a specialized kind of low-level flight training. The more open sections in
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the western third have been divided into 14 training units; however, these are
now used regularly for a variety of training and bivouac activities.
All of the East Range training areas are designated as No-Live-Fire areas,
meaning only blank rounds can be used in training here. In addition, the whole
upland area to the east is a strictly No-Open-Fires zone.

Figure 48: WWII Temporary Barracks and Tents in SBE. This may be the 13th
Replacement Co. The photo was taken near Manley Gate (to right rear of this photo) in
Training Area X on Map 14, above. It was shot facing southwest, with the main runway
at Wheeler just visible in the distance. This type of camp was typically laid out with a
series of rows of buildings and tents stretching back away from a main roadway. Rows
could be quickly added, relocated, or removed as needed. Each row normally provided
for a company of approx. 200 men and consisted of an Orderly Room (office), a mess
hall, the barracks buildings (or tents), a building for showers and, at a distance, the
latrines. Similar provisions for the officers were usually set across the roadway. The
Training Areas ER-1A, ER-1B, ER-2 and ER-5 are located in this area now. The present
main parachute ‘Lightning Drop Zone’ and the ‘36’ Landing Zones in ER-3 are located to
the left of this location.
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SCHOFIELD BARRACKS / West Range (SBW)
Introduction
This is the largest active live-fire range on O`ahu, with a total of 4,993 acres. It
also has biggest artillery impact area on the island. SBW is the westernmost part
of the original 1909 Schofield acquisition. It includes the top of Mount Ka`ala and
the summit ridge and east side of the Wai`anae Range from Ka`ala to Kolekole
Pass. The south edge of the range borders Kolekole Pass Road.
West Range is in the present District of Wahiawa. Traditionally, this was the
eastern most portion of the moku of Wai`anae, called Wai`anae `Uka. For the
population of the drier leeward coast, this inland area provided access to the
resources that are unique in upland environments.
Data, Information and Assistance provided to and shared with U.S. Army
units, groups & others
The Natural Resources Section requested that our office provide a discussion of
the existing understanding of the historical and archaeological resources for each
of the areas that will be covered in an Environmental Assessment (EA) for the
proposed Biological Implementation Plan for Mākua Valley (MMR I P). The EA is
an explanation of the baseline conditions and will serve as the outline and format
for implementing the agreement that has been negotiated between the Army and
the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
The relevant introductory section and the historical and archaeological section for
Schofield West Range that were provided for that EA are presented below.
ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT FOR
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MAKUA MILITARY RESERVATON
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
2. AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT
c. Schofield Barracks Military Reservation
There is one proposed management unit partially within the Schofield
Barracks Military Reservation West Range (SBW) boundary. No fence is
proposed for the area. The area proposed for management includes
approximately 12 acres along the south ridgeline of West Range.
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vii. Historic and Archaeological Resources
Presently, Schofield Barracks (SBA, which in turn is made up of the subunits SB West Range/SBW, SB South Range/SBS, and SB
Cantonment/SBC, as well as SB East Range/SBE) has at least 76
identified archaeological sites or cultural resources (excluding the
cantonment area - SBC). These sites are primarily on the lower-elevation
flatlands and nearby stream gulches and include two prehistoric heiau or
Hawaiian temples; 30 multi-feature, non- or semi-irrigated agricultural
sites; 27 multi-feature irrigated agricultural sites; and five multi-feature
habitation sites, trails, and historic-era features (USACE and Nakata
Planning Group 2000, and Zulick and Cox 2000). Surveys for cultural
resources at SBW are about 40% completed, with additional surveys at
this time being done under contract.
The only site type that can generally be expected to be found on the
higher ridgetops are remnants of the old communication routes or trails.
The proposed managed area planned for SBW straddles the main
Wai`anae Summit Ridge and the existing summit ridge trail. Segments of
this ridge trail or route traditionally served as the primary connection
between the Kolekole Pass area and the summit of Ka`ala. In turn, these
two crossing points served as the main direct overland connection for the
population of the eight ahupua`a of the Wai`anae Moku (District) on the
leeward coast and that district’s upland ahupua`a of Wai`anae `Uka. The
latter ahupua`a traditionally had always been a subpart of the Wai`anae
District. Wai`anae `Uka is situated to the windward side of the ridge, at
the high point of the saddle area of the central plains of O`ahu, and
reaches across to the Ko`olau Summit to the east. It thus provided the
people of Wai`anae access to the full range of those upland resources not
otherwise available on the leeward side of the ridge. The Wai`anae ridge
trail(s) and Kolekole pass are mentioned in a number of traditional stories
(i.e., Fornander 1885 and Beckwith 1940) and in articles in early Hawaiian
language newspapers (i.e., John Papa I`i, re ‘Elou Cliff Road … coming
down from Kalena … to Wai`anae’, in Kuokoa, Jan. 1870; also see
Sterling and Summers (1978:134-5)).
Ross Cordy also speculates on a possible route for I`i’s Elou: he “…may
have entered Wai`anae valley down the steep Kamaile`unu ridgeline off
Ka`ala and joined Kumaipo trail” (Cordy, 2002:74-5). His proposed route
would take that trail along the main ridgeline to the north from Pu`u
Kalena, to Ka`ala (about two-and-a-half kilometers) across that summit
and down to the ridge separating upper Mākaha and Wai`anae valleys,
and thus away from the new management area. It is suggested here that
another, more likely possibility is that I`i’s Elou Trail route went south
along the main ridge from Pu`u Kalena, a much shorter distance, to meet
the top of the spur ridge that then runs down to the west, along the narrow
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spine of the ridge that separates upper Wai`anae and Lualualei valleys.
This would provide the best direct link to Pokai Bay and the population
center of the moku (district, and sometimes independent kingdom) and the
biggest village, Wai`anae, on the whole leeward coast. This overland
route would come to within half a kilometer of the proposed management
area. There are a few sites noted in nearby gulches to the east and those
at Kolekole, but all are at much lower elevations than that of the proposed
management area, and all are more than half a kilometer distant.
Although the establishment of this management area will not require any
construction of fences or other structures or alterations, the general
surroundings will all be investigated and inspected for the presence or
absence of cultural resources during an Inventory Survey for Cultural and
Archaeological Resources. This field assessment will be coordinated with
and be undertaken in conjunction with planned activities of the Army’s
Natural Resources Section of DPW’s Environmental Division sometime in
the near future.
viii. Land Use.
Lands used for maneuvers at Schofield Barracks Military Reservation
include the cantonment area, maneuver training areas, ranges, and
impact areas. The impact area, located in steep, more rugged terrain
west of the cantonment, is the main site for fire range practices on O`ahu
(USACE and Nakata Planning Group 2000). Small arms, machine-gun,
mortar, grenade, antitank, and limited short-range indirect fire artillery
training are conducted in these firing ranges. The live-fire facilities and
ranges at SBW are used year-round (R.M. Towill Corporation 1997). No
training takes place in the proposed managed area. SBW has numerous
helipads and most of the installation is accessible by helicopter. Hunting
is allowed on SBW, although it is restricted to Army personnel and their
civilian guests. Current land use in the proposed managed areas is
restricted to Natural Resources Management activities.
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SCHOFIELD BARRACKS / South Range (SBS)
Introduction
South Range is in the present District of Wahiawa. Traditionally, this was part of
the easternmost portion of the moku of Wai`anae, called Wai`anae `Uka (literally
‘upland Wai`anae’). For the population of the leeward coast of the island, most of
whom lived at or very near the shoreline, this hilly inland section provided access
to the resources that are unique in upland environments,.
SBS is part of the original 1909 Schofield land acquisition. Its boundary extends
along the Wai`anae summit ridge, from the top of Pu`u Hapapa in the south to
Kolekole Pass to the north-west, and northeast to Lyman Road. Most of the
north edge of SBS borders Kolekole Pass Road to the East (refer to Map 15:
SBS). South Range covers a total of 1,678 hectares (4,144 acres). This training
area and range is presently used as a bivouac and maneuver area, with live-fire
ranges for small arms. There are also a number of established firing points (FP)
for medium artillery up to 105mm. At the latter FPs, firing is allowed only to the
north, into the West Range impact areas.

Map 15: South Range, Schofield Barracks. Detail from a 1940 Quad Map.
The SW and SE boundaries of SBS are highlighted in pink.
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CANTONMENT AREAS
Introduction
Cantonment Areas are installations or sections of an installation that are built up,
developed, urbanized with residences, quarters, barracks, or by commercial
activities. To a greater degree, they are often industrialized, with maintenance or
shop facilities and warehouses.
Helemano Military Reservation (HMR)
Helemano is located in the upper portion of the traditional ahupua`a of Pa`ala`a
`Uka, in TMK 1 – 6 – 4 – 4. This 117-hectare (290-acre) parcel was originally
acquired from Dole Company in 1943. The Army required the site for
construction of a long-distance radio communication antenna farm. The array
formed a big ring of directional rhombic antennas around a transmitter-receiver
building centered about two and a half kilometers east of Kamehameha Highway.
A combined headquarters and barracks for the Signal Corps was built to the
north of the access road. Today, HMR is primarily being utilized as a military
housing area (refer to Map 16, below).
The military’s restricted access route, Drum Road, heads north to one of the
Army’s primary field training facilities, Kahuku Training Area at HMR, and passes
through the adjacent Kawailoa Training Area on the way to Kahuku (again refer
to Map 16; also, Map 1 on p. 2).
Construction Monitoring of the excavation for and setting of manholes and
handholes at the Helemano Military Reservation
This project is part of the second Installation Information Infrastructure
Modernization Program (I3MP) upgrade implementation at Schofield Enclave,
Hawai`i. This enclave consists of Schofield Barracks, Wheeler Army Airfield,
Helemano Military Reservation, and East Range, located in Hawai`i on the island
of O`ahu. The project will upgrade the existing Outside Plant (OSP), quasi-ATM,
and GigE data network architecture, resulting in a new and complete Gigabit
Ethernet network between the project’s approved buildings. The new OSP
architecture consists of upgrading the enclave’s fiber plant, its maintenance hole,
and duct distribution systems. The new data network architecture provides an
intelligent and secure data information infrastructure. It provides the necessary
bandwidth and data-networking capabilities for digital communications as the
Army undergoes transformation.
For decades, this whole section of central O`ahu was used for commercial
agriculture. Almost all the available flatter portions of the high-rainfall sections of
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the upper saddle area between the two main ridgelines of the Ko`olau Range to
the east and the Wai`anae Range to the west were planted with pineapple.
Much of the segment on either side of Kamehameha Highway near HMR is still
used today by Dole for their “fresh pack” pineapple operations. The area that
became HMR was chosen in 1943 as the Army’s main Pacific-area wartime longrange radio communication station and then officially acquired in 1944 under the
authority of the Emergency War Powers Act (Towill 1981:2-1).

Map 16: Helemano Military Reservation in its Present Configuration.
HMR with Family Housing Areas, Community Center, Recreation Areas, Barracks, Motor
Pools, etc. The southern end of Drum Road (DRD) leads to northeast from area above
‘Motor Pool’.

The relatively isolated and nearly flat 260-acre property was perfect for the large
circular antenna field and its central receiver-transmitter facilities. There was
also space for the 30th Signal Battalion’s barracks, mess hall, administration, and
motor pools.
Much later, after additional undersea cables were laid and direct satellite
communication links made, the high-power low-frequency radio system became
completely obsolete; the ring of directional rhombic antennas were removed and
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the field became the site of one of the Army’s major family housing areas (refer
to Map 16, above).
The Field Monitoring of Excavations
Archeologist Moana Lee surveyed all areas and adjacent areas included in the
construction footprint on 15 May 2007, prior to any ground-disturbing activity. No
cultural resources or properties were found at that time that could be impacted by
construction activities. Moana Lee then monitored the Volt Telecom Construction
excavations for the setting of ten large precast-concrete manholes (MH) and
three smaller handholes (HH) during the period between 16 May and 14 June. In
addition, David Cox made a field visit on 22 May.
Nine of the massive precast-concrete manholes to be set were an average of 12’
x 6’ x 7’. The typical excavation in the dense and well-compacted, stable soil
conditions throughout this general location required only a 1-ft. clearance on the
sides and under each unit. The smaller precast handhole units were 6’ x 4’ x 4’.
One manhole, MH-11-E, was 11’ x 5’ x 7’.
Once the actual construction excavations began, there was evidence of previous
ground disturbance activities in six of the manhole excavations. There was also
a visible remnant of the plow zone from the sixty-year-old commercial pineapple
operations in nine of the 13 pits dug. This plow zone had been identified by
Barry L. Fankhauser in his Archaeological Reconnaissance Survey of Helemano
Military Reservation - Waialua, O`ahu Island, Hawai`i (Dec 1987).
A plow zone was not discernible at MH 16, 17, 13A, or 11. The evidence of
previous additional ground disturbance activities in six of the manhole
excavations varied. MH-11, 11-D, and 11-3 had existing utility lines and some fill
from prior excavation activities in the area. MH-11-E and 16 had a crushed coral
fill below the sod line. MH-17 also had a thin layer of crushed coral with a thin,
compacted rock layer beneath it, in the east wall (refer to Figure 49).
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Figure 49:
Excavation for Manhole 17, at HMR. Viewed to East.
The east end of MH-17 has a thin, crushed coral layer under the sod line.
The layer does not extend to the west end of the MH-17 excavation.

The east wall was also within 25-35 cm of the road; however, the crushed coral
fill and compact rock did not extend to the west wall of the excavation. At this end
of the excavation for MH-17, the ‘topsoil’ and root layer was 0-15 centimeters
below surface (cmbs) with a thin layer, 15 to 20 cmbs, of crushed coral under it.
The north/south extent of the crushed coral is unknown at this time. The extent
should become clearer when the cable trenches are excavated (a separate future
contract and project).
A crushed coral fill layer was also present under the sod layer of MH-16. There
was also an existing waterline uncovered at 40-50 cmbs, a few centimeters
below the coral layer, in the west wall. This manhole is located just south of the
entry gate in the large field just inside HMR (Figure 50, below). Unlike MH-17
and 11-E, the crushed coral fill layer can be seen around the entire excavation.
The layer is also thicker than that found in either MH-11-E or 17. The crushed
coral layer in MH-16 is 20-cm thick, appearing at 8 cmbs and extending to 28
cmbs. This may be associated with a previous development phase or proposed
development of HMR.
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Figure 50:
Location of MH-16; HMR. Viewed to North.
The Post Entry Gate and Guard Station are at mid-left of picture, behind the Van.

Figure 51:
Excavation at MH-16. Viewed to West.
With large boulder at the base that could not be removed. MH was relocated approx.
1.2 m east as a result. Note the thick crushed coral layer under the sod line that occurs
throughout the excavation at MH-16.

According to the HMR Master Plan of Nov 1989, the former land use at MH-16
and 17 was the Post Motor Pool and storage area.
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When planning for the 600 family units that were to be built in HMR, it was
proposed to use this area for a Convenience Center. This would have consisted
of a police/fire station, a ‘shopette’ and a gas station. Today, neither the storage
nor convenience areas exist here. The expanded Community Center was instead
established in a more central location (refer to Map 16, above). The old Motor
Pool/storage area is now a large grassy, open field with one open structure that
contains a large, bleachered seating area (Building, #1703) and two small,
paved parking areas. The large, grassy, maintained field is used as a training
and recreation area (refer to Figure 52, below).

Figure 52: Grassy Field at HMR. Viewed to west.
Once a Motor Pool and Storage Area, this is now a large, open, mowed, grassy area.
Bldg. 1703 is at the left, with the Entry Gate and red-roofed Guard Station on the
roadway to the right.

MH-11-E is located on E`ena Street and north of family housing unit #2249 193.
There were five soil layers exposed by this excavation. The first, under the sod
layer, is a shallow crushed coral layer which varies slightly in thickness, from 10
to 15 cm. The second is a compact, gray basalt gravel about 10 cm thick. The
third layer is a thin 5-cm lens of red dirt that separates two layers of loose, gray
basalt gravel. An iron pipe is exposed at the northwest corner of the excavation
at 1 to 1.1mbs. This iron pipe was found to be a water pipe that is still in use.
The upper two layers of crushed coral and compact gravel appear undisturbed by
the installation of the pipe. Only the two loose gravel layers and dirt layer in97

between are disturbed. The crushed coral and the compact gravel were laid
down after the installation of the water system. The crushed coral and compact
gravel may be associated with the building of E`ena Rd. It is unknown with what
the two loose layers of gravel may be associated, but they are not prehistoric in
nature. Although the coral fill in MH-11-E was also adjacent to the road and did
not extend to the other side to the excavation, there were two layers of basalt
gravel fill (rock size approx. 1-2 cm in size) below the coral fill. Unlike the coral
and compact rock, these rock layers were impacted by the installation of the
water line about 0.5 m below (refer to Figures 53, 54 and 55, below). These rock
layers did extend to the northeast face of the excavation. The crushed coral
layer may be associated with the road. The two rock layers may be associated
with an earlier episode of HMR development or with the use of the area during
the pineapple agricultural period.

Figure 53:

Profile of MH-11-E. View of West Face
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Figure 54:
Manhole 11-E at HMR. Crushed coral layer below the sod; two compact
rock layers. Existing waterline is visible at bottom right corner. Viewed to west.

Figure 55:

Another View of Manhole -11-E. Notice the slight incline of the crushed
coral layer. Viewed to north.
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There was also a slight northward rise to the coral and compact rock layers. The
crushed coral fill was also discolored. That the crushed coral layer and compact
rock were not impacted by the installation of the water pipes indicates that the
two episodes were not related in time. The two basalt gravel layers and the
water pipe preceded the coral and compact rock layers. The slight rise to the
coral and compact rock layers may also indicate that there was an incline in the
topography prior to the development of the quarters. As noted above, this
excavation wall of MH-11-E was adjacent to the road, but the coral and compact
rock layers may not be associated with it. Discoloration may be an indication of
time and/or soil composition.
MH-11-3 is located on the east edge of E`ena Rd. and south of quarters # 2248
192. The topsoil is dark, reddish-brown, hard clay. It is easily broken up into
medium granules with fine interstitial roots throughout. At 50-60 cmbs, there is a
layer of dark red, compacted clay. In the east wall, this layer is uniform. In the
west wall, this compacted clay is isolated to a patch of 2m (l) x 40-50 cm thick. It
is associated with a utility jacket encasement in the SW corner of the excavation
(Figure 56). The compact soil here has a metallic sheen when cut into. It is
mottled, very smooth, and breaks up into large, angular crumbs. The compact
layer is associated with the utility jacket. It is typical of soil that has been watercompacted, as is the choice of fill technology used at HMR. Other than this prior
disturbance, the soil is monotone in color and uniform in texture.

Figure 56:
Manhole -11-C. Dense, Compact layer below the upper hard, granule
soil. Notice the utility encasement (jacket) in the left corner of the excavation. The
compact layer pictured is 60 cm to1 m below surface and 2 m long.
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Two soil samples were taken from this excavation. The first was taken from the
center of the excavation, 80 cmbs, from within the compact layer. The sample
was collected using the point of a trowel to carve out a piece. It was very hard
and shaved off like frozen chocolate. The second sample, also from the center,
was taken at 150 cmbs.
MH-11-D is located at the northwest edge of the retention basin, next to the
Kuapale / Paalaa-Uka Pupukea Road - West Loop junction. The surface soil is
very light in color. A yellow-orange-colored gravel layer was encountered within
1mbs in the south wall and at 90 cmbs in the north face. It may be that some of
the great amounts of soil removed to form the basin were used to build up the
sides and that the gravel layer may have been the original, older surface that was
level at that time. Now, because of the sloped terrain, this layer is encountered
at least 10 cm lower in the south wall.
The last manhole to show prior disturbance is MH-11A. It is located across the
street from the Community Center on the north corner of Komohana Court
entrance. A thin, light brown layer approx. 2cm in height, is 58-60 cmbs. The
layer is discernible in all of the walls around the excavation. This layer, at one
time, covered a large part of the surface in this area. The upper 58-60 cm would
then be fill material (see Figure 57, below).

Figure 57: North Wall of Manhole 11-A. With a thin, light brown layer between sod and
very compact layer. Upper 58-60 cm is previous fill material.
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The other four manholes and three handholes were uneventful. The upper layers
of all excavations were just as Fankhauser described: each had a loose layer at
the top, a stickier and denser layer below the first, and not much change in color
throughout. The one difference here is that the excavations were deeper for the
manholes and handholes. Fankhauser only went to a maximum depth of one
meter. The new manhole excavations were greater than two meters and as a
result Saprolytic soils (totally decomposed rock) were regularly encountered at
depths from 1.5 to 1.75 meters below surface. [ML]
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SCHOFIELD BARRACKS / CANTONMENT (SBC)
Introduction
The Cantonment Area at Schofield Barracks is the 1,605-acre core or developed,
‘urbanized’ central section of the Post (refer to Map 17, below). In its entirety,
Schofield Barracks, with all its contiguous Training Areas, has now grown to a
total of 18,608 acres in size.

Map 17: The Cantonment Area at Schofield Barracks (SBC). SBC is indicated as the
area within the heavy black line.

The Schofield Cantonment is the home or garrison of the 25th Infantry Division
and most of its attached units, support and maintenance facilities, motor pools,
barracks, dependant housing and associated amenities, etc. The 2000 Census
identified 14,200 dependents residing in on-post housing units here. More
quarters are being planned or are under construction. The number of 25th
Division military personnel averages just over 6,000. In addition there are
approximately another 2,000 in other units normally based here.
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Pedestrian (reconnaissance) archaeological and other inventory surveys
Laura Gilda accompanied Lawrence Conyers and Samuel Connell while they
were on O`ahu (December 2000) during their field tests of ground-penetrating
radar (GPR) in a variety of soil types and conditions here and on the Island of
Hawai`i. A more detailed discussion of their project and goals are covered
above in the chapter on DMR, and the introduction to the sections of Conyers
and Connell’s report on findings on garrison installations.
(Conyers and Connell, December 2000, pp. 30-32)
“Tests conducted in soils formed on basalt parent material were performed
at the Schofield Barracks Post Cemetery (Map 3, p. 13 of this report).
This area receives higher overall rainfall than the Punchbowl Cemetery
and therefore would contain soils that are more weathered, and therefore
of generally lower electrical conductivity.
The soil in this area is classified as the Kunia silty-clay (Foote et al. 1972;
Soil Survey Staff: http://www.ctahr.Hawai`i.edu/soilsurvey/5is/O`ahu.htm).
It is composed of dark reddish-brown silty clay with some manganese
concretions. While no chemical analysis has been published on the
material from Schofield, similar soils in weathered basalts nearby have
cation exchange capacities of between 20 and 30, which suggest they
contain a mixture of kaolinite and montmorillonite clays. Montmorillonite
clays are much more electrically conductive than the kaolinitic
constituents, and we predicted these soils should produce only moderate
radar energy attenuation. Reflection profiles from the cemetery showed
good reflections to about 35 nanoseconds, which is about 1.5 meters
below ground surface after correcting for velocity (Figure 58, below).
Reflection hyperbolas were visible that had been generated from the tops
of caskets located at about this depth, with some deeper reflections from
other soil discontinuities to depths of about 2 meters. This is significantly
greater energy penetration than was seen at Punchbowl.”
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Figure 58: GPR Reflection Profile from Schofield Barracks Base Cemetery. Good
resolution to about 2 meters allowed caskets to be readily identified (only a few are
annotated on this figure).

Amplitude slice-maps of a portion of the cemetery where child burials were
located (at various depths) were constructed in order to map individual
graves and other buried features (Figure 59, below). In these depth-slices
tree roots and sprinkler lines are visible in the shallow slices, while the
various deeper slices show the location of the burials as high amplitude
reflections. The Schofield Barracks GPR data shows that in moderately
weathered soils produced on basaltic parent material, good radar energy
can penetrate to about 1.5-2 meters and good resolution of buried
features is possible.”
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Figure 59: Amplitude Slice-maps of Graves at Various Depths. Schofield Barracks,
O`ahu.

Ongoing Periodic and Construction Monitoring Activities
Old Tunnel Under Courtyard of ‘Quad C’
A construction site visit was made to investigate an old utility tunnel system
discovered under the central courtyard of Quad C at the corner of Wai`anae and
Kolekole Avenues. On the morning of 22 June 2005, George MacDonell, Ken
Hays, and David Cox responded to a call from Larry Tuileta of the NAN Hawai`i
Construction office, informing us that a hop-toe had opened up a sinkhole. The
collapse had occurred while trenching nearby for a new storm drain that was to
eventually be laid through the center of the large, interior courtyard. In the sides
of the large resulting sinkhole, the contractor had discovered the small tunnel,
stopped the excavations, and called our office. The NAN crew had immediately
fenced off the sink area. They rigged a work light in the south extension of the
tunnel and set a ladder down into the sink for our access (refer to Figures 60 to
64, below).
The unlined tunnel had been dug across the north corner of the courtyard
through the well-compacted and very dense red-orange soil that is typical in this
area. The tunnel is very neatly dug and relatively smoothly finished. Some
shovel marks are still visible in the sides after almost 90 years. The tunnel is
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oval in section and was initially cut 6 ft. high by 3.5 ft. wide, with a minimum of
4.5 ft. of completely undisturbed over-burden. There is no indication here of ‘cut
and cover’ for this utility line.

Figure 60:

Site of Sinkhole and Tunnel at Quad C
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Figure 61: Sinkhole at Quad C. Tunnel is behind Sheet of Ply.

Figure 62:

NAN Crew Clearing Opening to Tunnel.
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Figure 63

View to East from Inside Earthen Tunnel in Sinkhole at Quad C

The base of the tunnel had been partially back-filled to cover a 12-inch-diameter
slip-joint concrete drain line (still active). This results in a level floor and a crawl
space with approx 3.5 ft. of clearance. The drain tunnel is aligned diagonally
almost north/south into the lawn at the middle of the quad. The south leg of the
tunnel turns further to the southwest after approx. 10 m. The north leg
apparently exits the courtyard between Buildings 353 and 336, and actually lines
up directly with a storm drain manhole in Koloekole Avenue, opposite the Tropic
Lightening Museum (see Figure 64, Copy of Sketch Map, from field notes).
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Figure 64: Copy of Section View and Sketch Map. (from Field Notes / DWC)

Attempted Sub-surface Testing
On 19 October 2005, David Cox accompanied Nancy Farell and a crew from
SCS to Santa Cruz Loop in Family Housing Area V, near the corner of Carpenter
Street and Layman Road. This was the location of three old underground CMU
bunker-type structures that were discovered in 1996 during ground work for the
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present Family Quarters in the subdivision. The SCS personnel were attempting
to find evidence of the buried structures using Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR).
The possible WWII-era ‘bunkers’ are now probably under portions of the street
and a concrete driveway. The location was based on information provided by Dr.
Laurie Lucking. The GPR test here was inconclusive, as no identifiable returns
were recorded. The original find is mentioned in Appendix E, page 23, of the
2000 Schofield Barracks CRMP (Belt Collins and IIARI)
Construction Monitoring at the areas called Duck Field
and Martines Field
The planned restructuring of the 25th Infantry Division (Light), or ‘transformation’
to a new type of Division, calls for, among many other things, the construction of
additional individual Company-size (up to 300 personnel each) facilities for
administrative offices, equipment maintenance, and storage functions in relocatable 60-foot trailers. A heavy, steel Arms Vault will be installed next to each
Company Operational Facility (COF) for storage and securing all the assigned
unit’s weapons. They are installed at two locations at Schofield Barracks. The
proposal called for five COFs at Duck Field, which is accessed by Duck Field
Road south off Layman Road, and six COFs at Martines Field, located
immediately to the east of the Post Cemetery, on Lyman Road (refer to Map 18,
below).
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Map 18: Aerial of Planned Location COFs at SBC

Archaeological monitoring of three separate contract phases involved in the
excavations for utilities and the construction of the COFs was called for under the
terms of Section 106 in consultation with SHPO and other interested parties
(refer to the 106 Letter of 6 Sept 2005, in Appendix A - 1, page 197).
The construction activity for five COFs at the Duck Field location is in proximity to
a previously identified historical landfill and dump area (of as-yet-undetermined
extent). The most recent previous investigation was the monitoring of
excavations of contaminated soil for further analysis for the JOC Yard Clean-Up
area. This archaeological reconnaissance and monitoring was undertaken by
Loren Zulick in October 2002, and reported on in Cultural Resources
Management – 4th Annual Report (November 2005: 80-82). At that time, the
excavations were monitored for possible recovery of cultural indicators and the
extent of the historical landfill (refer to Map 19, below). Earlier archaeological
investigations in this general area have revealed an early historic-era rubbish
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deposit nearby, but that deposit was not encountered during the October 2002
excavations.

Map 19: Duck Field at SBC. - The open grassy area in 2002.

It was anticipated that during the course of construction it would be possible to
more completely define the boundaries of that identified site and, at the same
time, get a better understanding of past uses of the general Duck Field area of
Schofield Barracks. The location for the six COFs at Martines Field is
immediately to the east side of the Post Cemetery, on Lyman Road (refer to Map
20, below).
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Map 20: Preliminary Location of COFs at Martines Field. Note COF # 4 and the central
Access Drive were not built.

The construction trenching excavations are required for the installation of utilities
to each set of COFs. These are covered by separate sub-contracts for each of
the water supply, waste water collection and electrical systems at the Duck Field
area, and under a single contract for all work at Martines Field.
Each individual COF will be constructed by joining the three 12x60-ft. trailers
side- to-side on a prepared, leveled pad, with the placement of a heavily armored
Arms Vault nearby.
The five prefab offices at the Duck Field location are for individual Companysized units of the 307th Signal Battalion of the 25th Division. The six at Martines
Field are for Military Police Detachments and others (see Map 21, below).
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Map 21: Site Plan for COFs X2810 to X2818, at Duck Field.
Phase One – at Duck Field

The initial project phase was to install an underground ductile 12” local water
Main with fire hydrants along Duckfield Road (FEWR # RB000316J). FEWRs
are Facilities Engineer Work Requests (Form No. 4238) for construction projects
smaller than MilCons.
This phase of the project was contracted to San Construction of Honolulu. The
water line installation involved excavating a trench approximately 1m wide (the
bucket used on the Hop-Toe measured 36”) to a depth of approx. 1.4 m (53”);
installing a crushed-rock cushion under the pipe; installing fire hydrants; and
backfilling the line and trench.
Archaeological monitoring was undertaken in support of an Archaeological
Monitoring Plan (10 January 2006) recommended in a Record of Environmental
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Consideration (REC). Trenching activities were monitored by David Cox and
Christophe Descantes [CD], Cultural Resources Specialists, Directorate of Public
Works, Environmental Division (DPW–ENV).
San Construction began the excavation portion of this water-line installation
project on 27 February 2006. After several rain delays, excavation was
completed on 7 April 2006. All excavation activities were monitored by DPWENV cultural resources specialists, except for work performed 11 March 2006
(Saturday), when a thin layer of asphalt was peeled in the area behind the Actus
Lend Lease Bldg (#950) parking lot alongside Duckfield Road.
Two weeks prior to San Construction excavations, Hawaiian Geophysical
Services conducted ground-penetrating radar (GPR) toning of the area. The
technician reported that the general area had numerous indiscernible anomalies,
which were interpreted as possible basalt boulders. Despite the GPR survey,
one full sub-surface 250-gallon tank of diesel was found, pumped, and removed
from the site during construction. This was speculated to have been fuel for the
mess hall stove of barracks known to have once been located in this general
area. Several active and non-active pipelines were also encountered during
excavation.
When San Construction backhoe operators peeled the layers of soil to dig their
trench, several underground pipes were encountered. In one location not far
from a COMM lid, trenching had to be directed deeper to pass under a 6-Inchdiameter (153 cm) underground conduit containing active telecommunication
cables.
The excavated soil throughout this area is a dusky red volcanic loam soil. It
displays no stratigraphy, except for on or near the road and parking lot surfaces,
where gravel fill is sandwiched between the asphalt and the volcanic loam soil
(see Figure 65, below).
An underground feature was also discovered in the north-facing trench wall of
Duckfield, situated not far from the COMM lid, at the southern end of the line.
The straight-bordered feature, between 2-3 ft. wide, began just below the grassy
ground surface and extended for 2-3 ft. The feature consisted of non-local
angular rocks, all of identical size, which undoubtedly served as fill (Figure 66).
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Figure 65: Profile Section of Southern-Facing Trench Wall.
Road fill and parking lot surface is evident above the plastic silt-like volcanic loam soil.
Profile section is situated across from the Actus Lend Lease Office, Building 950. The
Coca-Cola bottle set on the pavement was found directly below; its horizontal impression
can be seen at left, at top of the red soil.

Figure 66: Angular Rock-Fill in North Face of Water-Line Trench at Duckfield
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Not including the inactive pipe sections, three artifacts were recovered from the
trench excavations: one glass Coke bottle and two horseshoes. It is likely these
artifacts date between the 1920s-1950s, the date given by Bouthillier et al. (1997:
48) for the modern trash they discovered while conducting their survey. The
iridescent Coke bottle with a broken lip held 6 fl. oz. and had a bottle Pat. of D105529. It was recovered at the boundary of the underlying road fill and the top
of the silty clay soil. The two horseshoes were found at separate locations of the
trench. Both iron shoes are very deteriorated and shedding iron flakes (Figure
6). The different shapes of the branches or wings of the horseshoes may denote
a front and a hind shoe. A series of horse stables formerly stood about 400 feet
(120 m) to the north, across Lyman Road. All of the artifacts were discarded on
site.

Figure 67: Horseshoes Recovered from the Trench Spoils.
Scale is ten plus ten cm.

The U.S. Army Garrison contracted the construction of a 12” water line to San
Construction at the Duckfield site of SBMR in an archaeologically sensitive area.
Much of the excavation was in an area that had already experienced sub-surface
disturbance from prior construction activities. Excavation activities were
monitored by archaeologists and found to have had a minimal impact on the
historical archaeological site. Underground features and artifacts were recorded.
It is recommended that future excavation activities in this archaeologically
sensitive region be monitored for buried intact cultural resources. [CD]
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Phases Two and Three at Duck Field
The following is a chronological listing covering the construction excavation
monitoring for the second and third project phases, from Christophe Descante’s
[CD] and or David Cox’s (no brackets) field notes.

Figure 68: The Construction Area at Duck Field. Viewed to the north, as construction
gets under way. The historical dump area is to the left, along the edge of the mowed
grass area. The Actus Lendlease Main Offices, Building 950, is in the distance at right.

SBC DWC
SBC DWC
SBC DWC

7 Mar 06
main water supply lines excav. starts
8 Mar 06
Duck Fld / major water ln
9-15 Mar 06 rained out @ Duck Fld

SBC
SBC
SBC
SBC
SBC

DWC
DWC
DWC
DWCw/ GmcD
DWC

20 Mar 06
21 Mar 06
22 Mar 06
21 Mar 06
23 Mar 06

Duck Fld / major water ln
Duck Fld / major water ln
rained out @ Duck Fld
Duck Fld / major water ln excav
rained out @ Duck Fld

SBC
SBC
SBC
SBC

DWC
DWC
DWC
DWC

28 Mar 06
30 Mar 06
3 Apr 06
10 Apr 06

rained out @ Duck Fld
Duck Fld / major water ln excav
Duck Fld / major water ln excav
Duck Fld / major water ln excav

SBC DWC

7 Aug 06

Duck Fld / recon for COFS

11 Aug 2006 (Friday): The second phase, Waste Water System (sanitary sewer)
sub-contract by Ron’s Construction, with foreman Bully. [CD]
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Shallow trenches are being excavated along the perimeter of the entire work site.
These are only from 15-20 cm (6-8 in.) deep and for the base of silt fence and
dust barriers. No artifacts are visible in the profile or the spoil pile for the silt
fences. All of the strata are natural. The depth of the excavations for the actual
sewer lines will be up to 2 m deep. [CD]

Figure 69: Excavation at Duck Field. The Shallow 20-cm-deep (8-in.) trench, needed to
erect and anchor a silt/dust curtain. The curtain starts at the south end of the Actus
Office, Bldg 950.

14 Aug 2006 (Monday): Today, Ron’s Construction crew is excavating with hoptoes in three locations at the same time. They graded the northwest end of the
work site to lay gravel for an entrance ramp into the work site (see Figure 70,
below). Meanwhile, several probes were being dug to determine the location of
existing utility lines, water supply, waste water and buried communication cables
(see Figure 71, below). They also opened up the area around the existing sewer
line (an old-style six-inch-diameter clay pipe). Later, they will tap the new sewer
lines into this old line, which is 1.5 m (5 ft) deep (refer to Figure 72, below). [CD]
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Figure 70: Preparing to Lay Gravel for Entrance Ramp into the Work Site. The Military
Bulk Fueling Station (Superstation, Bldg. 2805 on Map 18, above) is beyond the fences
to right.

Figure 71: Start of Construction Excavation Activities along Duck Field Road. Near the
Veterinarian Clinic (Bldg. 936). The “Historic Dump Site” is beyond cars, at left.
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Figure 72: Existing Sewer Line, East side of Duck Field Road. Manhole is near
southwest end of the Actus Office, Bldg. 950 (at upper right). COFs will go in across
Duck Road, to far left.

15 Aug 2006
Ron’s Construction is completing the grading and erection of silt barriers. [CD]
16 Aug 2006
No digging here today; am off to Martines Field.
17 Aug 2006
The first COF platform is leveled and ready for six inches of gravel topping; off to
Martines Field.
Later - 17 Aug
Ron’s Construction crew is continuing trenching for the main sewer line tap near
the southeast end of the Actus Office Building. They have also started
excavating and grading the pads for the COF platforms (see Figure 73, below).
[CD]
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Figure 73: Excavating and Grading the Sub-base for Pads for a COF Platform. The
Veterinarian Clinic is the building in the distance.

There is a thin 10-cm to 12.5-cm (4-5-in) grey-colored sandy layer overlain by the
topsoil layer near the hook-up to the existing sewer line (Figure 74, below). The
material being dug here is of small-particle size and chalky, with sub-angular
cobbles. Sections of old pipes are only thing other than soil in the spoil pile from
the trenches. [CD]
18 Aug 2006
Took Laura Gilda out to Duck Field. She will be back up for Christophe and me,
on those occasions when both of us are unavailable.
18 Aug 2006
The sewer line for four feeders is still being excavated. The grading for the COF
platforms continues. Probes for existing utilities are still being conducted. [CD]
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Figure 74: Connections for Four Sewer Lines. “Ys” are set in the existing sewer line for
separate parallel feeders to COFs. Taken from same location as Figure 72.

21 Aug 2006
Ron’s Construction has begun excavating a deep trench across Duck Road for a
sewer feeder. They are also laying down the sewer line here. [CD]
22 Aug 2006
A Directorate of Public Works (DPW) crew is here probing for the water line near
the dog kennel (adjacent to but outside the present contract area). Ron’s
Construction is still excavating for the first sewer line lateral beneath the Duck
Road and laying gravel on COF pad locations. [CD]
23 Aug 2006
They are back-filling one of the four lines between Duck Field Road and the
“Kunia Road” Fence. They will be digging again after lunch. Off to check activity
at Martines Field.
23 Aug 2006
During their 11th probe attempt, DPW crew finally located the existing buried
water line in the southeast portion of the area. This is near the present Alutiiq
field office trailers, and not far from the vet clinic’s and MP dog kennels.
Meanwhile, Ron’s Construction is digging for new water lines on Duck Field
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proper (west side of Duck Field Road) and encountering large, broken chunks of
concrete that appear to have once been part of the foundation floor (thickness =
22 cm) and footers (n=3) of pre-existing buildings in the area. The cement
foundation pieces are not more than 60 cm (2 feet) deep in the ground (they
appear to have been broken and moved prior to their deposition here). In
addition, the hop-toe has been pulling up large pieces of a black iron-lattice mat
that was probably used to keep vehicles and machinery from sinking into soft
ground. The individual cells of the lattice are triangular in shape (refer to Figure
75, below). [CD]

Figure 75: Material Removed From Utilities Trench. Bldg. 950 is in distance.

25 Aug 2006
Ron’s Construction is laying pipe and conducting the odd probe for utility lines.
[CD]
26 Aug 2006
No excavation activities at Duck Field. Ron’s Construction needs a re-design
before further excavation. [CD]
28 Aug 2006
No excavation activities at Duckfield. Ron’s Construction is waiting to receive redesign plans before any further excavation. [CD]
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29 Aug 2006
Only one 46-cm-deep (18-inch) excavation for a water line. Electrical subcontractor will begin excavating a 76-cm-deep (32-inch) trench. [CD]
30 Aug 2006
No digging in AM. Went back in mid afternoon, just as they finished digging for
the day. Water lines are now trenched to COFs Numbers 1, 2 & 3, but no pipe in
yet. The 61-cm-wide (24-inch) trenches are all less than one meter deep.
Nothing significant noted in side walls or bottom yet. The three trenches are in
sterile soil and the spoils piles are sterile too. Electrical lines are laid out for COF
Number 1 only. Off to Martines Field.
Construction for COFs at Martines Field
SBC DWC
SBC DWC

7 Aug 06
11 Aug 06

Martines Fld / recon for utilities excav
Martines Fld /, constr starts- waterlns for COFS

12 Aug 2006 (Saturday)
Ralph Inouye’s Construction (RIC) began grubbing at the site (to create a gravel
ramp) and conducting excavation probes to find existing utility lines. [CD]

Figure 76 : Initial Excavations at Martines Field.
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25 Aug 2006
RIC is digging a short trench for Water Line Number 5 (see Figure 77, below)
and has started excavating the trench for Sewer Line Number 6, nearby. [CD]

Figure 77:

Excavation for Water Line to COF Number 5, at Martines Field.

Figure 78: Concrete Jacketed Siphons for Water Lines. These are so lines 1, 2 and 3
will not block a storm drain, off the south end of Humphreys Road, near Bldg. 3004.
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26 Aug 2006
Ralph Inouye’s Construction is continuing to excavate the trench for Sewer Line
Number 6. They are also extending the trench for Water Lines 1-3 (Figure 78,
above) and 5 (see Figure 77, above), all situated at the northeast end of Martines
Field.
There is a thin, white coral stratum, approx. 10 m long and 8 cm thick, visible in
the east profile wall of the Sewer Line Number 6 trench (Figure 79, below). This
layer has sub-rounded cobbles and fine-grained matrix and is approx. 15 cm
below the ground surface. The transition between the local dense, red soil matrix
and the white stratum is distinct and probably laid there during a previous
construction activity. [CD]

Figure 79: Thin, White Coral Stratum in Sewer Line Number 6.
Number 6 is the farthest trench of the three, closest to Humphreys Road
and Bldg. 3008 beyond.
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FORT SHAFTER MILITARY RESERVATION (FSM)
Introduction
The ahupua`a of Kahauiki is located near the west edge of the district of Kona,
just over two miles west of downtown Honolulu. This area eventually became
Fort Shafter. It was one of two possible properties identified by General J. M.
Schofield for possible use by the U.S. Army even before Hawai`i’s annexation in
1898. The Army’s primary role was to provide protection for what was later to
become Pearl Harbor, the proposed site for a strategic mid-Pacific coaling station
for the U.S. Navy, and the main focus of Schofield’s 1872 survey visit. To quote
M. J. Tomonari-Tuggle et al (Nov 2000:39):
“The beginning of the 20th century in Kahauiki saw the development of
Fort Shafter as the first American military post in the new Territory of
Hawai`i. Following the annexation of Hawai`i by the United States in
1898, provisions for a permanent Army presence in the islands were
considered as part of the overall U.S. defense strategy for the Pacific. In
1899, two major tracts of former Crown and government lands, which had
become U.S. property after annexation, were assigned to the War
Department: Kahauiki and Wai`anae `Uka. Kahauiki Military Reservation,
established under General Order No. 147, was closer to Honolulu and
Pearl Harbor and had more water than the Wai`anae `Uka lands on the
central plains of O`ahu; it offered an advantageous site for a principal
infantry post in its “capability of close-in support of Honolulu and Pearl
Harbor, as well as a possible site of heavy artillery” (Meeken 1974: 2). For
these reasons, a board of Army officers in 1903 recommended
establishment of the principal infantry post for the islands at Kahauiki. . . A
battalion cantonment (now called Palm Circle) was completed in 1907-08.”
Prior to being taken over by the Army, the ahupua`a of Kahauiki was sparsely
populated and relatively small—1,344 acres (originally)—when compared to its
much larger neighbors, Moanalua to the west and Kalihi to the east. The inshore
flats and the low plateau area at Kahauiki provided space for the growing post.
Facilities expanded over time as requirements grew, eventually utilizing almost
all of the relatively flatter sections of the post. In 1981, the Army declared the
750 acres of the steeper ridges and V-bottomed gullies in the inland section
‘excess to its needs’ and returned that parcel to the State of Hawai`i.
Monitoring a project to clear portions of Kahauiki Stream
In the fall of 2005, DPW’s Environmental Division was tasked with monitoring the
areas that would potentially be impacted during a contract for a project in Shafter
Flats. The contract up for bid was to remove all the vegetation (primarily
mangrove) and accumulated debris that had completely clogged Kahauiki
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Stream. This was in the area immediately downstream from the Moanalua
Freeway Bridge to where Kahauiki flows into Moanalua Stream (refer to Map 22,
below).

Map 22: The Ponds and ‘Flats’ at Fort Shafter, Pre-WWII.
As of August 1941, with Moku Moa between the ponds, the old OR&L line, and the
original Tripler Hospital on the makai side of King Street. Construction of Moanalua
Freeway along King Street in 1958-60 removed a large section at the inland edge of the
‘Flats’. The present (2010) Kahauiki Stream follows the right side of what was the Old
Tripler boundary, between the two ponds and then to the left of Moku Moa, into Ke`ehi
Lagoon (here shown as ‘Pacific Ocean’).

Kahauiki Stream drains the whole area occupied by the Main Post, as well as the
upland watershed of the three small valleys beyond (these latter with only
intermittent flow). In the lower section of the stream, in Shafter Flats Kahauiki
passes between what were two traditional fishponds of the tidal loko kuapa type
(as opposed to loko wai). These two ponds are part of a tight cluster of nearly a
dozen ponds located on either side of the area where Moanalua Stream enters
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the upper tidal flats of Ke`ehi Lagoon. The larger of the Shafter Flats ponds was
named Weli Pond (weli, lit: fear) (PE&M 1974: 229 also, Definition in P&E). Its
walls enclosed an area of 30 acres. It was located to the southeast of the
redirected stream and inland of the small island called Moku Moa (lit: chicken
island) (PE&M 1974:155). The high ground along the eastern or inshore wall of
Weli Pond was used as the right-of-way for the first railway line to extend beyond
Honolulu, when Ben Dillingham built the first segment of OR&L out to his new
subdivision at Pearl City in 1889. To the north of Kahauiki Stream and the
remains of the old causeway to Moku Moa was the 20-acre loko Kaikikapu, later
called Damon’s Fishpond. Portions of both ponds’ walls remain, but both ponds
have been filled in, as was the larger Mapunapuna Pond, just across Moanalua
Stream. The majority of the fill in this area is coral and other material dredged
from the Navy seaplane runways in Ke`ehi Lagoon. That project was planned in
the mid-1930s, with dredging and construction finally started in October 1941and
continuing into 1944. These low-elevation filled areas of Shafter Flats are
presently classified as flood plains, with Kaikikapu Pond designated as a flood
water retention basin.
David Cox attended the pre-construction meeting and site visit for prospective
bidders on 20 October 2005. The following is from the first page of a scope of
work for the October 2005 contract bid proposal from DPW’s Construction
Branch for the clearing and removal of mangrove trees and other vegetation
clogging the stream bed.
“SUBJECT: Clean Kahauiki Stream at Fort Shafter flats (CV000174J).
SCOPE: Clear and remove all mangrove, opiuma, keawe*, monkey pod*,
koa trees, and tree travelers of all kinds, shrubbery, weeds, boulders,
rocks, rubble and rubbish from Kahauiki stream as shown on the site map,
sketch and photos. Contractor shall use every means of heavy equipment,
equipment, accessories, and labor to remove whatever is needed from the
stream bed and banks. Starting from (A) H1 bridge (makai) along Kahauiki
stream on down, (B) as well as along the stream by the Firestone repair
station, (C) connecting to Kahauiki stream and down to the mouth of
Moanalua Stream. (D, alternate) Along Moanalua Stream up to the chain
link fence area by the NW corner.
Keawe, monkey pod trees that are located on the flat area, or near the
embankment or along side of the embankment (A) (B) with trunks * larger
then 24” diameter (min) or 20’ in height (min) shall remain except
numerous branches near or at the base must be cut off to give the tree a
wholesome and canopy look. Large opiuma trees (about 15 total) that are
well established in and along the banks by A must be cut off at the base
near the roots and treated with herbicide. Others are noted as opiuma
travelers and they all must be removed at the base and treated.
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All trees that are close to power/comm. lines must be trimmed back or
removed to allow for clearance. Any wet material like roots when removed,
must be dried first, near the site area and then mulched for disposal.
Boulders and rocks must be separated from green waste and set aside for
offsite disposal.
Any other trees, except keawe located below the embankment in areas
(A) (B) in and along the stream bed and fence line, or by the National
Guard motor pool area must be removed along with weeds and roots. In
the stream bed (C) all dead iron wood trees must be removed. All other
trees, not fitting this description of iron wood trees must be removed from
these areas and taken for mulching.”
The field crew finally started work, by hand, on 2 October 2006. Progress was
very slow, and the contractor requested major changes, followed by renegotiation, requesting permission to use heavy equipment. With the
subsequent delays, the project extended into the next reporting period; therefore,
project reporting will be completed in the following Annual Report.
Proposed Construction of Addition to Maintenance Facility at
Nagorski Golf Course
In March 2004, the Garrison Commander issued a proposal for the construction
of a replacement for the existing maintenance facility, Building T-725, at the
Nagorski Golf Course (for details, see copy of Form 1391, Request for Military
Construction Project (MilCon), in Appendix B-3.2, p. 214).
Construction of a small golf course at Fort Shafter was started in 1919, but the
nine-hole facility was not considered completed until 1936 (K. Slocumb 2000: A19, Appendix A, in M. Tomonari-Tuggle et al). A February 1930 oblique aerial of
the area inland of Palm Circle indicates the golf course extended to an
approximate inland distance as that of Pu`u Kapu at that time. This is a distance
of about 700 meters (2,300 feet) (refer to Figure 80, below). The course is now
larger, with lengthened fairways, reaching an additional 790 meters (2,600 feet)
up into the north branch of Kahauiki gulch.
Section 106 Consultation was initiated, and the State Historic Preservation
Officer concurred with our determination of ‘No Adverse Effect,’ with monitoring
of trenching and excavations (for a copy of the SHPO letter, see Appendix A-4,
page 196).
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Figure 80: The Early Golf Course at Fort Shafter.
Aerial photo taken in February 1930. A rifle range (the long rectangle extending to the
upper right) was located with the firing line in the center of the inland edge of the course.
The Damon family estate is to the left of the post boundary, in the neighboring ahupua`a
of Moanalua.

The Corps of Engineers called an ‘On Board Review’ to go over the details of all
the design comments (25 pages) in late May 2006. David Cox attended,
representing the Environmental Division. At that time it was expected that the
Government would be awarding the Construction Contract at the end of
September.
At that meeting, Luersen Architects, Inc. presented their March 2006 conceptual
drawings (refer to Figure 81, below).
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Figure 81: The Architect’s Conceptual Plan.
The layout drawing for the new Nagorski Golf Maintenance Facility, next to the Ninth
Green, at Fort Shafter

A field check of the proposed construction site on 28 September 2006 showed
that there had been no changes or activity as yet.
Actual field work finally got under way in February 2007. The General Contractor
for the project, L Y Z, Inc., had brought in their field office and were setting up
perimeter fencing.
No cultural material was noted during any of the subsequent visits to the
construction site.
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WHEELER ARMY AIRFIELD (WAA)
Pedestrian Reconnaissance Archaeological Inventory Surveys
DPW received a Request for Environmental Consideration (REC) for new riding
trails in the areas near the Wheeler Equestrian Center and Stables. Following a
review of the request, it was determined that an EA was more appropriate,
considering the large footprint of the project area that would need to be
bulldozed. An initial field recon of access in the general area was done by Geo
M & DWC on the afternoon of 3 August 2005. When the proponents provided
more detailed information about the proposal, an additional survey of the desired
routes were done by others and will be reported in the next Annual Report.
During the initial 3 August survey, it was determined that the large WWII
‘Construction Camp’ area, located in the mid-level flat just to the east of the
abandoned underground Wheeler Aircraft Fuel Storage Area, had been recently
completely grubbed, cleared and leveled, including the removal of two large
foundation pads and an iron-roofed pipe and I-beam-framed open work shed (all
work done without notification or proper documentation). Other than remnants
of the old OR&L railroad right-of-way extending to the south of the present stable
area and the railroad trestle abutments across Waikakalaua Stream (both
previously documented following a large brush fire in October 2000), there were
no other historic or prehistoric properties identified during this survey. This was
also the finding of H. Hammatt et al in their October 1988 report, in part a
discussion of their survey of this area.
Other Activities
Removal of Windows, Bldg. 206
A proposal was advanced for a large project to refurbish the windows on the
sides of Building 206. This is one of the row of 1932-era hangars situated at the
west end of the main flight line at Wheeler. Building 206 is part of the Wheeler
National Historic District. In addition, this hangar has additional significance in
that it was used in the 1930s by two of the early aviation pioneers in the Pacific,
Amelia Earhart and Kingsford Smith. Both Earhart and Smith had major
maintenance work performed on their respective aircraft in this hangar while
visiting Hawai`i (see Figures 82 and 83, below ). The present use of this hangar
is for helicopter maintenance.
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Figure 82: Amelia Earhart’s Lockheed ‘Vega’. Being ‘run up’ in front of Bldg. 206, to
right of sedan and crowd, 8 January 1934, three days before her successful solo flight
from Wheeler to Oakland, California.

Figure 83: Kingsford Smith’s ‘Lady Southern Cross’ inside Bldg. 206, October 1934.
The hangar windows to the left are some of those damaged by strafing gun fire on
7 December 1941.
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This hangar was one of the few at Wheeler that still had a majority of its original
(1932) glass and iron frames intact in 2005. By the time the project finally went
out to bid, however, the revised plan called for the complete replacement of all
glass and frames as well, throughout the hangar.
Earlier in the year, Ken Hays, and David Cox had surveyed the building to
investigate the possibility that some of the damage to the panes of the original
wire glass might, in fact, be bullet holes from aerial strafing during the 7
December 1941 attack on Wheeler. We found ten windows showing obvious
bullet damage. All were selected to be removed and saved, with four of the sets
to be removed complete in their frames.
On the 16 June 2005, George MacDonell, Ken Hays, and David Cox met the
DPW maintenance crew – Dave Mesiona, Albert Montalbo, and Andrew
Morisako—at the empty hangar. The DPW crew operated a large ‘cherry picker’
and used power tools to carefully cut away the upper four full-frame multi-pane
panels and three of the higher individual panes we had selected (see Figure 77).
We removed three more single panes that were low enough to be reached from
below.

[ to be provided by Ken Hays]

Figure 84 :

Removing Windows with Bullet Holes, Bldg. 206
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One of the “three over three” frames was taken to Linda Hee to be added to the
Tropic Lightening Museum’s collection of 25th Division historic artifacts. The
other bullet-damaged but in-frame “three over three” as well as the “four over
four” windows were securely crated and shipped to Dik Daso, Curator of Modern
Military Aircraft at the National Air and Space Museum, Division of Aeronautics,
of the Smithsonian in Washington, D.C. A copy of his letter can be found in
Appendix B – 3.3, page 215. The remainder of the single window panes will be
retained in our collection.
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RECREATION AREAS
Introduction
No activities of any nature involving two of the three sub-installations in this
group were undertaken or supported by the Cultural Resources Section during
this reporting period. Consequently, there is nothing additional to document at
this time for the following sub-installations:
Mokulē`ia Army Beach (MAB)
MAB is located immediately across Farrington Highway from Dillingham Air Field
and west of the City and County’s Mokulē`ia Beach Park. Presently, MAB is not
fenced and completely unimproved, with no facilities of any kind, but remains
open to the public.
Wai`anae – Kai Military Reservation (PAR)
PAR is a 14-acre beachfront recreation facility with cabins for military personnel,
located on Pokai Bay in the town of Wai`anae. The whole sub-installation has
been designated a Site on the State Historic Register, #50-80-05-3998, due to
the discovery of Native Hawaiian burials when excavating for utilities during
construction.
Fort DeRussy Military Reservation (FDR)
Fort DeRussy, located near the east end of Waikīkī Beach, was authorized in
1902 and established in 1908 as a Coastal Artillery Post to protect Honolulu
and Pearl Harbors. In 1913, a pair of 14-inch disappearing mount guns and
two 6-inch cannons located in two battery locations near the shore were
commissioned and ready for use. During WWII, the cannons were replaced
with 90mm anti-aircraft guns. The Coastal Artillery was officially disbanded
by the U.S. Army in June 1950. Fort DeRussy’s heavy guns were cut up for
scrap and the Fort was redesignated as an Armed Forces Recreation Area,
with the Army Reserve Center for Honolulu occupying the section inland of
Kalia Road.
In 1994, Kalia Road was realigned, and the Army Reserve Center started an
incremental move to Fort Shafter. Today, the central section of FDR is a
large, open park area located in Waikīkī that pays tribute to all branches of
the United States Armed Services.
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To the west side of the park, between Kalia Road and the beach, are the two
towers of the highrise hotel, Hale Koa (meaning “House of the Warrior”). The first
tower opened in 1976 and the second tower in 1994. This resort is available only
to active and retired service personnel of all the uniformed services. Battery
Randolph, at the east edge of the park, was turned into the U.S. Army Museum
of Hawai`i.
Ongoing Periodic Monitoring of Selected Sites and/or Construction
Monitoring
The monitoring of two minor construction projects was undertaken by our office in
2005 and 2006. The first project was requested by the DPW Utilities Division.
Two large transformers were found to be leaking cooling oil. These are in two
locations between Dudley Street and Kalākaua Avenue. The project at both sites
called for the excavation and removal of all contaminated soil containing mineral
oil (refer to Map 23, below). The activity had to be checked for the possible
presence and recovery of any sub-surface cultural remains.

Map 23: Map of Ft. DeRussy
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The two transformers were in areas in or near the locations of historical (and
probable prehistoric) fishponds. These ponds had been filled-in soon after the
establishment of the Army Post, prior to WWI.
The soil collection and removal at both locations was performed on 7 November
2005, with the uneventful excavation of five cubic yards of material around the
perimeter of Transformer Number 1 (active, and no longer leaking) in the
morning. This transformer is located about 30 meters northeast of the Post
Chapel. The chapel is inland of the large, open, grassy area of Kuroda Parade
Ground (indicated in green on Map 23). The soil removal excavation around
Transformer 1 did not exceed 25cm (10 inches) in depth.
In the afternoon, the small Komatsu backhoe broke up the concrete pad where
Transformer Number 2 had been. This site was located about 50 meters east of
the inland corner of Asia-Pacific Center building, also off Dudley Street. The
transformer had been previously removed, relocated and replaced when the Asia
Pacific Center was built. The digging needed at Transformer 2 was over a
smaller area, but deeper (up to 40cm (16 inches) in places), to get below areas
that looked obviously discolored. This transformer apparently had lost more
coolant than the other. The contractor boxed up four-and-a-half more cubic
yards of contaminated material, including the oily concrete from the old pad.
No sub-surface cultural remains were noted during either shallow excavation, nor
on examination of the material that had been removed. The depth of the
diggings only penetrated the root zone at Transformer 1 and was only slightly
deeper at the pad where Transformer 2 had been. As a result, there was no
opportunity to get very far into the historic-era fill in either area, nor into the
structure of the bottom of the fish ponds.
All collected material will be shipped to a certified disposal site on the mainland.
Both transformer locations were to be tested the next day for possible remaining
contaminants, and if any were found, we were to be notified when additional
excavations were to be done. The follow-up tests apparently proved to be
negative, and a field check on 15 December 2005 showed the area at
Transformer 1 had been replanted in shade-tolerant grass verities. The
Transformer 2 site was still not filled-in but was fenced off with a safety barrier.
The Hale Koa grounds manager explained they were still undecided about just
what to plant in that shaded area, as it was not in an area of the maintained
lawns.
The second project was an informal Request for Environmental Consideration
(REC) by phone from the Hale Koa management proposal for in-house
improvements to their open-air beachside Barefoot Bar. Their plan called for an
addition to the bar’s seating area, expanding out to the existing sidewalk along
the inner edge of the present beach, as well as toward the main hotel buildings.
This is in an area of the post that was originally part of a row of quarters for
officers’ family housing, demolished and filled-in during construction of the Hale
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Koa facilities in 1973-74. The old seawall in this section was less than a meter
wide at the top, with the water level over two meters below and washing over a
patchy coral reef even at low tide (see Figure 85, below).

Figure 85: The Old Sea Wall Fronting Fort DeRussy.
Field artillery pieces (possibly 75mm guns) being fired out along the wall, sometime in
the 1920s. The roofs of two of the family quarters can be seen over the guns. This reef
was not filled-over until 1970.

The present extensive beachfront at FDR was created in 1970 by filling the
shoreline in with a base of crushed coral (later topped with sand). The area has
now been built-up well beyond the wide, paved sidewalk (built over the top of the
old seawall), out to the water’s edge. Refer to the “FDR Beach MFR” in
Appendix B – 3.4, page 222, a legal discussion of submerged land and beach
ownership at FDR.
A field check was made of the Barefoot Bar area on 15 December 2005. It
indicated that what would be needed was the removal and relocation of some
existing plantings, as well as a shallow excavation for the expanded concrete pad
for the seating area, followed by a replanting of the surrounding shrubbery.
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A later visit in August 2006 showed that some concrete work was finally
underway but not yet completed. Nothing of cultural resource interest was noted
during either visit, nor was anything uncovered up to that point during the project,
according to the Hale Koa staff.
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OTHER USE AREAS
No activities of any nature involving three of the six sub-installations in this group
were undertaken or supported by the Cultural Resources Section during this
reporting period. Consequently, there is nothing additional to document at this
time for the following three sub-installations:
Kipapa Ammunition Storage Site (KAS)
This sub-installation is located in Kipapa Gulch and is comprised of three
sections. The lower unit is accessed from the south side of the Kamehameha
Highway Bridge and extends south to the Kipapa Navy Ammunition Storage
Area. The other two units are in the gulch to the east of Mililani Town (see Map
25, below). Inactive and mothballed.
Kunia Field Station (KFS)
The Kunia Field Station is located in Waikele Gulch, immediately west of Kunia
Road and adjacent to both Wheeler Army Airfield and Schofield Barracks.
Presently, it is being used as a Navy Communications Security facility.
Mauna Kapu Communication Station (MKS)
Located on the south end of the Wai`anae Ridge, above Makakilo. Inactive and
mothballed.
Paalaa-Uka Pupukea Military Road (DRD)
The Paalaa-Uka Pupukea Military Road, otherwise known as Drum Road (DRD)
is the restricted access military road between Helemano (HMR) and the Kahuku
Training Area (KTA). It is located almost wholly within the Kawailoa (KLO) and
Kahuku Training Areas. The section that passes through KLO crosses privately
owned lands, and the Army has access under permanent easement agreements.
Our office’s various activities along this route have been covered in some detail
in preceding sections of this report.
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O`ahu U.S. Signal Trunking System (OTC)
On Tuesday, 21 February 2006, Christophe Descant and David Cox did a field
check of the general area of proposed improvements at one of the numerous
communications huts at Schofield Barracks and Wheeler. The proposal outlined
in the Request for Environmental Consideration (REC) from the Joint Trunking
System (JTS) office called for installing a chain-link security fence around Hut
31Y. This small concrete structure serves as the above-ground entrance to one
of the hubs of the extensive underground cable network linking the post’s
facilities and other installations on O`ahu. Hut 31Y is located between the rear
of the Sperry Loop Officers housing area and the Wheeler perimeter fence along
Wilikina Drive, just to the west of the Sperry Loop tennis courts (see Figure 86).
No eligible historical properties were noted in the area, and it is not anticipated
that any shallow sub-surface finds will be uncovered during construction of a
fence here.

Figure 86: Communication Hut 31Y. With Wilikina Drive beyond the base
perimeter fence to rear and tennis courts to the right.
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Figure 87: Signs on front of Hut 31Y.
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Map 24: Location of Communication Hut 31Y, at WAA.
In this detail of a 1946 Base Utilities Map, the Comm. Hut is shown as Building H-292, a
small rectangle just south of ‘Wahiawa Road’ at the west end of Bunker Road. Wahiawa
Road becomes Wilikina Drive by 1955 (Bryan’s Sectional Maps, No. 17).
H-292 was replaced by Hut 31Y sometime after 1946.
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Waikakalaua Ammo Storage Site (WAS)
This installation extends beyond the southern extreme of Wheeler Army Airfield,
along the east slope of Waikakalaua Gulch, at the west edge of the community of
Mililani. The facility was constructed during WWII and is presently in mothballed
status. It consists of a series of steel-doored, horizontal storage bunkers tunneled
into the steep gulch wall. Access is from a roadway constructed just above the
OR&L right-of-way that once connected Waipahu to Wheeler, Schofield,
Wahiawa and the Dole Pineapple operations to the north (until the rail system
was abandoned in 1947-8). This system of tunnels was the location of the
primary storage for ordinance for B-17s and other bombers stationed just above
at the Kipapa Army Airfield (refer to Figure 88).

Figure 88: Kipapa Army Airfield, April 1943.
This area is now part of Mililani Town. Runway 3 roughly paralleled the lower ends of
Kealakaa Street and Meheula Parkway, extending up to the latter intersection with
Kamehameha Highway. The Ammo Storage Tunnels can be seen as a series of black
openings along the roadway along the gulch bottom.
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The Army Corps of Engineers contracted out for a Historical Records Review of
the Waikakalaua Ammunition Storage Tunnels (WAS), and our office was visited
by the research team in June 2006. The cover of their report (in its draft form)
can to be found in Appendix B – 3.5 on p. 219 (Draft Historical Records Review,
Waikakalaua Ammunition Storage Tunnels - TLI Solutions, Inc. 3-1 August
2006). Excerpts from sections on the data collection and document review
process as well as one of their maps of the installation (Map 25) follows:
Eight primary sources of information were researched as part of the data
collection effort for the Historic Records Review (HRR). Locations
contacted for the development of the Range Inventory are not listed here
unless they were contacted again to collect additional information for the
HRR. Repositories visited during the Range Inventory are listed in Section
3.1.5 below. The types of data researched as part of this data collection
effort included:
1) National Archives and Records Administration (NARA) including
both national and regional archives
2) U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) records review,
including review of real estate records
3) Hawai`i State Archives
4) Installation site visit and interviews
5) Historical societies, museums, and libraries
6) Review of Phase 3 Inventory Report and backup data
7) Aerial Photographs
8) Internet Research
Research was conducted during the week of June 6, 2006 at the U.S.
Army Garrison Hawai`i (USAG-HI) Environmental Office, Office of the
Cultural Resources Department, and Real Property Office at Wheeler
Army Airfield. Other offices visited at Wheeler included the Cultural
Resources Map Room and Geographic Information System (GIS)
Department. Offices visited at Schofield Barracks included Range Control
and Explosive Ordnance Disposal (EOD). Research was also conducted
at the Tropic Lightning Museum on August 9, 2006. A site visit to
Waikakalaua was not conducted during the June 2006 trip to O`ahu.
Although several attempts were made, the team could not obtain access
to Waikakalaua (TLI Solutions, Inc. August 2006, pp. 2-3).
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Map 25. Waikakalaua Ammo Storage Area.
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MILITARY PROJECTS OFF ARMY LANDS
Introduction
The Army occasionally undertakes training and other activities in areas beyond
its own installations. Agreements for such activities can be covered by short or
long term rentals, leases, easements, construction or funding support, or even
exchanges with private land owners, state, or local government entities. The
Army also has joint activities and agreements with other branches of the Service.
When there is the potential for cultural resources or historical properties to be
involved, our office is frequently tasked with providing the review, compliance,
and support that is required and appropriate for the proposed action.
ARMY PROJECTS ON (NON-ARMY) MILITARY PROPERTY
Construction Monitoring at Hickam Air Force Base (HAF)
Background
The primary characteristics of the function of the 25th Division (Light) and its
more-than-8,500 soldiers are: mission flexibility, rapid deployment, and combat
readiness at 100-percent strength with a Pacific Basin orientation. This quick
strike force is primarily earmarked for Pacific-area contingencies, such as a
renewal of hostilities in Korea. U.S. Air Force units provide the means of
transportation when elements of the 25th Division are called upon to make these
large moves. The military has begun a process of transformation to improve the
effectiveness and efficiency of its combat forces. One of the steps involves
major changes in assigned equipment for both the Army and the Air Force, and
this, in turn, requires improvements to the physical facilities and installations.
Two of the 25th Infantry Division’s three brigades have begun the process of
transformation—from being configured in a Light Division format to a division with
Stryker Brigade Combat Teams (SBCT). The 2nd Brigade here at Schofield has
begun the process of transformation to a SBCT this year (2006), while the 1st
Brigade of the 25 Infantry Division, based at Fort Lewis, Washington, became the
Army’s first SBCT in 2004.
The transformation process replaces many of the brigade’s much smaller
HMMWVs (“Humvees”) with the new Stryker Infantry Combat Vehicle. The
HMMWV, at 6500-8000 lbs. and unarmored, was designed primarily for
personnel and light cargo transport behind front lines, not as a frontline fighting
vehicle. The eight-wheeled (all eight are powered), armored Stryker on the other
hand, at 19 tons, is designed to be a fast, survivable, offensive fighting platform.
They are available in ten configurations, and an SBCT will get some of each
variety. All are based on the same chassis, from troop carrier to a mobile gun
system – the latter with an auto-loading 105mm cannon (refer to p. 46 and Figure
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31, above). A typical SBCT will consist of a force of approx. 300 Strykers and
will still have over 400 HMMWVs, plus other vehicles and equipment in its
assigned TOE (Table of Equipment).
The Air Force is also in transition. Hickam’s 15th Airlift Wing’s two transport
squadrons will be getting eight of the new C-17 ‘Globemaster III’ jet transports
starting in February 2006. The C-17s are capable of carrying either 135 troops,
two to three Strykers, 10 HMMWVs, or combinations of these. These C-17s will
be direct replacements for the smaller and slower turbo-prop C-130s that are
being phased out. The smaller C-130 cargo aircraft can handle only 90 troops,
one Stryker, or two to three HMMWVs.
Additional ‘Hot Cargo Pads’ at Hickam
At present, there are limited facilities for deployment and ground loading
operations at Hickam. With the C-130 aircraft, it was possible for most of the
troop and equipment loading and deployment to be done directly out of Wheeler
Army Airfield, with additional deployment out of the single existing ‘Hot Cargo
Pad’ at Hickam as needed. The larger C-17 needs a runway length of 7,500 feet
for takeoff when fully loaded; however, Wheeler’s runway is only 5,600 feet long
and cannot be lengthened. The Air Force requires that cargo containing live
munitions be handled and loaded in areas away from all other activities. Now
that all deployments of the 25th Division will have to be flown out of Hickam in the
larger C-17, or the even much larger C-5, two additional Hot Pads are being built
to accommodate this increased operational requirement. The additional Hot
Pads are to be located on either side, to east and west, of the single existing Hot
Pad (see Map 26, below).
The rapid deployment loading facility, which includes the Hot Pads, is in a
relatively remote area of Hickam. It is right off the main shared runway, mid-way
between Hickam and the Honolulu International Airport, and is accessed from
Worchester Avenue. This road also serves the Malama Bay (Air Force) Golf
Course and the FAA’s main Flight Control Tower to the east, closer to Ke`ehi
Lagoon.
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Map 26: Location of Existing Hot Cargo Pad, Hickam Air Force Base.
The Hot Pad is the small, red rectangle just below ’Taxiway B,’ at center. Battery
Closson is the long, narrow, irregular-shaped structure indicated by the blue and white
arrow and located across Worchester Avenue from the Malama Golf Course parking lot.

The location of the Hot Pads at Hickam is in what was initially part of Fort
Kamehameha, one of the Army’s first Coast Artillery Posts in Hawai`i. That post
was constructed, starting in 1907, on a long, narrow coastal strip of land with
extensive marshes, salt works, and inland ponds. The slightly raised coastal
strip ran from the mouth of Pearl Harbor in the west to `Apua Point in the east, at
the edge of Ke`ehi Lagoon (refer to Map 27, below). This eastern section is in
the traditional ahupua`a, or land divisions, of Halawa and Moanalua. The
Halawa portion (part of `Ewa District) was purchased from the estate of the late
Queen Emma, while the Moanalua part (in the Kona District) was purchased from
the Damon Estate, both by Executive Order in 1901(Rosendahl, 1977:30) for the
“Defenses of Pearl Harbor.” At first, only a rough road connected the main post
near the harbor entrance to a group of separate observation, range-finding, and
fire control stations situated at Ahua Point, well to the east.
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Map 27: Fort Kamehameha, June 1922
Note the areas of marshy lowlands, inshore of the coastline.

The only heavy construction in this eastern section of the post, however, was the
construction of Battery Closson. Work on Battery Closson with its two 12-inch
long-range guns and a connecting rail line was completed in 1920 (see Figure
89, below).

Figure 89: Battery Closson, Viewed from the North, 1922. The two 12-inch guns can be
seen in the open at each end of the protected battery.
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The new Army Corps of Engineers’ rail line out to Battery Closson provided the
only reliable all-weather connection across the mud flats and marshes between
Battery Closson and the main part of the installation, two and a half kilometers to
the west, at the entrance to Pearl Harbor.

Figure 90: Firing One of the 12-inch guns at Battery Closson

The massive battery with its concrete and earthen gun emplacement, excluding
the twin coastal artillery guns, is still visible just inland of Worchester Avenue,
past the entrance to the Golf Course.
Early aerial photos show this central section between Hickam and the older but
smaller John Rogers Airport to the east as a giant, flat, alluvial fan of dark soil in
the section inland from shore. This extremely fine, silty soil washed out onto the
inshore flats. It came across the sugarcane fields further inland and into the low,
marshy areas and fishponds, where it accumulated behind the slightly higher
coastal strip of land (see Figure 91, below).
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Figure 91: Aerial Photo of Hickam Air Base and Fort Kamehameha. This photo was
taken about 1937-38, based on completion of buildings and facilities. The old ‘Main’
runway shown in this photo is now a taxi way and aircraft parking ramp. The Hot Pads
are located just off the left edge of this photo (indicated by white arrow). Pu`u Loa
Station, on the O R & L main rail line, was located at the junction of the roads and
railroads in the lower left corner (indicated by arrow).

The source of the flow was a series of small, intermittent streams that drained
occasionally heavy storm runoff water from the low, hilly sections between
Makalapa Crater and Salt Lake and across the areas planted with sugarcane
near Pu`uloa Station, shown on the section of a 1922 Quad Map (see Map 28,
below). Pu`uloa Station were located at the junction of the roads and railroads
shown in the lower left corner of Figure 90. The Honolulu Plantation Company’s
remaining sugar fields can be seen there as well.
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Map 28: The Area Inland of Fort Kamehameha, 1922.
Construction of Hickam Field started 12 years later in the area shown in sugarcane fields
to south of ‘Naval Reservation’ and west of ‘Pu`uloa Sta.’ Compare this with Figure 91,
above. .

All the low sections of marshes, salt works, and the two large fish ponds shown
in the 1922 Quad Map (Map 29, below), were filled over much later to build up
the easternmost section of Hickam Army Airfield and the expansion of John
Rogers Field (which later became Honolulu Airport) to the west, connecting the
two with the present main runway (refer to Map 30, below).
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Map 29: Fort Kamehameha and Ke`ehi Lagoon. Corps of Engineers, 1943 or 44.
Detail from a 1922 `Ewa Quad Map, showing Lelepaua Fish Pond and others.
Although completed and in use two years earlier, both Battery Closson, at the east end
of the rail line shown extending from Fort Kamehameha toward Ahua Point, and the
other main batteries at Fort Kamehameha to the west, have been left off this War
Department Map.
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Map 30: Ke`ehi Lagoon Dredging and Disposal Plan.
Plan by the Corp of Engineers, 1943 or 44, indicating areas filled-in and to be filled-in
with coral dredged from the Sea Plane Runways. Battery Closson is the small square
between Disposal Areas 4 and 5. The Hot Pads are in Area 4, just to the west of Battery
Closson and along the rail line connecting it to the facilities to the west.

Construction Monitoring
The pre-construction meeting for the Hot Pad project was held at Hickam (HAF)
on 22 December 2006, with Steve Shepard of WATTS Constructors and
representatives of the Corps of Engineers, the Air Force, DPW, and others.
Work was planned to start early in February 2007. A field check on 6 February
found nothing but a C-17 being serviced at the location.
Activities at the work site actually started in the first week of March 2007, with
Watts Constructors setting up their field office and base yard. Their first
construction phase involved clearing, grubbing, and chipping the extensive kiawe
(Prosopis pallida) scrub growth throughout the project’s footprint so survey and
layout could be done. The clearing started to the west of the existing (middle/or
main) Hot Pad, then another crew started working from the extreme east. The
tree cover in the whole area was typical of very dry, rather open kiawe scrub
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growth in marginal soil conditions, with a sparse under-cover of occasional koa
haole (Leuaena leucocephala) and grasses. All tree cover back from the main
runways was eventually removed as far east as the deep drainage channel near
the FAA Main Control Tower.
The afternoon of 21 March was spent doing a series of 10-meter-wide recon
sweeps in all remaining un-grubbed project areas to the west of the existing Hot
Pad. This section was still only partially grubbed. The remaining undisturbed
surface throughout this central area was primarily crushed coral fragments, sand,
and fine coral dust. This section had scattered, small patches of leaf litter,
broken twigs, and other plant matter—considerably more than seen in the larger
section to the east of the existing pad. There was almost no shell material noted
anywhere during this project, and the few present were fractured fragments.
There were occasional thin, patchy sections of dusty soil, varying from light graybrown to red-brown in color in irregular, shallow hollows. The surface layer of
soil became progressively thicker farther to the west, where at the edge of the
project area it was 15-30 cm deep in places (see Figure 92).

Figure 92: Western Edge of Project Area.
Open area of Soil and crushed trees after grubbing. The coconut trees in mid-distance
are across Worchester Avenue, at the Golf Course.

In areas closer to the Golf Course (and outside the project), there was some blue
stone gravel, cobble-sized broken concrete, short pieces of pipe, and other old
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construction-type trash. Although presently supporting a fairly thick growth of
kiawe (mesquite), this section looked to have been bulldozed in the past. Most of
this latter area nearer Worchester Avenue will remain undisturbed by this project,
thereby providing a buffer between the Hot Pads, the Golf Course, and other
more public areas.
A check of activities later in the afternoon in the area to the east of the main pad
found only the project perimeter being cleared for a fence and dust barrier
around what will be a long retention and settling basin for collected storm water
runoff. While returning back along the interior fence, we came across Raymond,
the field crew foreman (got first name only). He was flagging some suspected
UXO that had been spotted by the dozer operator while grubbing the area. The
boxes were next to and under a couple of kiawe trees, in a large but shallow
sinkhole (one meter below the surrounding area). The items looked to be old,
wooden ammo cases and a couple of rusty steel cans containing small-arms
ammunition that had been discarded and partially hidden.
The preliminary ground prep, surveying, and layout for the new pads and the
extensive system runoff collection system was still underway during the field visit
of 27 March. This type of activity continued through April 2007. Once the
vegetation had been completely removed, the surface of the area from the
existing pad out to the 500-meter-long open runoff retention basin to the east and
beyond to the main drainage channel is nothing but exposed, clean, white
crushed coral (see Figure 93).

Figure 93: Open retention basin, to east of Hot Pads
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This crushed coral was likely the filled material spoils from the dredging of the
Navy’s Ke`ehi Lagoon Seaplane Harbor, as shown as Disposal Area 4 on the
Corps of Engineers 1943 or 44 map, Map 30, above, p. 154. Compare that later
map with the detail from a 1922 Quad Map of the same general area, Map 29:
Fort Kamehameha and Ke`ehi Lagoon, p. 153.
We received a call on 7 May 2007 from the project engineer that excavation for
the trenching for the storm water collection system was finally under way. We
had hoped that, at this stage of the project, some of those cuts for the drain lines
might be both deep enough and in the proper location(s) to extend into part of the
very large traditional fishpond known to have once been in the general area (or
perhaps slightly further inland). This site is listed as State Site Number 50-8013-82, the Lelepaua Pond (refer to the 10 Feb 2006 - Section 106 Review
Comment Letter from the State Historic Preservation Officer, in Appendix A-5, p.
204, below) .
Loko (fishpond) Lelepaua was one of a series of large fish ponds located in what
was once the inshore flats and marshes here in the area, called “Alia, the coral
flats to the south of Moanalua” (from the “Dictionary of Hawaiian Localities,” the
Saturday Press, August 11, 1883, in Sterling and Summers 1978: 331). As
mentioned above, the present project is located in the traditional ahupua`a of
Moanalua. Moanalua is the westernmost ahupua`a of the moku of Kona (now
Honolulu District). In the Mahele of 1848, the ahupua`a of Moanalua was
claimed (by right of inheritance) and awarded to Lot Kapuāiwa, years before he
became Lot, King Kamehameha V (1863-1872). His interest here, as stated in
his claim, was singularly in the fisheries of the area, both offshore and in the
extensive group of fishponds. The ponds, or loko, in the area of Moanalua
ahupua`a are, from the east:





Mapunapuna (40 acres) at the head of Ke`ehi Lagoon (now filled)
Awaawaloa (8.8 acres) filled
Kaloaloa (36 acres) facing the middle of Ke`ehi Lagoon,filled
Kaihikapu (258 acres), filled
Lelepaua (332 acres) at the west, filled

To the west of Moanalua is the ahupua`a of Halawa. Halawa is in the moku of
`Ewa, and this ahupua`a is at the east side of Wai Momi, or ‘pearl river’ (Sterling
and Summers 1978:46). At the west side is Pu`uloa ahupua`a. Wai Momi was
the old name for the very shallow reef and sand-bar-blocked entrance from the
sea and mouth to the interior shores of what is today called Pearl Harbor, now
that it has been dredged.
Keawalau Pu`uloa is the traditional name for Pearl Harbor. Ke-awa-lau-Pu`u-loa,
meaning “the many harbors of Pu`uloa,” according to Shad Kane (in his blog, 26
February 2007: 1). Emerson, however, translated it as “the shores of the many
leaf-shaped lagoons” (1925:167), but both are appropriately descriptive.
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The lands surrounding Pearl Harbor were the core of the moku of `Ewa. This
part of `Ewa was traditionally the main population center, the “bread basket,” and
much of the time the political power base of the whole island of O`ahu.
While some of the walls of this pond are shown on the 1922 map (Map 29),
unfortunately, no remnants of Lelepaua Pond or its walls were uncovered or
found in the course of the construction activities during this project. The
construction excavations that were made for the storm drains and the small
collection basins between the Hot Pads inspected on 4 June were the deepest
cut or dug anywhere during this project. The existing surface in this area is just
under four meters above sea level (12 feet of elevation at the highest throughout
most of the area). They excavated the existing surface to a depth of two meters
at most. Consequently, they only penetrated the over-burden of the 1943-44-era
coral dredge fill layer, into the top 15-35 centimeters of the accumulated marbled
alluvial silt in a few locations. One example is at the south east corner of the new
collection basin to the west of the original pad (refer to Figure 94).
Perhaps in the future, with improvements in ground-penetrating radar (GPR), it
might be possible to pick out the location of some of the buried pond walls or old
salt works. At present, the deepest GPR readings have been to a little over two
meters in favorable conditions here in Hawai`i; this is not deep enough to reach
anything that may have been only a meter above sea level, or less.

Figure 94: Silt Layers in the Small Western Collection Basin.
Silt layers exposed after a long, heavy rain washed away new coral cap,
revealing some of the old alluvial silt.
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The final field visit for this project was on 3 October 2007. All excavations had
been completed, and preparations for paving of the sub-base at the new Hot
Pads were underway.
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PROJECTS ON PRIVATE PROPERTY
Data, Information, and Assistance provided to and shared with U.S. Army
units, groups, and others
The Natural Resources Section of the DPW Environmental Division requested
that our office provide a discussion of the existing understanding of the historical
and archaeological resources for each of the areas to be covered in the
Environmental Assessment (E A) for the proposed Biological Implementation
Plan for Mākua Valley (M I P). This E A is an explanation of the baseline
conditions, as well as the outline and format for implementing the agreement
negotiated between the Army and the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service.
The terms of the M I P call for the protection and management of the habitat of
each of those listed endangered species found on Army-controlled lands. The
primary initial protection measure for each habitat area is to be the construction
of a surrounding exclosure barrier or fence to keep ungulates (goats, pigs, and
cattle) away from the remaining endangered species and to provide safe-haven
locations for replanting.
To date, the Natural Resources crew has erected 12 fence systems in Army
training areas, with more planned. In addition to those exclosure fences on
Army installations, a number of habitat areas not on Army lands have also been
designated to be included among those requiring Army actions in order to meet
provisions of the M I P agreement. The relevant introductory sections and the
historical and archaeological sections for each of those areas that were provided
for that E A can be found in this report in Appendix B - 3.1, below, from page
202.
A table of the proposed fenced Maintenance Units (MU) that are to be
established at these additional non-Army properties follows:
Table 7: Planned M I P Maintenance Units on Non-Army Lands
Area
District
Owner
Size/Acreage
Kualoa Ranch /
Ko`olau
Kualoa Ranch
2.6 acres
Kawailoa E. Waialua
Kamehameha Schools 124 acres
Kaimuhole W. Waialua
Dole
100 acres
Honouliuli
`Ewa
Campbell Estate
3,582 acres
Pu`u Kawiwi /
Wai`anae Kai State of Hawai`i
‘small’
West Makuleha /
W. Waialua
State of Hawai`i
93 acres
East Makuleha /
W. Waialua
State of Hawai`i
231 acres
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Type
Fenced
Fenced
Fenced
3 Fenced

MU
MU
MU
MUs

Fenced MU
Fenced MU
Fenced MU

Manuwai W. Waialua
Kaimuhole W. Waialua
‘Above DMR’ W. Waialua
Upper Kupuna Unit II /
W. Waialua
Ka`ena Point W. Waialua
Mākaha
Wai`anae

State of Hawai`i
State of Hawai`i
State of Hawai`i

166 acres
100 acres
30 acres

Fenced MU
Fenced MU
2 Fenced MUs

State of Hawai`i
State of Hawai`i
BWS

42 acres
52 acres
167 acres

Fenced MU
2 Fenced MUs
5 Fenced MUs

Reconnaissance Archaeological and other Inventory Surveys
Inventory Survey to Pu`u Kaua
A reconnaissance inventory survey was performed on 23 June 2005 in support of
the Mākua Implementation Plan (M I P) and the Natural Resources Program.
Laura Gilda, George MacDonell, and David Cox were air-lifted by helicopter from
‘Area X’ at Schofield’s West Range to Pu`u Kaua on the summit ridge of the
Wai`anae Range. This is the western edge and uppermost part of the proposed
203-acre `Ekahanui Maintenance Unit (MU) fence line in the Honouliuli Forest
Reserve (refer to Map 31, below).
At an elevation of 953 m (3,127 ft.), Pu`u Kaua, just north of Pohakea Pass, is
the second highest point on the Wai`anae Ridge between Makakilo and Ka`ala
(Armstrong and Bier 1983:16). Pu`u Kaua is the fourth highest peak on O`ahu,
and from here, one has a commanding view of the entire southern half of the
central plain between the Ko`olau and Wai`anae ranges (see Figures 95 and 96).
Visible to the east and south are almost all of `Ewa moku, Kona moku as far east
as Leahi (Diamond Head), and, to the west, the most populated portions of
coastal Wai`anae moku (Figure 97). Pu`u Kaua literally means ‘war hill’ or ‘fort
hill’ (Pukui, Elbert and Mo`okini 1981:199).
The roughly rectangular and nearly level top area of this peak is situated at the
highpoint of an otherwise almost razorback ridgeline trail that runs north-south in
this section. As the only potential safe Landing Zone for some distance in any
direction, this is where the Natural Resources Section crews start their periodic
visits when monitoring resources in the area. Their fence crew had also started
here when they investigated this whole ridgeline during the planning for the new
exclosure fence, and they later indicated to us there might be a site there.
The field assessment was ordered to investigate the presence of cultural
properties or other evidence of traditional structures or modifications. After being
dropped off in a thin, misty cloud that quickly dissipated, most of the rest of the
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Map 31 : Proposed `Ekahanui Maintenance Unit (MU)
Exclusion fence line in the Honouliuli Forest Reserve.

day was spent clearing the thick chest-high (or higher) plant growth that
completely blanketed the summit area.
By mid-day, we were able to uncover a series of at least three rough terraces
that step off the north end of the rough, flat area (Figure 98). This is where the
wider ridgetop narrows and starts sloping down. In the central area of the flat,
George uncovered two brass 1927 USGS Triangulation Station markers in
concrete bases (see Figure 99). Working to the south of the summit, Laura Gilda
found a single terrace 17 meters to the south of the primary Trig Station Marker.
Later in the day, Laura uncovered the old red and white post-style Trig Station
target down in the brush just off the Lualualei edge of the flat (Figure 93). A tape
and compass sketch map of the findings was made (see Map 30, below) before
being airlifted out of the area.
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Our recommendation to the Natural Resources Program calls for the rerouting of
the proposed fence from its original line directly along the crest of the ridge to a
revised location to the west of and below the summit area’s traditional structures
or modifications (see Figure 95).
Additional reconnaissance inventory survey for the presence or absence of
cultural properties along the rest of this proposed Maintenance Unit fence line,
and eventually all other MU fence lines (indicated on Table W) will have to be
performed before the fencing is installed.

Figure 95: The Central Plain between the Ko`olau and Wai`anae Ranges. View from
Pu`u Kaua, to Schofield, Wahiawa, Wheeler, and part of Mililani. The exclusion fence
will run eastward along the second ridgeline.
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Figure 96: View from Pu`u Kaua to east-southeast. Pearl Harbor in distance. The new
fence will run along the main ridge, then down to the left.

Figure 97:

View from Pu`u Kaua to the West. Lualualei Naval Magazine in
foreground; Pu`u Kamaile and Wai`anae Town at coast.
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Figure 98:

Terrace Remnants at North end of the Summit Area, Partially Uncovered.

Figure 99:

Brass 1927 USGS Triangulation Station Markers in Concrete Bases. The
near one (northern) is the primary marker.
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Figure 100:

Detail of 1927 Brass USGS Triangulation Station Marker.

Figure 101:

Old Post-Style Trig Station Target in the Brush.
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Figure 102: The Partially Cleared Summit Area
Viewed to south from helicopter on way out. The terrace remnants are at lower left edge
of the cleared section, just above trail leading down the main ridge to the north

Figure 103: Proposed Routing of Fence Line to West Side of Summit
Fence will be away from the crest of the ridgeline and below the traditional structures or
modifications. Viewed to the east.
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Map 32: Sketch Map of Features Identified at Pu`u Kaua.
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CURATION ACTIVITIES
Trip Report, University of Hawai`i Curation Internship Meeting
On 23 May 2006, David Cox and Laura Gilda of DPW Cultural Resources
Section met with Karen Kosasa, Director of the University of Hawai`i Museum
Studies Program, to discuss the possibilities of establishing an internship position
to assist USAG-HI in curation organization efforts. The meeting was at The
Coffee Bean at Manoa Market Place, 1430-1600 hrs.
The purpose of the meeting was to discuss the potential for an internship with
their Museum Studies Program, how we would to proceed to establish such a
position, what the internship would entail, its possible duration, and potential
students for such internships.
Kosasa was provided with a brief outline of the USAG-HI Plan of Action and
needs. In turn, Cox and Gilda received a course description for the grad-level
Museum Studies Practicum, existing internships (UH course number AMST 686:
Museum Studies Practicum), and a copy of their Internship Learning Contract.
Discussion proceeded regarding each group’s needs.
 Kosasa thought USAG-HI had potential for more than one internship.
Based up on the USAG-HI Plan of Action outline, we decided that Item 3:
Inventory (refer to copy, page 186, below), needed to happen first in order
to determine the rest of the process and additional internships. In the
initial assessment, Kosasa felt there was enough quality of work and time
to have internships revolving around Initial Inventory, Collections Rehousing and Cataloguing, Material Acquisition (copying of Hickam
materials, possibly Tropic Lightning, Bishop Museum, and other resources
to acquire all materials relative to Army) and plans such as a Disaster Plan
and a Long-Range Plan.
 UH Semesters are 16 weeks. Their past experience indicates that an
internship (320 hours) takes more than one semester to complete. In the
past, the student has taken an incomplete and finished the following
semester.
 Unpaid versus paid Internship: students are more interested in paid
internships. PCSU has two options for this: Student Hire or Temporary
Hire (up to 20 weeks). Cox will follow-up to see which option will best
facilitate the intern’s needs and what the rates of pay for each position
type will be.
 Kosasa has several current students that would work in these positions.
She feels the Inventory Internship would be best completed by an
experienced student. She has several in mind and would like to be able to
offer them this opportunity ASAP before they accept other internships.
Students are already searching for Fall Internships three months in
advance.
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Kosasa also asked which database we are using. She recommended
Past Perfect (a museum management software). We mentioned that PTA
has begun theirs utilizing Access; however, we are not sure how well it
functions yet. We thought that staying with Access would be more
practical for us in the future as we are more likely to maintain Access as
primary software than specialty software.
Kosasa asked who would be the Oversight Consultant to review status
and quality of collections management and plan review. We suggested
ACOE or possibly external contractors such as Sheryl Ogden may be a
possibility.

In conclusion, USAG-HI Cultural Resources has ample internship possibilities,
and UH Museum Studies is very interested in creating this opportunity for
students. Follow-up is to include:




Cox will investigate hire options and pay rates with PCSU. Temporary
Hire is up to 20 weeks, but how long before we can rehire? We can
specify who we want in the position; believed to have a higher pay scale,
and need to determine if 20 weeks are continuous or aggregate. For the
Student Hire, need to determine length of position, pay scale, and if
specified, develop a hire or application process.
Internship outline created in time for a Fall position. Coordination with
Kosasa to determine number of credits for internship, internship timeline,
and tasks.

PCSU Student Hire for Cultural Resources
As a result of the May meeting, a temporary Student Hire / Intern (the DPW
equivalent term) position with the Pacific Cooperative Studies Unit was
established in the summer of 2006. Jill Sommer started work in mid-August 2006
as a Museum Technician, on a half-time basis for a one-year term.
The following is taken from the PCSU / RCUH job description:
“The student will assist the Cultural Resource Management Section,
Directorate of Public Works, Environmental Division (DPW-ENV) primarily
with the organization of archaeological and historic document collections.
The student hire will coordinate and report to one or more Cultural
Resources staff members. The student is required to independently
perform highly specialized tasks requiring specialized skills and/or
knowledge. The student will have completed an undergraduate degree
and be working towards an advanced degree. The student will perform
tasks independently, have substantial responsibility over the project, and
may have supervisory and training responsibility over additional lowerlevel student hire assistants. Included in this position are research
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requiring status and final reporting, database generation, independent
management of a lab or curation facility, and other work requiring the
student to make decisions which would be binding or require initiative.
This position will be related to the student’s academic program and
requires previous work experience related to curation and archival skills.
Student must be highly organized, with attention to detail, dependable,
and personable.
Specific job tasks and requirements include: a detailed inventory of U.S.
Army archaeological collections temporarily in custody of contractors will
be generated to include nature, volume, and condition of collections.
Additionally, the student will provide estimates on storage capacity needs,
estimate volume and types of curation materials required to properly
prepare said collections for permanent curation storage at Secretary of
Interior Standards or better, and recommend vendors for materials
purchase. Student must be able to travel about the island to conduct
inventory assessments at contractor office or storage locations, interact
with contractors and military personnel, and be capable of passing basic
U.S. Army security screening. A valid driver’s license would allow for use
of company vehicles but is not required. Primary work space will be
provided at the Cultural Resources office located on Wheeler Army
Airfield, O`ahu.”
One of the products of that internship was the ‘Curation and Collections
Management Survey,’ with its appendices. This survey is mostly negative by
design, because its purpose is to document problems and conditions that require
attention. That baseline management survey is attached here:
Archaeological Curation and Collections Management Survey
According to Curation of Federally owned and Administered Archaeological
Collections – 36 CFR Part 79, Proposed rule, the minimum capability
requirements for repositories storing collections belonging to federal agencies
must have the capability to accession, label, catalog, maintain, inventory and
conserve the collections on a long-term basis using common museum practices.
This evaluation of the USAG-HI repositories was based on a combination of 36
CFR Part 79 Standards and recommendations from the National Park Service for
archaeological curation and collections management.
The storage areas (“repositories”) used by USAG-HI were surveyed for:
 Physical space
 Environment
 Security
 Fire protection
 Storage equipment
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Storage materials
Artifact care and conservation
Records
Access to collections.

Immediate actions, referred to as Quick Actions, were taken for any serious
conservation problems, easily-remedied situations, or actions that may require
extensive time to implement.
Physical Space
The existing collection storage areas, Curation Room, and Map Room, are
located on the second floor of Building 105, which houses staff of the Cultural
Resources Section of the Environmental Division of DPW. Building 105 is
located on Santos Dumont Avenue on the security-controlled military base,
Wheeler Army Air Field.
There are also
original documents
and videos kept in
compactor files on the
third floor.

Map 33: Vertical Aerial of part of Wheeler Army Airfield.
Indicates the location of Bldg.105.
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Building 105 is
situated across
Santos Dumont
Avenue from the flight
line and hangar row.
The building is one of
a series of three-story
Spanish Colonials, all
built in the 1930s as
barracks for the
troops of the Army Air
Corps pursuit
squadrons. They
were constructed of
reinforced concrete.
The construction
consists of an 8-inch
block, followed by a
4-inch space,
followed by another
8-inch block.

Not only is this an extremely secure design, it also eliminates the possibility of
many environmental problems.
The Curation Room (CR), (Figure 104, right),
borders an outside wall with a window at one
end and a kitchen along one wall; this side,
however, appears appropriately insulated to
maintain environmental conditions. The one
window has damaged shades, neither blocked
nor insulated, and two doors. One door is
blocked by debris and does not have a known
key. This room is also used as a library and
field storage area. Ideally, there should be a
curation room and library separate from
collection areas. This would also allow a
control room in which to put collections for a
probationary period to allow them to acclimate
Figure 104: The Curation Room,
to conditions. According to the National Park
Bldg. 105
Service standards, preparation of material
should take place in areas other than collection rooms. The most effective way
to prevent damage from museum pests is to prevent establishment of
infestations in the first place by inspecting incoming material.
The Map Room (MR), (Figure 105 at left),
has no windows, two doors (one swinging
half-door with no known key) and two
false walls that don’t extend to the ceiling.
Staff, equipment, and objects cannot
move in and out without hindrance. Both
collection areas are barely large enough
to handle the items in them now and may
not be large enough to accommodate the
entire collection currently stored off-site,
or any other anticipated growth. These
substandard areas will have to be
managed carefully to function as
repositories.
There is little organization in the storage
areas, and they are not structured in a
way that allows for easy access to objects
or the use of proper storage equipment.
Figure 105: The Map Room, Bldg. 105

The artifacts are “arranged” by project, meaning that they are piled on top of
each other in the same boxes in which an archaeologist dropped them off. Maps
of varying types and sizes are haphazardly placed in overcrowded drawers,
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some of which hold over 200 sheets. Maps are not separated from blueprints.
Newly added maps are often dumped on top of the map cases.
Recommended guidelines for paper-based materials: In William Wilson’s
Environmental Guidelines for the Storage of Paper Records, the suggested
temperature and relative humidity levels for combined display and user areas are
70°F and 30-50% (+/- 3%) relative humidity. Museum Standards for
recommended storage temperatures range between 65-68°F and 30-50% (+/3%) relative humidity. Also refer to recommendation listed in Table 1 of ITEM 1,
below, on p. 184.
Environment
The repositories do not have climate control, and the levels of relative humidity
and temperature are not monitored. The 2nd floor has air-conditioning; however,
it is turned off on nights and weekends. A stable environment is ideal, such as
air-conditioning, an insulated storage area, and humidity control. The map
environment is a concern, because the room is not structurally designed for
environmental control. There are no micro-environments used for objects
needing different levels of humidity. Specimens such as soil samples should be
stored in a dry environment (less than 65% RH) to prevent the growth of
microorganisms that would cause deterioration of organic content and
contamination.1 There are also no policies on eating/drinking or plants prohibited
in the collections areas. This facility does not receive janitorial service;
employees are responsible for the care and cleaning of the building. The storage
areas are not included in this care and are extremely dirty. These areas are also
cluttered with other materials, such as field equipment, supplies, obsolete
computers, and surplus furniture.
Quick Actions
1. A quick policy sheet (ITEM 2, below, on p. 185) and requirement to
sign in to the CR and MR was prepared. I use the sign-in sheet to
monitor what kind of use the rooms are getting and for what purpose.
2. A Housekeeping Plan can prevent problems from occurring or limit
their severity when they do. A basic Collection Management
Housekeeping Schedule was created (ITEM 3, below, on p.186).
3. Management does not see the need to spend money on monitoring
climate control if there is no evidence of a problem. I could find no
possibilities for the rental of climate monitoring devices. I contacted
Linda Hee at the Tropic Lightning Museum and ordered a replacement
rotating drum hygrothermograph, and she will allow us to use it for a
couple of weeks. This will provide a better indication of the conditions
1

U.S. Army Corp of Engineers. 2005. Guidelines for the Field Collection of Archaeological
Materials and Standard Operating Procedures for Curation of Department of Defense
Archaeological Collections (Legacy Project No. 98-1714), page 81.
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affecting the Curation and Map Rooms. Hopefully, the importance of
monitoring to avoid problems will become more evident to
management.
The collections areas are not monitored for pests, and a few silverfish
(Thysanura, at right) 2 and cockroaches have been spotted in the
areas; ants frequent the kitchen nearby. (Quick Action – I squashed
them.) The DPW does have a pest management program; however,
it does not address museum pests and is not a monitoring program.
Pest management in a collection area is especially complicated
because without careful management, the cure could cause as much
damage as the pest. A lot of the treatments in the current plan involve chemical
treatment. Museum specimens by their nature are rare and valuable and are
often sensitive and liable to damage if control procedures are too aggressive.
Ideally, the focus of integrated pest management in a curation facility and archive
would be on modifications and exclusion to prevent pests, rather than on control
methods to eliminate those that exist (NPS). Regular and scheduled inspections
of all collections in storage can prevent pest infestations from building up
undetected. I hope to meet with the entomologist/bomb-threat specialist to work
out a better program for collection needs.
Security
Identifications are verified when any person enters the base gate. The building is
unlocked throughout normal operating hours, allowing full access to each floor.
After hours, an alarm goes into effect for some outside entries and the fire
escape. Each floor has a separate keyed entry, although they remain unlocked
throughout the day. Anyone with access within the building can access different
levels until those levels are locked by final departing staff. Security officer/office
clerk, Salvadore Seno, checks the buildings every day at 5:30 p.m. Staff is
recorded and must sign out when leaving. There are no video surveillance
cameras.
The CR and MR each have a locked door, and access is controlled; however, the
keys are kept in a known open location nearby and control over them is lax.
There are no documented cases of loss from unauthorized entry; however,
without a collection inventory, this cannot be determined. There also is only one
set of keys, which increases the chance of access being hindered if a key is
misplaced, lost, or stolen. Highly sensitive and valuable objects are not housed
in locked cabinets, and some reside outside of the locked storage areas.
Fire Protection
This is no sprinkler system in the building; however, there are smoke detectors
and fire extinguishers located in several areas. The storage rooms do not have
2

Fun fact: Silverfish can live for nearly a year without feeding (Mallis and Caur, 1982).
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detectors inside them, but one is located nearby. There are no flammable liquids
to be concerned with.
Storage Equipment
The storage equipment is not sufficient to store and contain objects without
crowding in either the CR or MR. In the CR, the boxes of artifacts are stacked
upon each other on shelves (some being crushed) and many of the boxes are
piled on top of each other on the floor. The shelving is insufficient in size, does
not protect against theft (no doors or locks), and the metal is rusting. In the MR,
maps are stuffed into drawers that are too small for some of the maps, the
drawers have sharp edges causing tears in fragile documents, and the cabinets
do not have locks. All of the cabinets used were going to be discarded by the
Army before DPW-ENV claimed them. None of the cabinetry is raised as a
precaution against flooding (probably not a threat) or to facilitate cleaning the
floors and inspecting for pests.
Quick Actions
1. I researched available vendors for storage equipment and compiled
their attributes in Appendix 4. Spacesaver Corporation has a Hawai`i
Contractor, The Systemcenter, Inc.
2. At management’s request, I looked into the organizational
meetings/conferences for museum associations for 2007 to see which
may offer vendor expositions. The best conference in regards to
viewing products would be the AAM annual meeting. They will be
having around 400 vendors exhibiting at the Expo. The Library
Association’s meeting also has a large expo, called The Stacks, with
over 1,600 booths for products and services designed for library
management. The Collection Stewardship is a workshop and will have
no vendors, but all the others will have them on a smaller scale.
Storage Materials
There is no material used for padding on the shelves, in the drawers, or in the
boxes of artifacts. Boxes are frequently over-packed. Within the boxes, artifacts
are piled on top of each other with no regard to stability/composition of the items.
No trays or dividers are used within the boxes for support. Many of the boxes
came from archaeological contractors, and there is no record of what their initial
processing3 consisted. In more recent scopes of work, DPW-CR has written the
required use of acid-free materials into their contracts. The materials used are
not uniform and vary with each contractor and sometimes with each project. In
all probability, the majority of the specimens will need to be re-housed. Charcoal
samples wrapped in aluminum foil will have to be properly re-housed by doubling
3

Defined as a series of steps undertaken on an archeological collection prior to its deposit for long-term
curation, often including cleaning, labeling, packing, and cataloging (Sullivan and Childs, 2003).
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the foil so the shiny surface is on both sides; or by storing the samples in glass
vials.
Artifact Care and Conservation
Some collections cannot be accounted for. The specimens that I surveyed
appeared to have been cleaned and were labeled. Some labels were very
limited or conveyed information that could not be understood. There is no way to
tell if initial processing included stabilizing and analyzing; however, this
information may be recorded in the final report the contractor submits to the CRM
manager. The metal objects do not appear to have been stabilized; although I
am not qualified to determine this. The suppliers gathered for reference will also
be useful when the specimens are relabeled and accessioned. No conservation
survey or long-term conservation plan has been implemented.
Records
Archival preservation of documentation is relatively nonexistent. All associated
records are not accounted for. Associated records include contracts, field
notebooks, artifact/feature forms, laboratory records, official correspondence
(106 letters), reports, site forms, photographs, photo logs, maps, and GIS data.
Additionally, the CRM manages historic preservation surveys and records. There
are drawers of building surveys in an unlocked cabinet, done by a contractor in
the 1970s, that are far removed from the collection areas. These files hold some
of the only early photographs of these structures; unfortunately, the contractor
glued them to the survey sheets. Archival-quality conservation (conservation
used here as the application of practical interceptive measures to extend the life
of an item) practices were not observed; records are housed in non-archival
quality materials. Paper documents are not filed in acid-free folders, acid-free
paper is not in use, and photographs are not inserted in polypropylene or Melinex
sleeves.
No accession book, folders, catalogue cards, or
worksheets of any kind are used to account for material.
Field records are organized and stored by each individual
archaeologist by his/her desk. An example of one such
“system” can be seen in Figure 106. Photographic
records are required to be kept by each individual
archaeologist on photo logs, although many are not
completed because of time constraints. With no uniform
system, associated records are not readily available and
not keyed to collections and objects. Access to records is
not controlled by any staff. The records are not secured
Fig. 106
from loss due to fire, water damage, or theft, and there
are no duplicate records kept in another location. According to 36 CFR Part 79,
records must be stored in a fire-resistant, locking cabinet or similar container.
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There are no precautions taken for the use and storage of computer media. The
architectural historian stated that all the surveys he has done are digitally
prepared on his computer and there are no hard copies. If anything were to
happen to him, the Army would likely wipe his hard drive and give his computer
to the next person. GIS and other data are likely stored on a networked drive,
which the Army information technicians are responsible for backing-up. While
digitization is an excellent tool for researcher access, it is not yet considered an
archival medium.
Access to Collections
According to 36 CFR Part 79, repositories must provide collection access to
researchers. The collections are not readily accessible and access to them is not
thoroughly controlled by personnel. Collections from individual projects are
stored as units but not organized by their site numbers. There is no master
inventory of all collections; collections have not been inventoried as a whole.
Contractors are required to submit an inventory with artifacts; however, those
inventory whereabouts are unknown. [JS]
Follow-up Action for Record Management
A visit to the Tropic Lightning Museum (TLM) at Schofield Barracks was
conducted to meet with TLM Curator, Linda Hee, in order to view TLM collections
and assess TLM collection management strategies. The evaluation of current
archival practices and varying collection management procedures used by other
institutions aides the Cultural Resource (CR) team in their own preservation
planning and development.
TLM follows Army Regulation 870-20, which requires Army Museums, Museum
Activities, and Historical Collections (Section 2-7), to use the Universal Site
Artifact Management System (USAMS). TLM uses AMIS (Army Museum
Information System) for collection management. AMIS nomenclature fields are
not museum-recognized fields and not user-friendly. The benefit to using AMIS
is that both the USAMS-dedicated hardware and software are supplied by CMH.
An additional advantage to USAMS is that a technician is provided to install the
equipment. The system is proposed to convert to all online access in the future,
eliminating the need for a dedicated on-site system. The Historical Property
Catalog format of AMIS would allow CR to communicate efficiently with all Army
Museums, Museum Activities, and Historical Collections using USAMS; however,
these formats are not the same as traditional museum standards.
The required use of AMIS for our facility is undetermined but highly unlikely:
According to Section 2-7 of Army Regulation 870-20, our curation facility falls
under the definition of “Historical Collections”; however, according to 2-5 (f),
archaeological collections do not have the same standards, which are not
specified in the regulation. The CMH has no interest in found (archaeological)
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objects and does not accept them into AMIS. TLM has to have several separate
Access tables to keep track of the many things AMIS does not allow for or rejects
from accession, and they are also required to house all non-approved items
separately from the objects approved by CMH. The use of Access would allow
for a basic universal tool for collection management and allow for easier
collaboration with Pohakuloa Training Area.
The latest version of PastPerfect museum software has a new archeology
component; however, the Army would not approve installation of the trial version
for evaluation. The needs of DPW-Environmental CR must be thoroughly
examined to determine the best route for collection management.
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ITEM 1
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ITEM 2

Curation Facility & Map Archive

Directorate of Public Works, Environmental Division
Conservation and Restoration Branch - Cultural Resources

Access
Access to the Curation Facility and Map Archive is for official
research use only:
 Please see a Cultural Resource Specialist for approval.
 Please log in on the Visitor Form.
 Materials may not be borrowed from our collections. THERE ARE NO
EXCEPTIONS.

* Certain collections may not be available because of their condition,
cataloging status, or restrictions placed on the collection.

Use
While using either room, please note that the following are NOT
permitted:
 Cameras and Cellular Phones
 Food or Drink (Eating, drinking and smoking ARE PROHIBITED.)
 Pens (Only the following materials may be used: pencils, paper,
laptops.)

Thank you for taking the extra steps towards preservation of our
archival materials and safeguarding our collections. If you have any
questions on preservation management and the effects of the
prohibited items on collections, please direct them to Cultural
Resources Museum Technician, Jill Sommer.
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ITEM 3
Collection Management Housekeeping Schedule

Weekly:


Set and check bug traps

Bi-Weekly:



Clean desks and workstations in outer office
Vacuum Curation Room, Map Room, and office space

Monthly:


Dust exposed areas of shelves, windowsills, and bookcase/cabinet tops

Quarterly:


Dust blinds

Semi-Annually:


All collections in storage should be opened and examined for pests.
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Preliminary Planning for a Long Range Preservation Plan
Another product of the one-year internship was the development of an outline for
a long-range plan for the wide variety of conservation and preservation
requirements for the handling and storage of the growing in-house collection.
This is still a work in progress.
The Collection(s)
The obvious starting point for organizing any collection is an inventory of the
items in the holding. The collection(s) of artifacts, documents, and other material
that has been acquired by the Cultural Resources Section initially included items
from a number of outside contracts for cultural resource projects dating back to
the 1970s. Our own limited in-house collecting only started in the late 1990s.
Our Museum Tech first had to determine who all archaeological contractors for
past Army projects had been and what projects/contracts had been involved.
The next step was to attempt to contact all of them to find out if they still held
anything that had been collected during their respective projects. Two of the
firms—PCSI and Pacific Legacy—had, in fact, turned over all data and
collections along with their completed reports. Of the other five firms still in
business, a response was received from only one. In December 2006, another
set of letters went out to all five firms, requesting an appointment for a site visit
by Sommer for the purpose of performing an inventory and assembling each
collection for eventual return of the Army’s items. The ensuing on-site
inspections alerted Sommer of the critical situation of the state of the curation
problem in general and the less-than-adequate conditions under which some of
the items were being stored.
This realization resulted in Sommer arranging a meeting with the contract
specialists at the Army Corps of Engineers (Corps) upon her return to O`ahu.
The Corps contract management specialists prepare and process most of the
Army’s construction (MilCon) and other contracts. Those large project contracts
must include a section for historic preservation and archaeological work when
required. A subsection of the latter should cover curation of documents, data,
and material collected. The ‘boiler plate’ subsection being used at that time had
not been revised for years, was very outdated, and did not begin to adequately
meet or comply with present federal standards.
The result of that meeting was the joint drafting of a new curation
subsection for all future Corps-managed contracts. Curation subsection
9.5 has been updated, revised, and is now standard in all MilCons and
‘Indefinite Delivery, Indefinite Quantity’ (IDIQ) contracts. The revised
version is to be found below, in Appendix B - 3.4, Curation Section
Added to IDIQ for Army Corps Contracts, pp. 225-227.
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Collection Rescue and Relocation
The following is a message requesting action to save part of the collection. The
onset of rainy weather meant that the items stored in a very leaky
storage/shipping container (Conex) located at the DPW warehouse area at East
Range needed to be moved soon.
From: MacDonell, George H USAG HI DPW
Sent: Thursday, October 13, 2005 6:10 PM
To: Descantes, Christophe H CON USAG HI DPW; Cox, David W USAG HI DPW; Gilda,
Laura L CIV USAG HI DPW; Antone, Carly R USAG HI DPW; Exzabe, Alton J USAG HI
DPW(cn)
Cc: Lucking, Laurie USAG USAG HI DPW
Subject: Conex materials
RCUH folks - we need to get the arch materials and books/reports out of the good conex
and into the storage room on the second floor. Go through the materials, rebox if
necessary (I don't need archival boxes for this stuff right now - just cardboard file boxes
that aren't filled with roaches and silverfish). As long as we aren't transporting major
infestations into the curation room on the second floor, I'm not that worried - that room is
an icebox anyway and we're at the point where if we don't do something now, we're going
to lose valuable records.
Then move anything salvageable out of the bad conex into the good conex (PTA
brochures, etc - again, this stuff will need reboxed). Coordinate with Ken to see if he
needs particular things moved from the bad conex to the good. See what we need to do
to fix the holes in the roof of the good conex (caulk the holes, sno-coat the roof, etc.).
Christophe and Dave - please take the lead on this. The rains are going to keep coming
so please make this a priority.
Thanks!
George MacDonell
O`ahu Archaeologist
Environmental Division

The priority items were repacked and relocated to a locked room adjacent to our
offices at Bldg. 105, Wheeler AAF. Records are no longer kept in the East
Range Conex. The numerous salvaged doors and windows were eventually
stored in a replacement, and the old Conex was hauled away.
Trip Report, Tropic Lightning Museum visit at Schofield Barracks.
1. A visit to the Tropic Lightning Museum (TLM) at Schofield Barracks was held
on Friday, 8 September 2006, to allow Cultural Resources Museum
Technician, Jill Sommer, and Cultural Resources Specialist, Laura Gilda, from
DPW – Environmental, to meet with TLM Curator, Linda Hee, in order to view
TLM collections and assess TLM collection management strategies. The
evaluation of current archival practices and varying collection management
procedures used by other institutions will aid the Cultural Resource team in
their own preservation planning and development efforts.
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2. The meeting began at 1400 with a discussion of TLM’s use of AMIS (Army
Museum Information System) for collection management. The storage facility
and use of steel fixtures from varying suppliers was discussed. Steel Interiors
products were exemplary until taken over by Viking. Bill Edwards, of System
Center on O`ahu, has produced custom-made cabinets for TLM when
commercial options were not suitable. The meeting concluded at 1530 with a
tour of the Archive room.
3.

a. TLM follows Army Regulation 870-20, as discussed above on p. 183.
b. TLM has a very small amount of archaeological (found) objects, but they
do have a large bottle collection in which they had previously wanted to
know if we were interested.

4. Required use of AMIS for our facility is undetermined but highly unlikely:
a. According to Section 2-7 of Army Regulation 870-20, our curation facility
falls under the definition of “Historical Collections.”
b. However, according to 2-5 (f), archaeological collections do not have the
same standards, which are not specified in the regulation.
c. Linda Hee mentioned that CMH has no interest in found objects and does
not accept them into AMIS.
(1) TLM has a separate Access database to keep track of the many things
AMIS does not allow.
(2) They are also required to house all items separately from the objects
approved by CMH.
5. The needs of DPW-Environmental Cultural Recourses (CR) must be
thoroughly examined to determine the best route for collection management.
Additionally, it needs to be determined if CR has received instruction from
CMH as to accepted methods of collection management specific to its
collection:
a. The Historical Property Catalog format of AMIS would allow CR to
communicate efficiently with all Army Museums, Museum Activities, and
Historical Collections using USAMS; however, these formats are not the
same as traditional museum standards.
(1) CMH has no interest in found (archaeological) objects and does not
accept them into AMIS.
(2) We would have to have several separate Access tables and create our
own fields to keep track of the many things AMIS does not allow for or
rejects from accession.
(3) TLM is required to house all non-approved items separately from the
objects approved by CMH.
b. The use of Access would allow for a basic universal tool for collection
management and allow for easier collaboration with Pohakuloa Training
Area.
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(1) There will be several tables required in Access to manage CR
collections.
(2) Queries must be done separately in each table unless they are linked
and queries are designed.
(3) Fields should be programmed to coordinate with museum standards.
c. PastPerfect museum software exceeds other options in performance;
however, it is the most costly.
(1) One management system simultaneously tracks all databases.
(2) Software is easy to use, but will require some training.
(3) May be excessive for the needs of CR. [JS]
Trip Report, Conservation Workshop at `Iolani Palace.
1. The workshop, entitled Conservation: Do It Yourself vs. the Pros, led by
Conservator Beverly Perkins of the Balboa Art Conservation Center of San
Diego, California, took place at 0930 on 13 September 2006 at `Iolani Palace.
DPW – Environmental Cultural Resources Museum Technician, Jill Sommer,
was in attendance. The workshop was designed to help institutions lacking a
conservator to safely clean, assess, and repair their collection materials.
2. Conservation issues, such as reversibility and stability, were discussed.
Participants learned about adhesives, cleaning products and methods, and
metal polishing. The workshop presented methods for removing tape and
labels from objects. There were a variety of hands-on activities, closing at
1700.
3. Perkins suggested that the first step in deciding whether to hire a conservator
or to do the conservation yourself is to consult a professional conservator.
Perkins discussed “do-it yourself” methods of treating artifacts and
emphasized the following three points: 1) Do no harm to the artifact; 2) use
stable and pure materials; and 3) use only reversible methods and materials.
The workshop outlined several methods for repairing many different types of
artifacts, and Perkins distributed and discussed examples of proper
conservation materials, such as B72 Acryloid, Calcium Carbonate, W-445
Multiwax, and Attapulgite Clay.
4. A journal or database entry should be made when any treatments are done to
an artifact at DPW-Environmental. The condition should be recorded, a
photograph taken, and a test with solvent should be conducted before any
treatment takes place. The American Institute for Conservation (AIC)
Website, http://aic.stanford.edu/, is a great resource for finding a conservator
who can make recommendations concerning artifact care. Conservators
should be willing to advise on the best method for repairing an artifact, and
there may be no fee charged for an initial assessment. [JS]
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The Area Reference Code Database
In late 2004, the Engineering Division of the garrison’s Directorate of Public
Works (DPW) completed a review of their entire archive of older construction
plans and drawings. At the time, this material numbered as many as a few
hundred thousand sheets. Their collection was housed at Bldg. 113, Wheeler
Army Air Field (WAA). Bldg. 113 is one of the historic (1934) aircraft hangars
that fronts the flight line, ramps, and main runway at Wheeler Field. It had been
converted into office space for the Engineering Division’s Design and Contracts
Branches. All of Engineering’s current or active material was being scanned and
converted to digital format, with only selected paper items being retained in their
still-sizable archive at Bldg. 113. During that digital conversion procedure, when
they came across prints of potential historic interest or those of subjects now
completely gone, these items were put aside and saved for a retention review by
our office (DPW Environmental Division’s Cultural Resources Section). Prior to
this, many items had been summarily discarded if they were related to a building,
project, or facility that was known to have been demolished or surplused. By
mid-2005, our office has kept approx. one-third of those items we have received
and reviewed from Engineering and other sources since starting in 1999—an
assembly of plans and construction drawings, detailing both construction and/or
building modifications. Some of the items retrieved this way date from as early
as 1909. We have also accumulated maps (or copies) from various locations,
dating back to 1884. These are now kept at Bldg. 105, WAA, and are close to
filling (or overfilling) more than 30 flat-file map drawers.
A database of military facilities, installations, and sites was created as a starting
point for our inventory and cataloging process for these maps and plans. In the
mid-1990s, the Natural Resources Section of DPW-N (DPW- Environmental
Division) had established a list of some of the areas they regularly visited and
studied. Their 16-item list was initially compiled by assigning a unique threeletter code for each of the areas. It included some of the standard three-letter
abbreviations used commonly by the Range Division Office. Although many of
the areas being researched by Natural Resources were not actually on Army
lands, they are, in most cases, tracts that are adjacent to Army-controlled
properties. Their short set was used as the starting point for our initial list. To
this were added the names of the main active training ranges and areas, as well
as the rest of the present Army sub-installations. The result was a basic list of
approx. 60 names and their corresponding codes. When the staff at the Tropic
Lightening Museum was given a copy of this basic list, they provided us with
copies of old WWII-era Army real-estate records. It was apparent that it would
be useful to add the many ex-military facilities and surplused sites to the list as
well. In fact, by this time, because of Engineering Division’s culling, we had
acquired many old plans and drawings. There have been a few WWII-era maps
in the items received from Engineering, and these often provide additional site
and facility names and locations. The full database now has more than 20
columns or information categories possible per location or name (code entry).
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The slowly expanding database presently numbers over 470 listings (as of Sep
2005), with 120 being added in the last two-and-a-half years. The last time a
copy was printed, it consisted of over 55 pages.
Bunkers, Tunnels and Gun Emplacements
Word of this eclectic collection of plans, drawings, and maps has slowly been
spread by the “grapevine” requests of a number of individuals and agencies in
the last few years, particularly for information concerning details and locations of
the many abandoned and ex-Army installations. The ‘grapevine’ began when the
earliest version of the database was shared with the Cultural Resource Manager
for the National Guard in 2001. That copy accompanied a few dozen plans and
engineering drawings of gun emplacements and buildings that are (or once were)
part of Fort Ruger, what is now Diamond Head State Park. Occasionally, we are
able to provide actual concrete assistance, information, details, or even a copy of
a drawing or map. More often, however, we gain another potential source or
interested contact. Requests have come from both private individuals and
contract investigators, who are involved in research regarding subjects such as
Coastal Defense works, gun emplacements and batteries, bunkers and tunnels,
early communications facilities and systems, railways, old dams and water
systems, previous firing ranges and impact areas. We have been able to provide
information from the database to military planners, interested property owners,
land-use planners, newspaper reporters, hikers, both amateur and professional
archeologists, an Army engineers.
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OPERATIONS AND TRAINING
The following memos were received by our office, and both meetings referred to
within were attended.
GREETINGS ALL,
I received an email from Paul Lumley, the OSD Tribal
Liaison, regarding an upcoming trip he's making to Hawai`i in about a
week and a half-10-11 Mar. I've attached the email so you can read it
and see that OSD is wondering how we do consultations w/ native
Hawaiians. Additionally, in a phone conversation with Mr. Lumley
recently, he mentioned that OSD is considering developing a DOD
"instruction" (if not a policy) regarding DOD's responsibilities w/
native Hawaiians.
Regarding Mr. Lumley's visit here and meeting with him, I
ask the following:
1.
Thurs. 10 Mar morning-would you be willing to participate in a
meeting w/ Mr. Lumley at Pearl Harbor, and/or do a brief presentation
for Mr. Lumley and the rest of us on native Hawaiian consultations you
do in your various organizations? This would be followed by a roundtable discussion w/ Mr. Lumley and the rest of us on various related
topics.
2.
Thurs. 10 Mar afternoon-would you willing to invite Native
Hawaiian organization representatives to a meeting also at Pearl Harbor
to meet Mr. Lumley; he could do a brief presentation on DOD
"responsibilities" with native Hawaiians, and this would give the NHOs
an opportunity to meet the OSD staff responsible for developing this
issue and give their input if they so desire.
3.
Fri. 11 Mar-would you be interested in attending a tour of
cultural/reburial sites on "town side" installations-then lunch at MCBH
O' Club, followed by tour of Mokapu cultural/reburial sites with myself
and Mokapu claimants-this would be open to all who attended the
meetings on 9 Mar?
4.
Please let me know if there is anyone else in the HI DOD
community who you think would be interested in attending/participating
in such meetings so that I can include them in this notice.
5.
I'd appreciate a reply on your availability and interest in the
above within the next day or two, so I can plan accordingly.
Regards, June
June Noelani Cleghorn
CULTURAL RESOURCES MANAGER
Environmental Dept.
Marine Corps Base Hawai`i
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Aloha to DoD/NHO Consultation Protocol Development Participants:
Attached please find Paul Lumley's travel itinerary for his November 12-19 Travel to Hawai`i. As
you will recall from the August 29-31 workshop, Paul promised to return to Hawai`i and visit
several places while there to continue to understand what Native Hawaiians view as important in
the Consultation Protocol Development process. He is working on finalizing his schedule and he
would appreciate your thoughts. Mahalo in advance for your input. Len Richeson
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Reports Received and Accessioned
Digital and hard copies of contract reports received and accessioned during this
reporting period:
Buffum, Amy L.
2005 Final—Site Protection Plan During UXO Clearing Activities in the
Proposed Qualification Training Range-1 and Battle Area Complex for the
Stryker Brigade Combat Team (SBCT) at Schofield Barracks, U.S. Army
Garrison, Wai'anae `Uka Ahupua'a, Wahiawā District, Island of O`ahu,
Hawai`i (TMK 7-7-01). Contract No. DACA 83-03-D-0011. Task Order No.
0009. Kailua, HI: Garcia and Associates, 146 Hekili St., Suite 101, Kailua,
HI 96734.
Buffum, Amy L., and John A. Peterson
2006 Final—Intensive Archaeological Survey and Monitoring of
McCarthy Flats and Battle Area Complex (BAX) Training Range
Construction Projects for the Stryker Brigade Combat Team (SBCT) U.S.
Army Hawai`i, Schofield Barracks, Wai'anae `Uka Ahupua'a, Wahiawā
District, Island of O'ahu, Hawai`i (TMK 7-7-01). Volume III: 2005 Survey
Results. Contract No. DACA83-03-D-0011, Task Order No. 0009. Kailua,
HI: Garcia and Associates, 146 Hekili St., Suite 101, Kailua, HI 96734.
Desilets, Michael, and Karl Van Ryzin
2005 Final—Archaeological and Cultural Monitoring Plan for
Construction of Qualification Training Range II, South Range Acquisition
Area, Schofield Barracks Military Reservation, O'ahu Island, Hawai`i (TMK
9-2-05:2). Contract No. DACA83-03-D-0011. Task Order No. 0018. Kailua,
HI: Garcia and Associates, 146 Hekili St., Suite 101, Kailua, HI 96734.
Hammerle, Esme, and Michael Desilets
2006 Final—Archaeological and Cultural Monitoring Plan for
Construction of the Urban Assault Course at Schofield Barracks Training
Range for the Stryker Brigade Combat Team, O'ahu Island, Hawai`i, TMK
7-7-01. Contract No. W9128A-05-D-0007, Task Order No. 0002. Kailua,
HI: Garcia and Associates, 146 Hekili St., Suite 101, Kailua, HI 96734.
Kaschko, Michael, and Michael F. Dega
2005 Final Report—GPS Field Survey of Previously Identified Sites
within the Kawailoa Training Area (KLOA), U.S. Army Garrison, Hawai`i,
Island of O`ahu, Hawai`i. Contract No. DAMD17-01-2-0006. Delivery
Order No. 003a. Honolulu, HI: Scientific Consultant Services / Cultural
Resource Management Services, 711 Kapiolani Blvd., Suite 975,
Honolulu, Hawai`i 96813.
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Peterson, John A., and Michael Desilets
2005 ‘Final—Archaeological Monitoring Plan for Unexploded Ordnance
Surface and Subsurface Clearance Activities at Combined Arms Collective
Training Facility, Kahuku Training Area, O'ahu Island, Hawai`i.’ Contract
No. DACA83-03-D-0011. Task Order No. 0015. Kailua, HI: Garcia and
Associates, 146 Hekili St., Suite 101, Kailua, HI 96734.
Robins, Jennifer J., Cassidy DeBaker, and Alice K. S. Roberts
2005 Final Report—Intensive Survey of McCarthy Flats and BAX
Training Range Construction Projects for the Stryker Brigade Combat
Team (SBCT) U.S. Army Hawai`i, Schofield Barracks, Wai'anae `Uka
Ahupua'a, Wahiawa District, Island of O'ahu, Hawai`i (TMK 7-7-01).
Volume 1: 2003 Survey Results. Contract No. DACA83-03-D-0011, Task
Order No. 0004. Kailua, HI: Garcia and Associates, 146 Hekili St., Suite
101, Kailua, HI 96734.
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APPENDIX A
A-1

CONSULTATION DOCUMENTS

Initial Consultation letter (Section 106) to SHPO concerning Re-Organization of
the 25 Div., 6 September 2005
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A – 2 10 Feb 2006 - Section 106 Review letter to the State Historic Preservation Officer
for project at FSM
Directorate of Public Works
Mr. Peter Young
Chairman and State Historic Preservation Officer
Department of Land and Natural Resources
Kakuhihewa Building, Room 555
601 Kamokila Boulevard
Kapolei, Hawai`i 96707
Dear Mr. Young:
The U.S. Army Garrison, Hawai`i (USAG-HI) is proposing to clear portions of
Kahauiki Stream of brush and debris. This project will occur at the Fort Shafter Military
Reservation, (TMKs: 1-1-8:01&:05 / inland of the Moanalua Freeway, and 1-16:01,:04&:13 / below the Freeway), O'ahu Island (see enclosure 1, Map1. Site
Location). The goal of this undertaking is to return free-flowing drainage of rain water
runoff to the area. Due to the amount of debris build up and overgrowth of vegetation in
the stream there is an increased possibility of damaging flooding. In addition at present
stagnant water ponds develop after short heavy rains. In accordance with the National
Historic Preservation Act, 36 CFR Part 800, Section 106, the proposed action is an
undertaking requiring consultation and review.
At this time, the Army’s designated contractor is planning to use a combination of
hand clearing and machinery to remove the vegetation and debris. Mulching machinery
will be used to chip the removed woody vegetation. The stream connects the three
smaller streams draining the valleys behind Fort Shafter to the tidal Moanalua Canal.
Clearing activities will occur exclusively along the route of the lower section of Kahauiki
Stream from just above the Moanalua Freeway down to Moanalua Canal.
No surface evidence of archaeological features have been located within the area of
potential effect (APE). The present course of the lower section of Kahauiki Stream
passes through portions of two traditional named fishponds, or Loko wai. The larger
pond, to the southeast of the stream was named Weli loko wai, with its walls enclosing
30 acres. To the north was the 20 acre loko Kaikikapu, this later came to be called
Damon’s Fishpond. Both ponds and the old stream course have been covered with fill.
The area to the south of the present stream is used as a motor pool and to the north is
an open field used for recreation (refer enclosure 2, Trip Report, 24 October 2005).
Although the contract specifies that there are to be no subsurface excavations
undertaken during this clearing project USAG-HI, Directorate of Public Works (DPW) will
monitor the operations. DPW’s Cultural Resources Specialists will be on hand to insure
that no cultural or historic features, such as the Fishponds or their walls, or other
remains are disturbed by this project.
Our agency has determined that the designation of “no historic properties affected”
is appropriate for the proposed undertaking. We are now requesting your office’s review
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and comment on this matter. The Army is also opening consultation with other
interested parties, including the Office of Hawaiian Affairs.
If you require any additional information regarding this project, please contact the
Garrison’s Cultural Resources Manager, Dr. Laurie Lucking at 808-656-2878 extension
1052.
Sincerely,

Alan K. L. Goo
Director of Public Works
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A – 3 SHPO response to DPWs Section 106 letter, for Proposed Vegetation Clearance
and Fuel Breaks, at DMR May 2007
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A – 4 18 May 2006 - Section 106 Review letter to the State Historic Preservation
Officer for project at FSM
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A – 5 The 10 Feb 2006 - Section 106 Review letter, response from the State Historic
Preservation Officer, re the Lelepaua Pond at Hickam.
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APPENDIX B)

FORMS and OTHER DOCUMENTS

B – 1 FORMS
B - 1.1
The Risk Assessment (RA) Form. this is required in three parts for each Access and visit to Mākua (and any other field activity on Army Training Areas).
A. Receipt of mission or task:
Begin: 24 April 2006 End: 25 April 2006 (2 days)

B.

Mission or Task: Cultural Resources Section, facilitate field trip for Nānākuli High School
students

C.

DTG prepared:
18 April 2006

D. Risk assessment prepared by: Cultural Resources Specialist, Carly R. Antone
Chapter 2 E. Task
Host field trip for
Nānākuli High School
students. Locations to
be accessed:
Site -5926, feature 11
(petroglyph panel),
parking lot, bivouac
area below Range
Control building.

F.
Identify
Hazards

G. Assess Hazards
(Risk level for each
hazard)

H. Develop Controls
(Enter for each hazard)

Injuries
from slips,
trips, and
falls.

Moderate (M)

1. Permit only those wearing appropriate clothing and proper foot gear for terrain
(PPE).
2. Have first aid kits available and use personnel trained and certified in first aid
and CPR
3. Ensure all chaperones accompany students at all times, maintaining visual sight
of students and a distance of no more than 25 feet.
4. All attendees receive a safety brief and rules of conduct (no running, horseplay,
etc.) prior to start of field trip and a second safety brief once arriving at MMR.

UXO
hazard

K.
L.

High (H) in all areas
past “red gate”. Trip is
limited to UXO
swept/cleared areas.
Low (L) in parking lot.

Chapter 3 I. Determine Residual
Risks

1. Each station have radio on hand for check-in and emergencies
2. Wear appropriate PPE
3. Exercise caution and use common sense in evaluating safety. Each morning of
field trip prior to students arriving, UXO escort will perform a visual sweep of each
station location (each of which have been previously and periodically swept for
UXO).
4. Have first aid kits available and use personnel trained and certified in first aid
and CPR
5. Understand dangers of UXO and use trained personnel. (UXO escort,
HAZWOPER certified employees, etc.)
6. All attendees will receive a UXO safety brief and rules for conduct upon arrival at
MMR.
7. Prior to boarding bus to field trip, teachers will ensure each parental consent
form has been signed and that they are made aware of presence of UXO within the
grounds of MMR.

Low (L)

USAG-HI personnel present at MMR,
teachers/chaperones.

Low (L)

USAG-HI personnel present at MMR,
teachers/chaperones.

Determine overall mission/task risk level after controls are implemented (Circle One)
LOW (L)
MODERATE (M)
HIGH (H)
EXTREMELY HIGH (E)

M. Determine approval level: (Circle One)
ST
ND
L = 1 LEVEL ABOVE PREPARER
M = 2 LEVEL ABOVE PREPARER
H = DIVISION COMMANDER E = MACOM COMMANDER

M. Approval (Rank, Last name, Duty position, Unit, Signature, DTG):
Joel Godfrey
Chief, Environmental Division
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J. Implement controls (“How To”)

A. Receipt of mission or task: Date/Time Group (DTG 010001 JUL 99)
Begin: 18 November 02

B. Mission or Task: Cultural Resources Section, site survey, field investigation &
monitoring work

B.

DTG prepared:
06 November 02

D. Risk assessment prepared by: (Cox, Cultural Resources Specialist) David W. Cox
Chapter 4 E. Task
Use of helicopter
in work area

F. Identify
Hazards

Assess Hazards
(Risk level for
each hazard)

I. Develop Controls
(Enter for each hazard

Injuries from
helicopter
crashes

High (H)

1. Cultural Resource Section staff will receive OAS (Office
of Aircraft Services) helicopter certification
2. Only experienced and OAS certified pilots will be used
3. Only a clear and open LZ with no overhanging obstacles will
be used
4. Radio (UHF) contact will be maintained with the pilot and Range Control
5. Air Mobile request forms will be submitted to Range Control
to ensure range availability
6. Carefully check weather reports before venturing into the
field and cancel trips when prudent
7. Proper PPE including flight suit, boots (or tabis when
applicable), helmets, and gloves
8. Cultural Resource Center staff will utilize flight following
procedures to establish safety of crew

Sling loading by
helicopter in work area
Injuries from
sling-load
contacting
personnel

N.

Chapter 5 I. Determine
Residual Risks

1. Only experienced and OAS slingload certified personnel will
be used
2. Only experienced and OAS certified helicopter pilots will be
used
3. Only a clear and open DZ with no overhanging obstacles will
be used
4. Radio contact will be maintained with the pilot and Range
Control

Moderate (M)

Moderate (M)

Low (L)

Determine overall mission/task risk level after controls are implemented (Circle One)

LOW (L)

MODERATE (M)

HIGH (H)

EXTREMELY HIGH (E)

O. Determine approval level: (Circle One)
L=1

ST

LEVEL ABOVE PREPARER

H = DIVISION COMMANDER

M. Approval (Rank, Last name, Duty position, Unit, Signature, DTG):
M=2

ND

LEVEL ABOVE PREPARER

E = MACOM COMMANDER
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J. Implement controls (“How To”)

OAS certified staff, pilot and helicopter,
open LZ, radio contact, range request,
weather reports, proper PPE, flight
following

OAS certified staff, pilot and helicopter,
open DZ, radio contact

A. Receipt of mission or task: Date/Time Group (DTG 010001 JUL 99)
Begin: 18 November 02:

B. Mission or Task: Cultural Resources Section, site survey, field investigation & monitoring
work

B.

DTG prepared:
13 November 02

D. Risk assessment prepared by: (Cox, Cultural Resources Specialist) David W. Cox

Chapter 6 E. Task

F. Identify
Hazards

Assess Hazards
(Risk level for
each hazard)

J. Develop Controls
(Enter for each hazard)

BackPacking and hiking in a
UXO area

Injuries from
UXO
detonating

High (H)

1. All staff will follow the guidelines in the SOP for entering
areas with unexploded ordnance (Encl 2)
2. All personnel must complete a training course by EOD
before entering any areas with UXO
3. Special care will be taken while in areas with UXO to use
only paths where the ground can be visually inspected
4. Have first aid kits available and use personnel trained and certified in first aid and
CPR
5. Field personnel will wear flack jackets and kevlar helmets
6. All field staff will follow the lead of EOD escort
7. Have available radio or cellular communication for
emergencies and contact with Range Control
8. Ordnance found will be identified, flagged and EOD will
determine if it needs to be removed

Moderate (M)

1. Work will be done beyond the Surface Danger Zone and
only while the range is cold and there is no live fire
2. Use of the range will be scheduled through Range Control

Low (L)

Injuries from
live fire
P.

High (H)

Chapter 7 I. Determine
Residual Risks

Determine overall mission/task risk level after controls are implemented (Circle One)

LOW (L)

MODERATE (M)

HIGH (H)

EXTREMELY HIGH (E)

Q. Determine approval level: (Circle One)
L=1

ST

LEVEL ABOVE PREPARER

H = DIVISION COMMANDER

M. Approval (Rank, Last name, Duty position, Unit, Signature, DTG):
M=2

ND

LEVEL ABOVE PREPARER

E = MACOM COMMANDER
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J. Implement controls (“How To”)

SOP, training, careful walking, first aid
kits, first aid training, flack jackets and
helmets, EOD support, radio or cell
phone, ordnance identified

Work while the range is cold, proper
scheduling

B–2

OTHER DOCUMENTS

B – 2.1 Memos of Transmittal
APVG-GWV-N

21 September 2004

MEMORANDUM FOR Deputy District Engineer, U. S. Army Corps of Engineers,
ATTN: Kanalei Shun, Environmental Technical Branch, Bldg. 230, Ft. Shafter, Hawai`i
96858-5440
SUBJECT: Forwarding Request of Enclosed Report of Additional Survey for Cultural
Resources in Portions of the Drum Road Corridor.
1. This Memo is to document that the U. S. Army Garrison, Hawai`i is submitting to the
U. S. Army Corps of Engineers report on a data CD (and one hard copy) titled, Trip
Report, Archaeological Reconnaissance Survey of Portions of the Drum Road
Corridor, Kawailoa Training Area and Kahuku Training Areas. The report was
prepared by contractors from the Pacific Cooperative Studies Unit, Research
Corporation University of Hawai`i (RCUH), for the Directorate of Public Works in
September 2004.
2. The enclosed Report was completed in partial compliance with Section 106
Consultation.
This field study was carried out at the request of your office to inventory resources in
areas not previously covered in earlier surveys and studies of cultural resources for
this planned road construction project.
3. Please expedite as much as possible the transmittal of this report to those parties
drawing up
the 106 Consultation document.
4. If your Office requires further information of clarification regarding this request, please
contact the Garrison Cultural Resources Manager, Dr. Laurie Lucking, Directorate of
Public Works, Environmental Division, at (808) 656-2878, extn. 1052.
Sincerely,
Floyd Quintana
Colonel, U. S. Army
Director of Public Works
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B–3

Documents and Items Received

B – 3.1

Sections Added to MIP E A.

ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT FOR
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE MAKUA MILITARY RESERVATON
IMPLEMENTATION PLAN
1. PURPOSE AND NEED FOR THE PROPOSED ACTION.
The U.S. Army (USARHAW) is proposing to conduct natural resource protection
measures for 28 listed plant taxa and one listed snail taxon as identified in the
Mākua Military Reservation Implementation Plan, 2003 (MMR IP). The
management actions would take place in the State of Hawai`i Natural Area
Reserves, Board of Water Supply lands, Campbell Estate lands being protected
by the Nature Conservancy, Army owned and leased lands in the Wai`anae and
Ko`olau Mountains, and privately owned lands. The purpose of the natural
resource management actions is to control the threats to several listed species
and help these species achieve stabilization. The stabilization measures are the
result of a non-jeopardy Biological Opinion issued to the Army for Routine
Training at Mākua Military Reservation in 1999 and include fencing, alien species
control, outplanting, and genetic material collections. To stabilize target taxa,
each taxon must be maintained with sufficient numbers of populations to ensure
their long-term viability. Additionally, threats to the managed and reproducing
individuals in each population must be controlled, and each taxon must be
adequately represented in an ex situ (out of the wild) collection. Stabilization is
the first step to recovering these listed species.
2. DESCRIPTION OF THE PROPOSED ACTION.
a. Proposed Action – Implementing the Plan. The proposed action
would be to conduct natural resource management actions for 28 listed plant
taxa and one listed snail species. The ultimate goal of the plan is to stabilize the
species. Stabilization requires that a certain population size be met (differs by
type of organism and life history traits), that three populations reach this criteria,
all threats are controlled for each population, and each species is adequately
represented in an ex situ (out of the wild) collection. To achieve stabilization the
Army and a team of scientific experts identified the best population units (PUs)
for management efforts and the best locations to undertake ecosystem size
actions, management units (MUs). Each MU contains at least on PU that
requires stabilization.
i. Fencing and Ungulate Control
Using fences to create areas targeted for ungulate eradication is a wellestablished practice in other managed Hawaiian natural areas (Cory 2000).
Perimeter fences for the MUs typically either follow MU boundaries, or fall
outside MU boundaries when topography forces the fence line to follow ridge
tops or contours to avoid cliffs or other natural obstacles. Perimeter fences are
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typically not inside of the MU boundaries unless topographic or other features
keep ungulates out of unfenced sections of the MU. In addition to perimeter
fences, several fences are proposed to divide large MUs into smaller subunits, or
provide a strategic protective function, such as preventing movement of feral
ungulates along ridges (strategic fences). The fences are designed primarily to
prevent further invasion of ungulates such as feral pigs, goats, and cattle. In very
rare cases, perimeter fences are not recommended, for example when MUs
include areas that are considered self-protected (typically by vertical cliffs). In
these situations, short, strategic fences might be the only fences proposed. In
cases where a fence crosses a trail on public lands, a crossover will be
constructed to maintain easy public access. Placement and size of all MU
fences will be refined based on landowner input. All proposed fence lines are
approximations only, and subject to a thorough fence line scoping to determine
detailed on-the-ground placement that minimizes damage to habitat and rare
taxa, and optimizes protection.
3.

AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

a. Kawailoa Training Area (KLO). The proposed managed area
covers approximately 17 acres in the south-central portion of the training area.
iv.
Historic and Archaeological Resources At present the
Kawailoa Training Area (KLO) has 79 known or recorded archaeological sites
and/or cultural resources that have been identified in those few sections of the
twenty three thousand acres that have been surveyed. These previously
identified sites include prehistoric and contact period multi feature agricultural
sites, at least one habitation complex, an enclosure, a number of old trail
segments, as well as historic era bridges, stream crossings, water management
structures and military features (Zulick and Cox 2000). The majority of these
previously identified cultural resources are located in the gulch bottoms, on the
limited flats that occur along stream banks, and are concentrated primarily along
the western edges of KLO.
The Range, Training and Land Management Program Development Plan (RTLP,
USACE and Nakata Planning Group 2000) states that all sites at KLO would be
considered significant under Criterion D of the 36 CFR 60.4 (National Register of
Historic Places), as resources of prehistoric or historic importance. They add that
any burial areas would be considered significant because of their importance to
native Hawaiians.
To date Inventory Surveys for cultural resources have been completed on less
than 10% of this Training Area. Stream banks and valley bottom flats are
locations with the highest probability of containing as yet unidentified
archeological sites, while all other areas in KLO are considered having a
moderate probability finds. A review of Archaeological records on file with the
State of Hawai`i office of Historical Preservation (SHPO) show that there have
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been no investigations at and there are no known sites at or near the proposed
management area. The proposed 17 acre management area, its fence corridor
and the general surroundings will all be investigated and inspected for the
presence or absence of cultural resources during an Inventory Survey for
Cultural and Archaeological Resources. This field assessment will be
coordinated with and be undertaken in conjunction with planned activities of the
Army’s Natural Resources Section of DPW’s Environmental Division sometime in
the near future.
b. Mākua Military Reservation.
There are four proposed management units all or partially within the Mākua
Military Reservation (MMR) boundary. The areas proposed for management
include portions of the north, northeast and south ridgelines and valley walls, as
well as portions of the valley below the cliffs on the south side of the valley
vii. Historic and Archaeological Resources. The present configuration
of this military reservation actually encompasses two large traditional land
divisions (or ahupua`a). The south or right half of the main valley (when viewed
to the inland) is the ahupua`a of Mākua. The section to the left of the central
stream, or the north half of the main valley and the large block of mountains
further to the northwest, on to the next big beach, make up the ahupua`a of
Kahanahāiki. The number of known archaeological sites at MMR presently
stands at 119. These identified sites include many multi-featured sites ranging
from examples of at least six heiau, dry (kula) land agricultural terraces, shrines,
habitation complexes, house platforms, enclosures, wells and springs (puna),
trails, to historic walls, ranch features and military features from the era between
the World Wars (Antone and Exzabe, 2005 and Cox and Zulick, 2002). The
majority of these cultural resources are located in the valley floor and stream
bottom areas rather than on the upper slopes or ridges. Cultural Resource
Surveys at MMR have been undertaken for only about 30% of the total area to
date, but are on going. As more detailed planning for the layout of the four
management area fences is undertaken the fence corridor and general
surroundings of each will all be investigated and inspected for the presence or
absence of cultural resources during an Inventory Survey for Cultural and
Archaeological Resources. These field assessments will be coordinated with
activities of the Army’s Natural Resources Section of DPW’s Environmental
Division sometime in the near future.
c.
Schofield Barracks Military Reservation. There is one proposed
management unit partially within the Schofield Barracks Military Reservation
West Range (SBW) boundary. No fence is proposed for the area. The area
proposed for management includes approximately 12 acres along the south
ridgeline of West Range
vii.
Historic and Archaeological Resources. Presently
Schofield Barracks (SBA, which in turn is made up of the subunits SB West
Range/SBW, SB South Range/SBS and SB Cantonment/SBC, as well as SB
East Range/SBE) has at least 76 identified archaeological sites or cultural
resources (excluding the cantonment area - SBC). These sites are primarily on
the lower elevation flat lands and nearby stream gulches and include two
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prehistoric heiau or Hawaiian temple, 30 multi-feature non- or semi-irrigated
agricultural sites, 27 multi-feature irrigated agricultural sites, and five multifeature habitation sites, trails and historic era features (USACE and Nakata
Planning Group 2000; Zulick and Cox 2000). Surveys for cultural resources at
SBW are about 40% completed, with additional surveys being done at this time
under contract.
The only site type that can generally be expected to be found on the higher ridge
tops are remnants of the old communication routes or trails. The proposed
managed area that is planned for SBW straddles the main Wai`anae Summit
Ridge and the existing summit ridge trail. Segments of this ridge trail or route
traditionally served as the primary connection between the Kolekole Pass area
and the summit of Ka`ala. In turn these two crossing points served as the main
direct overland connection for the population of the eight ahupua`a of the
Wai`anae Moku (District) on the leeward coast and that district’s upland
ahupua`a of Wai`anae `Uka. The later ahupua`a traditionally had always been a
subpart of the Wai`anae District. Wai`anae `Uka is situated to the windward side
of the ridge, at the high point of the saddle area of the central plains of O`ahu,
and reaches across to the Ko`olau.S.ummit to the east. It thus provided the
people of Wai`anae access to the full range of those upland resources not
otherwise available on the leeward side of the ridge. The Wai`anae ridge trail(s)
and Kolekole pass are mentioned in a number of traditional stories (e.g.
Fornander 1885 and Beckwith 1940) and in articles in early Hawaiian language
newspapers (e.g. John Papa I`i, re ‘Elou Cliff Road … coming down from Kalena
… to Wai`anae’, in Kuokoa, Jan. 1870, also see Sterling and Summers
(1978:134-5). Ross Cordy speculates on a possible route for I`i’s Elou as:
“…may have entered Wai`anae valley down the steep Kamaile`una ridgeline off
Ka`ala and joined Kumaipo trail” (Cordy, 2002:74-5). His proposed route would
take that trail along the main ridge line to the north from Pu`u Kalena, to Ka`ala
(about two-and-a-half kilometers) across that summit and then down to the ridge
separating upper Mākaha and Wai`anae valleys, and thus away from the new
management area. It is suggested here that another, more likely possibility is
that I`i’s Elou Trail route went south along the main ridge from Pu`u Kalena, a
much shorter distance, to meet the top of the spur ridge that then runs down to
the west. This is along the narrow spine of the ridge that separates upper
Wai`anae and Lualualei valleys. This would provide the best direct link to Pokai
Bay and the population center of the moku (district, and sometimes independent
kingdom) and the biggest village, Wai`anae, on the whole leeward coast. This
overland route would come to within half a kilometer of the proposed
management area. There are a few sites noted in near by gulches to the east
and those at Kolekole but all are at much lower elevations than that of the
proposed management area and all are more than half a kilometer distant.
Although the establishment of this management area will not require any
construction of fences or other structures or alterations the general surroundings
will all be investigated and inspected for the presence or absence of cultural
resources during an Inventory Survey for Cultural and Archaeological
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Resources. This field assessment will be coordinated with and be undertaken in
conjunction with planned activities of the Army’s Natural Resources Section of
DPW’s Environmental Division sometime in the near future.
viii.
Land Use. Lands used for maneuvers at Schofield
Barracks Military Reservation include the cantonment area, maneuver training
areas, ranges, and impact areas. The impact area, located in steep, more
rugged terrain west of the cantonment, is the main site for fire ranges practices
on O`ahu (USACE and Nakata Planning Group 2000). Small arms, machine
gun, mortar, grenade, antitank, and limited short-range indirect fire artillery
training are conducted in these firing ranges. The live-fire facilities and ranges at
SBW are used year-round (R.M. Towill Corporation 1997). No training takes
place in the proposed managed area. SBW has numerous helipads and most of
the installation is accessible by helicopter. Hunting is allowed on SBW, although
it is restricted to Army personnel and their civilian guests. Current land use in the
proposed managed areas is restricted to natural resources management
activities.
d.
Board of Water Supply Lands. There are five proposed
management units on Board of Water Supply (BWS) land in Upper Mākaha
Valley. The areas proposed for management encompass a total of
approximately 167 acres; 2 adjacent larger fenced areas, and one small, oneacre fence in Mākaha Valley; one fenced area on Kamaile`unu Ridge; one
fenced area on Keaau/Mākaha Ridge
vii.
Historic and Archaeological Resources. Cultural use of
Mākaha Valley in the past has been extensive and relatively well documented.
Over 300 sites consisting of over 600 features have been identified. In addition
to the dominant Kaneaki Heiau (State Site 50-80-07-170), the lower and upper
valley bottom lands contain numerous site complexes systems of irrigated (loi)
and dry (kula) land agricultural terrace complexes, religious features, habitation
platforms and terraces, and seasonal or recurrent field shelters, walls, mounds,
and several historical sites.
Most of leeward O`ahu was initially settled between AD 900-1000 (Cordy 2002)
along the coast. The population relied on the wealth of marine resources for
subsistence and traveled into the valleys on day trips or short duration trips to
gather upland resources. As populations and subsistence demands (and
methods) increased, settlements expanded inland to take advantage of the
upland resources and more reliable water sources. Unlike the rest of leeward
O`ahu, primary settlement in Mākaha developed more inland near the back of the
“lower valley” roughly 1.5 miles from the coast, just below Kaneaki Heiau, with
smaller communities established along the coast. Excavation results from
habitation sites in this mid valley settlement area date as early as AD 1120,
which is contemporaneous to other early coastal settlements of leeward O`ahu
(Green 1970:99-100, Cordy 2002:11-21). Results for dates from an agricultural
terrace complex in the upper valley are slightly later, AD 1280 at the earliest,
implying early upper valley use may have been more focused on agriculture than
habitation.
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Cultural resources specialists from the Environmental Division, Directorate of
Public Works (DPW), USAG-HI conducted a limited reconnaissance survey along
portions of the largest proposed exclusion areas fence line perimeter on April 20
and May 20, 2004. The Cultural Resources Specialists searched for field
shelters and agricultural sites similar and supplementary to the extensive field
systems identified in the valley bottom as well as other natural and constructed
features.
A remnant terrace and several low alignments (State Site 50-80-07-6690) of
single course boulders were identified on the gradual slope of a wide ridge at the
center of the lower section of the proposed fence line. The terrace may be a
possible temporary habitation or field station terrace. The size alone suggests a
more substantial usage than just dry land agriculture. The function of the boulder
alignments is likely agricultural in origin, however may be for erosion control.
Additional cobbles and boulders appear to form discontinuous remnant
alignments across the slope to the east and south/upslope of the terrace
suggesting supplemental dry land agriculture that has been disturbed by erosion
and animal activity.
The next largest exclosure (Subunit II ) is planned to connect to Subunit I and
extend to the east almost a kilometer along the crest of Kumaipo or Kamaile`unu
ridge and down slope into the upper most section of Mākaha Valley. This named
ridge top is one of the traditional routes up to Ka`ala and over into the ahupua`a
of Wai`anae `Uka, which was part of Wai`anae District (as discussed in a
previous section above). When the reconnaissance for the fence layout stage in
this subunit is undertaken in this BWS area Cultural Resources Section crew will
accompany the Natural Resources Staff to minimize and mitigate the possible
impact of the fence construction. In addition the trail and general surroundings of
each of the other smaller fences (Subunits III, Wai`anae Kai and Keaau/Mākaha)
will all be investigated and inspected for the presence or absence of cultural
resources during an Inventory Survey for Cultural and Archaeological
Resources. These field assessments will be coordinated with and be
undertaken in conjunction with planned helicopter access actions of the Army’s
Natural Resources Section of DPW’s Environmental Division sometime in the
near future.
viii.
Land Use. The areas proposed for management are
protected as a watershed by BWS, and are closed to the public. The proposed
managed area is within the Conservation District. Hunters and hikers
occasionally access the land.
e. State of Hawai`i Lands There are nine proposed management units
on State of Hawai`i lands, totaling 980 acres in area. All but one of these
proposed managed areas are in a span along the north or windward side of the
Wai`anae Mountain range in the western half of the District of Waialua. These
eight units range in location from Ka`ena Point at the west to the north edge of
Schofield Barracks on the east. The single remaining unit is near Pu`u Kawiwi in
the Wai`anae Kai Forest Reserve, on the leeward side of the island.
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The management units (MUs) on State land have been grouped here into five
general areas, as divided primarily by route of access. The first cluster is the
Waialua Coastal group of two MUs, with the Ka`ena Point unit in two sections
(totaling 52 acres) and the unit inland of Dillingham Military Reservation (DMR, in
two sections totaling 30 acres). All four of these management sections are to
remain unfenced.
Five other management units that are to be fenced are all in upland Forest
Reserve areas to the north of the Wai`anae Ridge. The last fenced enclosure is
planned for a location a short distance to the west of the summit of Pu`u Kawiwi,
in the Wai`anae Kai Forest Reserve.
To the north of the summit ridgeline is the western most management unit of this
group, Upper Kapuna Unit II enclosing 42 acres. The fence here will be
immediately down slope of the State’s existing Upper Kapuna Unit I exclosure.
This new unit will be accessible from the Pahole Natural Area Reserve (NAR),
which is just to the west.
Both the West and East Makaleha Management Units area located in the Upper
Mokulē`ia Forest Reserve and are reached off of the Mt. Ka`ala Road. The West
Makaleha unit extends down slope half a kilometer from the main ridgeline. This
unit will total 93 acres, with most of the west side of the exclosure abutting and
using a portion of the existing Mākua Valley Perimeter fence in the area along
the main ridgeline as well as a short length of the existing Upper Kapuna Unit I
fence in the Pahole NAR. The East Makaleha unit is two and a quarter
kilometers further east along the road, with its upper edge at the north edge of
the summit of Mt. Ka`ala. The exclosure here will extend down slope to the north
from the summit for over a kilometer. This unit when fenced will protect a total of
231 acres.
The Manuwai Management Unit will be 166 acres in area. It will be sited in the
Ka`ala Natural Area reserve mid way along the ridgeline between the summit of
Mt. Ka`ala and Pu`u Pane (which is approximately three kilometers to the east of
Ka`ala), with the fences’ apex at the summit of Pu`u Kamaohanui. This unit can
be reached by either the steep foot trail from Mt. Ka`ala or by helicopter. The
narrow ridge and its trail leading down to the east from the summit of Mt. Ka`ala
is the north boundary of Schofield Barracks Military Reservation, as well as the
division between the Districts of Waialua to the north and Wahiawa to the south.
The fifth unit, Kaimuhole is to be located less than a kilometer to the northeast
and down slope of the Manuwai unit and to the east of Pu`u Iki. The upper tip of
this unit will be within the Ka`ala NAR, with the remainder on Dole land. The
fence will accessible by and extend down slope of the Palikea-Pu`u Ma`ili jeep
trail, and enclose an area of 100 acres.
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xvi. Historic and Archaeological Resources.
a. Western Waialua Coast:
There are two management areas (unfenced) being proposed at and near
Ka`ena Point along the coastline of the Waialua district. One management unit is
at Ka`ena Point and the other unit is at the inland edge of Dillingham Military
Reservation (DMR). Both are further divided into two sub sections.
At Ka`ena Point the smaller of the two subunits, nearer the western most point of
O`ahu is located on the slope above the rough dirt road (originally the O`ahu
Railway & Land Co.’s 1899 main line right of way) and immediately down slope
from Pu`u Pueo. This unit is adjacent to a number of shore side traditional sites,
and a few inland as well. Off the tip of the point is the small rock islet named
Pohaku o Kaua`i, with at least three quite different legends about its origin (see
Sterling and Summers 1978:92-5). Near the point on the north facing side is
found Leina Kuhane, or the ‘souls leap’. This is a very large sand stone boulder
at the shoreline that was the entry way to the ‘ancestral spirit realm’ where ones’
soul departed from this world (ibid:92-5). Inland of the old railway-come jeep trail
in this area are “a few old house foundations” says McAllister of his Site 186 (in
Sterling and Summers 1978:92). This area inland of the old right of way is also
the location of the western section of the proposed Management Unit (MU) at
Ka`ena Point, in the old Ka`ena Point Military Reservation. Presently this is
called the Ka`ena (Point) Natural Area Reserve and is listed as Tax Map Key
(TMK) 1 6 9 001 030. A couple hundred meters further to the east of Leina
Kuhane (and between the shore and the jeep trail) is McAllister’s Site 187, a
ko`a, or fishing shrine, named Alau`iki (Sterling and Summers 1978:97). This is
one of a number of named and unnamed ko`a found along this rough but very
productive coastline. This site is opposite the small gulch in the north facing cliff,
the first from the point. The area between that small gulch, named Alau and the
next – Manini defines the eastern section of this Management Unit, in the
ahupua`a of Ka`ena. The Plat here is listed as TMK 1 6 9 001 004. On the top
of the ridge in the State’s Kuaokala Game Management Area is a medium sized
heiau, McAllister’s Site 188, named Moka`ena (Sterling and Summers 1978:978). A note in Sterling and Summers, indicating the sites possible destruction
proved to be in error, as discussed below. The low four stepped-platform
structure measures 10.7 by 22.9 m (35 by 75 feet). It was partially cleared of
brush and tall grasses, and documented by a member of DPW-ENV’s Cultural
Resources Crew in January 2003. The whole area at the point, both along the
shore and up on the bluff near Pu`u Pueo was part of the Anti Aircraft Artillery
Training Camp and its live fire range during WWII. Access to Site 188 is still
controlled by the U.S. Air Force.
There are two management sub units that will make up the Haili-Keālia
Management Unit. They are located on and above the talus slopes inland of the
western third of DMR. The larger, Sub Unit I is in TMKs 6 9 001 003 and 6 8 002
007, and extends from the stream in Haili Gulch on the west, about 300 meters,
to an area just to the east of the switch backs of the Keālia Trail, and up the cliff
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(pali) to an elevation of just over 800 feet. Unit II is another 200 m to the east, in
TMKs 6 8 002 007 and 6 8 002 018 and only on the talus – to just under 400 feet
elevation. There are at least 14 sites (many with multiple features) of traditional
and historic significance in this general area, how ever the majority are either on
the lower talus to the east of Unit II, or out on the flats within the central section
of DMR. A comprehensive Phase II Archaeological contract is underway at
DMR as this EA is being prepared and the results of that study will be appended
when available.
b. Upper Kapuna Unit II:
Archaeological records on file with the State of Hawai`i office of Historical
Preservation (SHPO) show no sites within the proposed managed area.
Loren Zulick as Cultural Resources Specialist for the Environmental Division
DPW performed an archaeological reconnaissance and GPS survey of multiple
fence line routes for a group of proposed ungulate exclosures within the State
Forestry’s Pahole Natural Area Reserve (NAR), including Upper Kapuna Unit I.
The field surveys were done on 20 March and 3 June 2003. He accompanied
and was guided by Talbert Takahama, Natural Area Reserves Specialist, O`ahu
Division of Forestry and Wildlife, Department of Land and Natural Resources,
State of Hawai`i. This reconnaissance program was performed to assess
potential impacts to cultural resources prior to construction of the exclosure
fences to determine impacts, if any, to known and or previously unrecorded
cultural sites. No cultural resources were found in the area.
When the field reconnaissance for the fence layout stage in this subunit is
undertaken in the Upper Kapuna Unit II the Cultural Resources Section crew will
investigate and inspect for the presence or absence of cultural resources during
an Inventory Survey for Cultural and Archaeological Resources. These field
assessments will be coordinated with and be undertaken in conjunction with
planned activities of the Army’s Natural Resources Section of DPW’s
Environmental Division sometime in the near future.
c. West and East Makaleha, Manuwai and Kaimuhole
Management Units:
The only known cultural resources or archaeological sites in the vicinity of these
MUs are the traditional trails (that have been discussed above). When the field
reconnaissance for the fence layout stage in each of these units is undertaken
the Cultural Resources Section crew will investigate and inspect for the presence
or absence of cultural resources during an Inventory Survey for Cultural and
Archaeological Resources. These field assessments will be coordinated with
and be undertaken in conjunction with planned field activities of the Army’s
Natural Resources Section of DPW’s Environmental Division sometime in the
near future.
d.
Wai`anae Kai:
The small fenced area for this MU is planned for a location on the slope to the
west of the summit of the high ridge that separates Mākaha and Wai`anae
Valleys. No physical remains of sites or features have been identified at this
specific location, but no known ground surveys have been recorded for the
summit area either. Pu`u Kawiwi, at an elevation of 2975 feet is the most
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prominent point on the leeward side of the island that is not found along the main
Wai`anae Range and ridgeline. Perhaps the physical dominance and presence
of this steep sided ridge and its peak (and the difficulty of access) is part of the
reason Kawiwi is a central part of so many accounts and traditional stories about
this upland location (refer to Sterling and Summers 1978: 74-6). The
concentration of traditional stories about the summit area and the proximity,
albeit at much lower elevations of numerous archaeological sites at its base, in
upper Wai`anae Valley indicate the significance of this landmark. For an
introduction to the settlement of this later area of the upper valley see Cordy
(2002:56-63). When the field reconnaissance for the fence layout stage is
undertaken in the Wai`anae Kai MU the DPW’s Cultural Resources Section crew
will investigate and inspect for the presence or absence of cultural resources
during an Inventory Survey for Cultural and Archaeological Resources. These
field assessments will be coordinated with and be undertaken in conjunction with
planned activities of the Army’s Natural Resources Section of DPW’s
Environmental Division sometime in the near future.
e. Honouliuli: The 3,582-acre preserve is situated between
366 and 945 m (1,200 and 3,100 ft) elevation on the eastern slope of the
Wai`anae Mountain Range of O`ahu and extends along the ridgeline from Mauna
Kapu in the south to Pu`u Hapapa in the north, and down slope out toward the
east (The Nature Conservancy (TNC) 2000). The uplands of Honouliuli are
owned by the Estate of James Campbell, and have been managed as a Natural
Area Preserve by the Nature Conservancy since 1990 through a long-term lease
agreement. There are three proposed management units at the Honouliuli
Preserve that in total cover approximately 375 acres
vii.
Historic and Archaeological Resources:
Traditionally Honouliuli was the largest ahupua`a (major land subdivision) and
western most of the thirteen that made up the moku (district, and sometimes
independent chiefdom) of `Ewa. `Ewa is the district that encompasses the
southern half of the central plain of O`ahu, between the two main mountain
ranges, with each of its ahupua`a fanning out from the waters of Pu`uloa (the old
name for Pearl Harbor). For much of the prehistory of O`ahu the central district
of `Ewa was both the population center and the political center of the island.
During the time of the alii, (from about 1350 AD on) the Honouliuli ahupua`a
provided fishing grounds, wetland agriculture in the stream bottoms and near the
shores of Pu`uloa, dry farming in the middle plains, and native forests where
people gathered plants for practical, cultural, and medicinal uses in the uplands.
Hawaiians probably farmed the lower forested areas of the Honouliuli ahupua`a
for kalo (taro, Colocasia spp.), uhi (yam, Dioscorea spp.), and uala (sweet potato,
Ipomoea batatas) and lived in some areas.
One of the most recognizable geographic features of the Preserve is Pohakea
Pass, which once served as an important access point between the moku of
`Ewa and Wai`anae and is also important in Hawaiian oral traditions. Some
Hawaiian historical researchers believe that the northern end of the Preserve
(Lihue) may have been part of a major Hawaiian “training ground” for chiefs, in
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conjunction with Kūkaniloko and its associated surrounding heiau in the area to
the north of Wahiawa. Kūkaniloko, while famous as a birthing ground for royalty
was much more, serving as the focus for a "university" for many alii. Here they
learned astronomy, navigation, botany, methods of warfare, and other arts.
Lihue and the area just to the north were also the location of a number of major
battles between various factions on O`ahu in the late pre-contact period.
Large-scale modifications to the lands of upland Honouliuli probably began
between 1815 and 1830. At that time, large areas of Hawai`i’s lowland forests
were burned in order to detect standing or fallen sandalwood by the fragrant odor
of the smoke. This disturbance was accompanied by the introduction of livestock,
such as cattle and goats, which had free range and devastated much of the
remaining native vegetation. In 1877, when James Campbell purchased the land
that now includes Honouliuli Preserve, he reportedly drove 32,347 cattle off the
land. In more recent times, several trails were built in the preserve, including the
historic 17-mile Honouliuli Contour Trail, originally constructed by the Civilian
Conservation Corps in the 1930s following the request of the U.S. Army
Command. Other uses of the lands near the preserve have included sugar cane
and pineapple agriculture and internment camps during World War II. Historic
sites include Hawaiian cultural sites, such as agricultural terracing, house sites,
and other sites, have been identified in the preserve (TNC 2000). Two
Archaeological Reconnaissance Surveys have recently been undertaken by
DPW’s Cultural Resources Section crew to investigate and inspect a possible
archaeological site on the summit of Pu`u Kaua (3127 feet / 953m elevation), the
high point on the ridge to the north of Pohakea Pass. This is the location of the
203 acre `Ekahanui MU. These field assessments will be reported on in more
detail in the near future.
viii.
Land Use: The proposed managed areas are all within the
Conservation District, and are managed by the Nature Conservancy a
Biodiversity Preserve for protection of the forest and rare and endangered
species found in the area.
For the remaining sections g. through i., subsection vi., below is repeated.
f. Dole Foods: There is one proposed management unit on
Dole Foods land, the Kaimuhole MU. This MU is located on the eastern slope of
the Wai`anae Mountains, in the district of Wailua (discussed in Section e, above,
pages 210 - 212). The proposed managed area includes approximately 100
acres, and a fence is proposed for the area
vi.
Historic and Archaeological Resources:
When the field reconnaissance for the fence layout stage in each of these units is
undertaken the Cultural Resources Section crew will investigate and inspect for
the presence or absence of cultural resources during an Inventory Survey for
Cultural and Archaeological Resources. These field assessments will be
coordinated with and be undertaken in conjunction with planned field activities of
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the Army’s Natural Resources Section of DPW’s Environmental Division
sometime in the near future.
g. Kamehameha Schools: There is one managed area
proposed for Kamehameha Schools (KS) lands in the district of Kawailoa, in the
Ko`olau Mountains. The proposed managed area covers approximately 124
acres, and has a proposed fence.
h. Kualoa Ranch: There is one proposed management unit
on Kualoa Ranch lands in the windward central Ko`olau Mountains. The
proposed managed area includes approximately 2.6 acres, and a fence is
proposed for the area.
4. ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT OF THE PROPOSED ACTION AND
ALTERNATIVES.
g. Historical and Archaeological Resources.
i. Implementation of Management Plan. Construction of
a fence and outplanting species could affect unknown
cultural sites. Written records and historic maps relevant to
the project area have been researched and reviewed.
Inquiries regarding known archaeological sites with the State
Historic Preservation Division were conducted. In addition,
surveys will be conducted by DOD archaeologists along
proposed fence routes and in outplanting areas to ensure no
resources are impacted.
ii. No Action. No impacts are anticipated, as the existing
conditions would remain.
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MilCon Request for FSM Golf Course Maint. Facility
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Letter from D. Daso, Curator, Modern Military Aircraft, Smithsonian
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Memorandum For Record (MFR), undated.
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Historical Records Review, Waikakalaua Ammunition Storage
Tunnels (WAS) (Draft by TLI Solutions, Inc. 3-1 August 2006, cover
sheet)
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Curation Section Added to IDIQ for Army Corps Contracts….

9.5 Curation. The Contractor shall accept the following definitions and
standards for the processing, management, and curation of the collection
recovered under contract to the Corps of Engineers. The goal of these
standards is to ensure that the collection will be properly processed,
documented, and managed.
9.5.1 The following definitions are applicable to the terms used in the
curation standards.
9.5.1.1 The term “archival quality” is a term used to designate
materials or products that are permanent, durable, and/or
chemically stable, and, therefore, can be safely used for
preservation purposes.
9.5.1.2 “Archivally stable” material for records means lignin-free
and acid-free. Archivally stable boxes are lignin-free, acid-free,
and buffered. Artifact bagging should be done with archive quality
plastic bags, 2 millimeters in thickness, or thicker, as the object
requires. Plastics safe for archival storage include mylar,
polypropylene, and polyethylene.
9.5.1.3 A Collection is composed of material remains and
associated records. Specifically, it refers to the composite of all
material remains that are excavated or removed during a survey,
excavation or other study of a prehistoric or historic resource, as
well as the associated records that are prepared or assembled in
connection with the investigation.
9.5.1.4 Material Remains means artifacts, objects, samples, specimens
and other physical evidence that are excavated, collected or removed in
connection with efforts to locate, evaluate, document, study, preserve or
recover a prehistoric or historic resource. Classes of material remains
(and illustrative examples) in collections include, but are not limited to:
9.5.1.4.1 Components of structures and features;
9.5.1.4.2 Intact or fragmentary artifacts of human manufacture;
9.5.1.4.3 Intact or fragmentary natural objects used by humans;
9.5.1.4.4 By-products, waste products or debris resulting from
the manufacture or use of man-made or natural materials;
9.5.1.4.5 Organic materials;
9.5.1.4.6 Human remains;
9.5.1.4.7 Components of petroglyphs, pictographs or other
works of artistic or symbolic representation;
9.5.1.4.8 Environmental and chronometric specimens; and
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9.5.1.4.9 Paleontological specimens that are found in, or
suspected of being in direct physical relationship with a
prehistoric or historic resource.
9.5.1.5 Associated Records refers to original records (or copies
thereof) that are prepared or assembled and document efforts to
locate, evaluate, record, study, preserve or recover materials from
a prehistoric or historic resource. Some records such as field
notes, artifact inventories and oral histories may be originals that
are prepared as a result of the field work, analysis and report
preparation. Other records such as deeds, survey plats, historical
maps, and diaries, may be copies of original public or archival
documents that are assembled and studied for historical research.
Classes of associated records (and illustrative examples) that may
be in a collection include, but are not limited to:
9.5.1.5.1 Records relating to the identification, evaluation,
documentation, study, preservation or recovery of a resource
(such as site forms, field notes, drawings, maps, GIS files,
photographs, slides, negatives, films, video and audio tapes,
oral histories, artifact inventories, laboratory reports, computer
cards and tapes, computer disks and diskettes, printouts of
computerized data, manuscripts, reports, and accession,
catalog, and inventory records);
9.5.1.5.2 Records relating to the identification of a resource
using remote sensing methods and equipment (such as satellite
and aerial photography and imagery);
9.5.1.5.3 Public records essential to understanding the resource
(such as deeds, survey plats, military and census records, birth,
marriage and death certificates, immigration and naturalization
papers, tax forms and reports);
9.5.1.5.4 Archival records essential to understanding the
resource (such as historical maps, drawings and photographs,
manuscripts, architectural and landscape plans,
correspondence, diaries, ledgers, catalogs and receipts); and
9.5.1.5.5 Administrative records relating to the survey,
excavation, data recovery or other study of the resource (such
as scopes of work, requests for proposals, research proposals,
contracts, antiquities permits, reports, documents relating to
compliance with Section 106 of the National Historic
Preservation Act of 1966, as amended, and National Register of
Historic Places nomination and associated forms).
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9.5.2 Material Remains Curation Standards. The following standards
are applicable to all material remains generated from this contract.
9.5.2.1 A collection created under contract to the Corps of
Engineers shall have an inventory of material remains. Inventory
should be in both hard copy and digital form. An explanation of
the cataloging system should accompany the inventory.
9.5.2.2 Artifacts and other material remains with the exception of
those needing specialized analysis shall be cleaned.
9.5.2.3 Artifacts and other materials remains shall be catalogued
and labeled with State of Hawai`i, or appropriate governmental
jurisdiction site numbers and provenience. Items can be grouped
by material type, placed in bags with the exterior permanently
labeled, and a Mylar strip or acid-free paper labeled with the
appropriate provenience information placed within the bag.
9.5.2.4 In most cases, artifacts and other material remains shall
be stored in polyethylene, zip-lock plastic bags. Natural fiber cloth
bags are an acceptable alternative, provided they can be securely
closed and labeled with the appropriate information, including
provenience. For those items requiring special packaging,
archivally stable materials shall be used.
9.5.2.5 All artifacts and other materials remains shall be placed in
archivally stable storage boxes. If more than one layer is to be
included in the box, a tray, or similar separation must be used to
prevent the crushing of material. Each box should have a
specimen/object inventory enclosed, be organized by project, and
be in good condition. The boxes should be temporarily labeled on
their exterior surface with Contractor name, contract number,
project name, and site. All material remains shall be housed by
provenience when possible.
9.5.2.6 Each box shall contain an inventory listing of its contents
keyed to a master inventory of the collection.
9.5.2.7 All material remains storage boxes shall have a label
conforming to the specifications of the COR or CEPOH-EC-E. It is
recommended that each box have a clear invoice label holder
which contains the box label.
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9.5.3 Associated Records Curation Standards. The following
standards are applicable to all associated records generated from this
contract.
9.5.3.1 There shall be a written inventory of all associated
records. The inventory of associated records, together with the
inventory of material remains, shall be submitted in duplicate to
the COR or CEPOH-EC-E within 30 days of acceptance of the
final report.
9.5.3.2 One archivally stable copy of all original field
documentation and laboratory analyses shall be submitted to the
COR or CEPOH-EC-E when the final report is submitted.
9.5.3.3 All pertinent maps used and generated by this contract
shall be considered part of the collection. This includes, but may
not be limited to, USGS maps, regional and project area maps,
site survey and excavation maps, collection grid maps, and
excavation unit profiles and plans. These pertinent maps shall be
listed within the inventory of associated records. Project location,
USGS, and regional maps shall also be required to be submitted
electronically in format that shall be specified in each task order.
9.5.3.4 A list of conserved objects along with a description of the
techniques applied to objects during cleaning, preservation,
and/or analyzing shall accompany the collection. Techniques
should be appropriate, reversible, and nondestructive. This list
shall also indicate which objects require future conservation
treatment.
9.5.3.5 Each collection shall contain a photograph catalog.
Photographic materials shall be organized by film type (e.g., roll
film, sheet film, 35mm slides, prints, digital, video, etc.) and in
chronological sequence.
9.5.3.6 Archival and working sets of slides and prints shall be
produced for the collection. All photographic materials shall be
stored in archivally stable containers or other appropriate method
in consultation with the COR or CEPOH-EC-E.
9.5.3.7 A digital catalog shall be prepared of computer disks,
diskettes, and any other automated data processing materials
associated with the collection.
9.5.4 All material remains and associated records generated under
provisions of this contract or acquired from property under the
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jurisdiction or control of a Federal agency are the property of the U.S.
Government and shall be maintained for the public benefit. All bags
and boxes containing the collection shall be stored on-island in a
physically secure, relatively cool, dry (weather-proof) area in as
stable a climate-controlled environment as possible (for further
guidance refer to 36 CFR 79).
9.5.5 All material remains and associated records generated under
provisions of this contract or acquired from property under the
jurisdiction or control of a federal agency are the property of the U.S.
Government and shall be maintained for the public benefit. All bags
and boxes containing the collection shall contain the words
"PROPERTY OF THE U.S. GOVERNMENT; DO NOT DESTROY OR
DISCARD." All elements of the collection shall be clearly identified as
U.S. Government property. Any or all such elements shall be turned
over to the Government when requested by the COR.
9.5.6 Curated or inventoried materials remains and associated
records will not be discarded without prior approval or knowledge of
the Contracting Officer (CO). If all or a part of the collection is deaccessioned, an explanation of this action must be provided to the
CO in writing, and approval must be granted by the CO prior to the
action.
9.5.7 The curated collection will be made available for study to any
legitimate researcher upon completion of the contract. If, for safety or
discretionary reasons, it is necessary to withdraw all or part of the
collection from accessibility, the CO will be advised of the action.
9.5.8 All conserved objects will be turned over to the Government
within 30 days of acceptance of the final report.
9.5.9 The location of the collection will be specified in the final report.
If the curating institution is other than the Government, a statement of
acceptance of the Standards, signed by the responsible official of the
recipient institution, will be submitted prior to completion of work
under this contract.
9.5.10 With the possible exception of human remains the collection
will be curated within the control of the same institution. If the
institution determines that, in the public interest the collection in
whole or in part is to be loaned to another institution, a detailed
record of times for loan (including their condition of repair) will be
prepared and maintained, along with provisions of the loan. A copy
of the loan agreement will be submitted to the CO for approval prior
to the action.
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9.5.11 The collection shall be curated in an orderly fashion by the
completion of the contract, providing ready accessibility to material
remains and associated records by staff and legitimate researchers.
9.5.12 The collection will be curated in a manner that will stabilize or
reduce deterioration.
9.5.13 Reasonable protection will be provided by the Contractor
against hazards of fire, theft, flood, vandalism, climate and
infestation.
9.5.14 The collection will be stored in a way that will reduce the
possibility of damage by breaking, abrasion, temperature extremes,
exposure to light or other deleterious agents.
9.5.15 The collection will be monitored at regular intervals to detect
conditions leading to damage or loss. Problems such as broken
bags, insect damage, faded accession numbers, etc. will be promptly
corrected.
9.5.16 If the contractor ceases to exist, disposition of the collection
will be determined by agreement between the Contractor and the
Contracting Officer.
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CULTURAL RESOURCE MANAGEMENT
OF U.S. ARMY STRYKER BRIGADE COMBAT
TEAM (SBCT) TRANSFORMATION PROJECTS,
O‘AHU AND HAWAI‘I ISLANDS
ANNUAL REPORT, January 2004 – July 2006
Prepared by:
U.S. Army Garrison, Hawai`i
Directorate of Public Works
Environmental Division
October 2006
ABSTRACT
Stipulation VI (B) of the Programmatic Agreement (PA) among the United States
Army Garrison, Hawai`i, the Hawai`i, the Hawai`i State Historic Preservation
Office and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation for Section 106
Responsibilities for the Army Transformation of the 2nd Brigade, 25th Infantry
Division (Light) (25 ID (L)) to a Stryker Brigade Combat Team (SBCT) requires
submittal of an annual report to all signatory and concurring parties to the PA.
This report is to include a list of projects and program activities, a summary of
mitigation actions, a summary of consultation activities and a summary of
determinations of eligibility.
`
No annual report was submitted in 2005 but as Appendix B of this report
indicates, the Army’s actions since the signing of the PA have been transparent
to the community. Draft and final reports and plans and numerous consultations
on mitigation actions were transmitted to signatory and concurring parties in that
period. This report covers the time frame from February 2004 to June 2006.
Further detail and in-depth descriptions of the projects can be found in the Final
Environmental Impact Statement, Transformation of the 2nd Brigade, 25th Infantry
Division (L) to a Stryker Brigade Combat Team in Hawai`i (Tetra Tech 2004)
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INTRODUCTION

In October of 1999, the Secretary of the Army and the Chief of Staff of the Army
expressed the need for the Army to modernize its abilities to serve and protect
the nation. In an era of rapid change, the ability to respond quickly, efficiently
and effectively will require significant equipment upgrades and institution-wide
steps for the United States to maintain military defense. One aspect of this
Army-wide transformation is the conversion of some combat forces to a Stryker
Brigade Combat Team. The Stryker Brigade Combat Team (SBCT) will retain
the mobility and flexibility of traditional army forces, however it will be upgraded
with new vehicles, equipment, and communications technology for this purpose.
In April of 2002, a Record of Decision (ROD) to an Army wide Programmatic
Environmental Impact Statement was signed to proceed with this new vision.
Hawai`i was selected as one of the six strategic locations for the initial SBCT
Transformation. Twenty-eight projects were proposed for the 25th Infantry
Division to attain operational capability for the SBCT and in order to provide
realistic training for soldiers. These projects involve improvements to existing
infrastructure and facilities as well as reconfiguration of training areas. An
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) reviewing this proposed transformation
concept in Hawai`i with alternatives was provided to the public in October of
2003. After an extended period for public comment, a finalized EIS was issued in
May of 2004.
In response to this transformation a Programmatic Agreement (PA) among the
United States Army Garrison, Hawai`i (USAG-HI), the Hawai`i State Preservation
Office and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation for Section 106
Responsibilities (Appendix A) was implemented 30 January 2004. This particular
document is the driving force for implementing regulations to protect historic
properties on all Army lands involved in the conversion. This PA designates
consultation under 36 CFR Part 800 (Protection of Historic Properties) and
stipulates consultation with Native Hawaiians. It provides for identification,
evaluation, assessment and proposed treatment for historic properties eligible
under National Register criteria. It also requires monitoring of transformation
projects with potential to effect historic properties, distribution of archaeological
and cultural projects documentation, and the generation of an annual report
summarizing all actions supporting these stipulations.
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